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SBE Convenes Amid Concerns
pallies are concerned about the show. A
few companies have cut back their booth
St. Louis MO Based on the number of sizes or are skipping SBE this year, citing various reasons including the current
exhibitors that have purchased space,
national economic slowdown and an unthe 1990 Society of Broadcast Engineers
certainty about SBE as aselling show.
(SBE) show looks to be in good shape
Also, as show budgets get tighter, a
this year.
But some broadcast equipment corn- few have decided to forego SBE in lieu
by John Gatski

Sat CD Views Vary
by Charles Taylor
Washington DC Satellite CD Radio's
proposal to combine digital satellite
feeds with terrestrial digital stations has
prompted amixed bag of reactions, ranging from pristine praise to wholehearted
scorn.
While they may guide the Commission in assessing public opinion on the

system—and on digital audio broadcasting (
DAB) in general—the FCC likely will
not act on Satellite CD's proposal until
it has fully assessed the issue of digital
audio radio.
At a1August meeting, the FCC said
that the company's proposal, because it
requests allocation of new spectrum,
probably will be folded into asweeping
(continued on page 7)

of other conventions that have
alarger attendance.
One company decided not to
attend because it disagreed with
SBE holding next year's show in
Houston, also apoint of contention with other manufacturers.
As of late August, 130 companies had registered for the 4-6
October show and more than 150
are expected to exhibit, according
to show manager Eddie Barker,
president of Eddie Barker and
Associates, which manages the
convention for SBE.
Barker said very few companies have decided not to attend,
and there has not been an overall downsizing in booths, even
with an $8-to-$10-per-squarefoot rate increase.
A strong show
"We're ahead of where we
were at this point last year,"
_
Barker said.
IÉ"
-- s convention In St. Louis moves ahead,
At the 1989 Kansas City show,
despite concerns of asoftening market.
146 companies exhibited, accordsaid the economy could affect the show.
ing to Barker, who noted that many comAlthough most declined to call the curpanies will not buy booth space until late
rent economic slowdown aslump, they
September.
(continued on page 10)
Most company officials interviewed

SPOIL YOUR VENN.. Not Your Audio

Pure Sonic Integrity- 99.997% Distortion Free

FX50 Exciter
Western radio broadcasts are keeping Iraq's jammers bitsy.

No matter what your format is. . no matter
which processing you run; your entire system
is no better than your exciter. So why limit
the potential of your signal? Join the hundreds
of broadcasters that have already realized
what adifference the FX 50 can make.
Call BE now at 217-224-9600.

Iraq Riled by Radio
by Alan Carter
Washington DC Western radio broadcasters are playing acat-and-mouse
game with Iraqi President Saddam Hussein.
They are just as determined to transmit radio signals into Iraq and Kuwait
as he has been to keep them out, after his army invaded Kuwait on 2August.
The British Broadcasting Corp. (BBC), with better transmission sites and
stronger medium wave capability in the Middle East than the Voice of America
(VOA), is having the best luck side-stepping the Iraqi government's jamming
of Arabic-language broadcasts.

c• .<50 EXCITES

I

Adding frequecies
When Iraq jams one frequency, the BBC just adds some more, according
to Dennis Thompson, who heads the network's broadcast coverage operations from London.
(continued on page 2)
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Iraqi Radio War
(continued from page 1)
"From the feedback we're getting, some channels remain
open," he said. "And people can
pick up some of the channels
that are jammed, although the
signal isn't very good!'
The VOA also is transmitting
Arabic broadcasts via the Worldnet satellite system to televisionreceive-only antenna dishes,
while continuing short and
medium wave transmissions, to
get around the jamming.
"The Iraqis are beginning to
show some signs of being

strained," said Bill Whitaker,
chief of frequency management
and monitoring for VOA in

Arabic broadcasts from nine
hours to 10 and one-half hours
and increased the Englishlanguage version to 24 hours.
The BBC transmits from
Cyprus and the island of Masira
off the coast of Oman.
VOA has increased its Arabic

"The Iraqis are beginning to show
some signs of being strained."
Washington. Iraq stopped jamming Iranian broadcasts, he
said, and cut back its own
broadcasts to interfere with
Western signals.
The BBC has increased the

broadcasts to nine and threequarter hours, up two and one
quarter hours. It also is using
more frequencies and transmitting into North Africa.
Among its English program-

ming are bulletins from the
State Department. The VOA
also broadcast President Bush's
speech to US troops because
the Armed Forces Network
doesn't have transmitting capabilities in the Middle East.
The VOA signal is transmitted
from Greenville, NC, to relay
stations in Germany and the
Greek island of Rhodes.
The Iraqis use what VOA calls
"bubble jamming," so-called because of the sound it makes.
VOA is not sure how the Iraqis
create the interference, except to
speculate it may be an "FMing
of the carrier balance!'
Not only is Iraq interfering
with the BBC and VOA, it is
jamming government radio

WE SURPRISED OURSELVES!

AUDIOARTS

from Saudi Arabia and Egypt.
"The jamming is pretty effective, but the determined listener
can get pieces of information,"
Whitaker said.
Iraq's retort
The Iraqi government radio,
Radio Baghdad, also took an initiative to get its message out.
An English language broadcast
is transmitted into Europe and
the US, according to Kim Elliott,
an audio research officer at
VOA. Although the frequency
changes, the signal could be
heard in the US, 4-6 PM EDST on
13660 kHz (the European broadcast) and 9:30-11:30 PM EDST on
9515 kHz and 11810 kHz (the US
transmission).
"What you hear is pretty
much predictable!' Elliott said.
Radio Baghdad is broadcasting directly to US troops in
Saudi
Arabia.
But
that
propaganda will have the same
effect as asimilar attempt by the
Japanese government during
World War II, according to Elliott. "Tokyo Rose was not taken
very seriously!'
After the invasion, Radio
Baghdad was heard on the frequency used by Radio Kuwait,
according to the BBC World
Broadcasting Information (
WBI)
service. But within days after
the invasion, Radio Kuwait surfaced from an unknown site,
appealing for resistance against
the invasion.
Across the spectrum, government radio operations are stepping up their broadcasts into
the Middle East, VVBI reported.
Radio Denmark has eight programs daily to the Middle East,
including a special 25minute
program.
Radio Japan increased its Arabic output and Radio Netherlands changed frequencies to
avoid Iraqi jamming.

A-50 RADIO CONSOLE!
SBE Show Preview

We wanted to know

it really was possible to build a ri gh quality
low-cost radio console We found the answer to be quite exciting' \Ne ve
come out with the A-50 console and even given it its own trade name
AUDIOARTS
This console comes complete with machine control
functions individually programmable channel logic program. audition and
telephone outputs control room and studio monitors as well as
headphone and cue power amplifiers
Its also designed so you can
expand or add accessory modules as your needs grow.
The A-50 is cost effective through clever engineering and the latest
advances in electronic assembly procedures
It was developed by the
same design team that creates our other high end equipment Its performance is light years beyond the competition
Imagine the benefit that our major market experience can bring to
your station Take advantage of Wheatstone s expertise and reputation
Call us today for immediate action'
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we've got awhile to climb."
Across the equipment industry, distributors contacted said there is not asignificant amount of impact yet frm the
emerging technology.
While DAB would displace sales of exBradley Broadcast Sales Manager Neil
isting equipment to broadcasters that
Glassman said there is more going on
make the transition, Jensen said AM
among broadcasters— managers and
should continue to be asignificant marprogrammers—and those on the regulaket for developing countries.
tory side.
QE! Senior VP Bill Hoelzel is another
And that is where Glassman noted a
transmitter maker not yet ready to abanstrong interest, particularly on whether
don existing terrestrial broadcasting.
DAB will replace AM and FM. "Isee a
While noting the importance and potenvery, very healthy debate!'
tial impact of a DAB service, he said,
He also said he is surprised that some
'There are also certainly things done very
in the industry say DAB is an unexwell in this industry that are analog!'
pected development. "It's not like peoBut noting existing digital products
ple haven't been talking about this for a
that QEI has developed and markets,
long while he said, referring to the
Hoelzel said, "We certainly have the
work in Europe.
capabilities to design DAB products."
Broadcast Supply West Marketing VP
At Harris, Advanced Marketing DirecTun Schweiger said broadcasters "are very
tor Bob Weirather said there are many hurmum" on the issue. He added, "Idon't see
dles to overcome— like spectrum
alot of changes on the equipment side unassignment—before DAB can become a til after the process is in place."
reality. He said he is"a little hesitant to beAudio Broadcast Group President
lieve" the service can be put into operation
Dave Veldsma was another distributor
as fast as some broadcasters suggest.
who said he hasn't heard much discussion among manufacturers. "What Ihave
Some believe DAB could be on the air
in five to 10 years, despite the current
heard is a lot of broadcasters are conwait for spectrum assignment, no transcerned," he said.
Allied National Sales Manager Dave
mitters other than avery limited number used in demonstrations that are unBurns said he views DAB as another
dergoing continued development, and
evolutionary step for radio, but he mainthe lack of receivers.
tained it will be eight to 10 years before
Harris representatives were in Canada
DAB would be introduced.
Broadcasters must keep their current
this summer to observe the DAB tests
facilities at astate-of-the-art level, Burns
held across the country. The report:
"Good quality," Weirather said.
said. "We can't just say, well, the good
Lord will take care of us and sit back and
"DAB is abig, big subject," Weirather
wait until this miracle happens!'
said. "It is very much looked at. But

Manufacturers Following DAB
by Alan Carter
Washington DC Radio transmitter
manufacturers, agroup that will be significantly affected by the advent of digital audio broadcasting, said there are too
many unknowns for them to launch into
DAB product development just yet.
But they are closely watching events unfold, both in the US and internationally,
and one manufacturer noted the impact
could change the business while others
questioned the current enthusiasm.
Nautel Broadcast Sales Manager Jrgen Jensen said that because DAB would
require avery limited number of transmitters for stations there would be no
volume of sales. He said the money to
be made in DAB will be with receivers
and systems management.
Another transmitter company says the
transition will likely be made. "Ithink
it very well may be the wave of the future," said CCA Electronics Sales and
Marketing VP John Binsfeld. "It appears
to have significant advantages over the
analog transmission we're now using!'
But after hearing demonstrations conducted by Canadian broadcasters this
summer in Canada of the Europeandeveloped Eureka 147 system, another industry observer, Continental Domestic
Sales Manager Walt Rice, said he didn't
understand "what all the hoopla is about.
"I'm not sure 'they've found it'—which
is what 'Eureka' means;' Rice said, a

reference to the name of the European
developed system which tested in
Canada this summer.
Those reactions show the extreme that
opinion runs on the fastly-developing
DAB. Between 18 May and 1 August,
four proposals were filed at the FCC on
DAB, and the Commission issued an inquiry into the issue.
"There are so many questions that are

"I don't see a lot
of changes on the
equipment side until
after the process is
in place."
in the gray area;' Rice said. "It's anew
technology, and nothing is in concrete
Rice said he expected it would be 10
to 20 years before DAB, an audio service that will be incompatible with analog AM and FM, would be in use.
But many industry predictions have
guessed at shorter transition times.
However, Jensen also said he believes
DAB may be 20 years away and explained there are many issues such as
technical and standards questions that
must be solved. "This is not straightforward," he said.

The
"Reel"
Thing

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY...
Broadcast Electronics' FM 20B
20 KW FM Transmitter
• Digital quality transmission.
• New world standard EX 50 Exciter.
I. Highest overall efficiency available.
• Typical THD and IMD 0.009%, 90
dB FM SIN.
Built in synchronous AM noise test
port.
• Patented folded half-wave cavity
eliminates plate blocking capacitor
and sliding contacts.
le Self Contained solid state broadband IPA in slide out drawer.

The Tascam BR-20 sets anew standard in its class. This professional
two-track features servo motors, independent reel size selection, builtin monitor speaker, full editing facilities, and more. And you know that
nobody builds recorders more reliably than Tascam.
Manufacturer's list is only $2399, and Bradley is offering special
introductory pricing. You can pay more for a recorder, but you can't
get amore solid, versatile machine than the BR-20.
Also available is the BR-20T with center track time code. Call or fax
your Bradley professional today for details and prompt delivery.

Bradley

Emergency 450 watt RF patching.
e Automatic Power control that maintains constant output power with proportional VSVVR foldback protection.
▪ Optional self- diagnostic system
(MVDS).
Optional MVDS based remote
control.

For information on the FM 20B Transmitter and on Broadcast Electronics' NEW EX 50 Exciter,
call Bill Harland or Russ Erickson at

217 224 9600.
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8101 CESSNA AVENUE • GAITHERSBURG, MARYLAND 20879.4177
TOLL FREE: 800-732-7665 • MD & DC: 301-948-0650 • FAX: 301-330-7198

Where Service and Engineering Make the Difference
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Rolling Through the Fall Shows
by Judith Gross
Falls Church VA
Don't know about
you, but three trade shows in four weeks
is amite too much for my feet to tolerate. Isympathize with those of you who
spend that time cruisin' the floor or
worse, standing in abooth and smiling.
But it's good to see familiar faces and
hear the latest industry buzz.
Things are tight all over, by the sound
of it. But the survivors are playing it
smart and will make it through even this
crunch.
Latest word on DAB is that the Digital Radio Committee, that informal
group of industry engineers who started
meeting to exchange info on the emerging technology, is going to continue to
meet—as a formal group now.
Chairman Paul Donahue, of Gannett,
and co-chair Mike Starling of NPR want
to let the industry know that participation
is open, and the intent is to bring to light
as much technical information as possible, "unhampered by political restraints."

4?w4ve
Last time, the group got a rundown
about the ISO tests of different data compression systems, including MUSICAM,
which is the one used in the Eureka 147
system. Greg Urbiel, who directs technical operations for midwest CBS-owned
stations, was one of three from this
country who actually participated in
listening tests.
Can the listener tell the information
has been compressed, by a 6:1 ratio?
Those who have heard it say no.
Now the Digital Radio Committee is
going to explore the possibility of adigital audio system that is compatible with
existing FM, possibly even using the

same band. Does such a system exist?
Stay tuned ...
TV Marti, move over. Seems the controversial service into Cuba, which
boasts an airlift transmitter on ablimp,
is in good company.
A Rhode Island AM recently made
history by launching a giant heliumfilled balloon to serve as an antenna.
WKFD, which calls itself the littlest
state's smallest radio station, bought its
tower from WICE back in '61.
Well, the tired old tower finally had
enough and crumbled into the sea, according to the station. Not to worry. The
solution was a 12 ' x12 ' balloon—bright
yellow—to float 120' in the air to substitute
until the new tower was up and running.
In the photo of the launch you can see
the station had a little help. CE Duffy
Egan was assisted by RI's Grand Quahog,
or giant clam. And you thought they were
only good for steaming.
Two distinctions for two companies of
note. First, National Supervisory Network was nominated to receive the 1990
ENNE Enterprise Network Excellence
Award.
The award, to be presented at NetWorld '90, honors those who excel in the
use of enterprise network technology to
boost productivity/profits for their
clients. NSN's unique service, which
monitors stations' transmitters remotely
via satellite, certainly qualifies.
And Bext has become the first company to receive FCC Part 74 authorization for its booster gear. The Commission caused alot of misunderstanding
recently when it insisted that the new
high power boosters had to be approved
under Part 74, not Part 73 rules. But Bext
came through and went the distance.
Say it isn't so. Is it true that Marconi
Award nominees were hit on by those
selling advertising for the NAB's weekly
newsletter to take out an ad to help their
chances?
And wasn't it awee bit unusual to see
Radio Satellite Corp., in an ad in the
newsletter, touting its ability to give
some stations superstation status via its
satellite service? Didn't the NAB Board

come out with astatement of opposition
to satellite digital services in favor of
localism?
Heard an interesting way to promote
AM listening, mentioned in passing by

"Clarrming" up in Rhode Island

Ed Montgomery, who occasionally gets
up Big Apple way and loves to listen to
the legendary AMs. WABC is apparently
using a clever jingle to inform its
listeners they'll get better reception if
they put the radio near awindow.
Iknew that (that's how Ilisten to AM
in my office). Of course, if you happen
to be on the 90th floor of the World
Trade Center it's even better.
And speaking of AM, you have to love
apromotion by J.R. Russ out of Laurel,
MD. Russ Programming hopes to set the
AM world on fire with what it's calling

"the first new music format for AM in
10 years."
J.R. doesn't mince words in the promotion. He comes right out and says
"listeners didn't leave AM radio as much
as they were chased
away by bad programming." Whew!
The new format is
dubbed
"AmplituneTm" and supposedly provides music that sounds good
on AM. J.R. goes on to
say that with the threat
of digital broadcasting
looming, "AMs which
are not successful in
their markets are a
waste of spectrum."
Now I don't know
exactly what this new
format could possibly
do for AM, but I'm
about to check it out on
the trade show circuit.
Count on it.
On the SBE convention front I'm glad to
see some fun activities
scheduled to get attendees on the exhibit
floor.
Everybody
knows the way to our
attention spans is
through our stomachs.
But what, no shop
coats filled with goodies this year?
And Iwas thinking that roller skates
would definitely be an asset at these
shows. You know, roll down the ramp
from the plane and right into the exhibit
hall. Think how much ground you could
cover. Easier on the feet, too.
'Course, you'd hear me calling "Gangway!" Never did learn how to stop those
things.
Heard ajuicy tidbit? Spill your guts to
Earwaves by faxing JG at 703-998-2966,
writing to PO Box 1214, Falls Church VA
22041, or calling 703-998-7600. Who knows,
you could win acoveted RW mug.

Transmitter Control can be aBear
You need to make sure you can stay on the air and stay
legal. At the same time, you need to keep operating costs
under control.

The ARC-16SA is part of amodular system. For full-time
control, add astudio unit. Multi-site options make it easy to
control several transmitter sites or even control studio

Choosing the right remote control system is the
first step.

equipment such as program automation.
Call now for your copy of our new catalog, then ask us to

The ARC-16SA* from Burk Technology lets
you control your transmitter from any phone.
You can establish off-premises control points
for unattended operation, or supervise
non- technical operators by phone.
The annual savings can be
thousands of dollars.

show you how we can improve your operation and your
bottom line.

Call TOLL FREE

1-800 255-8090

BuRK
TECHNOLOGY

•bear telephone not included

See Us At SBE Booth 2020

7 Lomar Drive, Pepperell, MA, 01463 (508) 433-8877
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OPINION

If you have comments for Radio World, call us at 800-336-3045 or send aletter to Readers' Forum
(Radio World, Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041 or MCI Mailbox #302-7776). All letters received become the property of Radio World, to be used at our discretion and as space permits.

Will RDS supplant subcarriers?
Dear RW:
On EBS ... the RDS idea is good, but
what about those broadcasters whose 57
kHz subcarrier is already occupied with
paging?
One of the stations in our group has
its 57 kHz subcarrier leased, and Ibelieve all the CBS FMs do the same. Additionally, Iknow of afew public stations
that lease their 57 kHz subcarriers ... and they need the bucks.
I'd hate for the government to take over
apart of my signal. And for those who
are renting their subcarriers, will they be
compensated for the lost revenue?
Imuch prefer the UHF repeater scheme
being discussed in the Bay Area ... that
way the information is delivered on the
"main channel" where even those folks
with headset radios can get the information.
Eric Hoehn, TD
KHMZ
Columbia, MO
AM should look to DAB
Dear RW:
Let's face it: The expanded AM band
is adead end. It's AM, it's analog and

it's not on people's radios. There's ample evidence that digital is fast becoming an accomplished fact inside the station. What is beginning to breathe down
our necks is digital transmission to the
receiver, DAB.
If licensees with big investments in FM
want to fight DAB, let them. They'll be
repeating the mistakes of some myopic
AM owners 20 and 30 years ago. Now
is the time for those heavily invested in
AM stations to work with industry
groups, manufacturers, the FCC, and
anyone else developing terrestrial, local
DAB. AM owners should be looking for
early colonization of DAB, to regain the
cutting edge.
We made the transition to cartridge
tape, solid state and CDs as each new
technology came along. This will be a
somewhat bigger jump, but those who
don't prepare for it are destined for the
same graveyard inhabited by spark-gap
transmitters and ETs.
Chuck Crouse, Reporter/Anchor
WEEI-AM
Boston, MA
Drug war hypocrisy

Dear RW:
Idon't know about the rest of you DJs
and news people, but I'm pretty fed up
with this bogus "war on drugs" and how
far into our lives it has seeped. Although
Iknew it was coming, the "FCC Says No
® to Drugs" (25 July RW) story pegged my
Vol 14, No 18
September 26,1990
needles.
Editor, Judith Gross
For the past several years, the governAssociate Editor, Alex Zavistovich
ment has been following the administraNews Editor, Alan Carter
tion's misguided "drug free workplace"
Reporters, Charles Taylor, John Gatski
policies, and now the FCC is in on it.
Benn Kobb, Frank Beacham/L.A.
Editorial Assistant, Marissa Friedman
It burns me that a jock who gets
Technical Advisor, Tom McGinley
busted
for
minor
marijuana
possession—that should be equivalent to
Production Director, Kim Lowe
Chris Freter, Lisa Roach, Julianne Stone
aparking fine—could be screwed for life
Ad Production Coordinator, Jeanne Pearson
out of his or her chosen career. You don't
have to even be able to read or write in
Publisher, Stevan B. Dana
Associate Publishers, Arthur Constantine
this new era of Reagan's deregulated
Carmel King
broadcasting business, but if you're
busted, you're chemically unfit to work
Ad Coordination Manager, Simone Mullins
Circulation Manager, Tiana Hickman
at a radio station. What hypocrisy.
Accounts Receivable, Valerie Mason
It's apparently OK for the manager to
Advertising Sales Representatives:
o out for a few drinks with the FCC
East & Midwest, Art Constantine
Inspector—but it's not OK for members
800-336-3045, Fax: 703-998-2966
of the staff to have an occasional weekWest Coast, Pat Macsata
end joint. It's also apparently OK for the
415-786-2198, Fax: 415-786-2754
federal government to subsidize the
Radio World (
ISSN: 0274-8541) is pubtobacco and alcohol industries with
lished semimonthly (except February, which
hundreds of millions of dollars and
has 3issues) by Industrial Marketing Advithose same corporations turn around
sory Services, Inc., 5827 Columbia Pike,
Suite 310, Falls Church, VA 22041. Phone:
and spend hundreds of millions of dol703-998-7600, Fax: 703-998-2966. Second-class postlars advertising on our stations.
age rates is paid at Falls Church VA 22041 and additional mailing offices. POSTMASTER: Send 3579 forms
Billions of dollars are being spent on
and address changes to Radio World, P.O. Box 1214,
the law enforcement side of this war on
Falls Church VA 22041. Copyright 1990 by Industrial
drugs and almost a million Americans
Marketing Advisory Services, Inc. All rights reserved.
are already behind bars because of it.
Free subscriptions are available upon request to profesThe
misery of this war on citizens who
sional broadcasting and audiovisual equipment users.
got caught in this national dragnet is
For address changes, send current and new address to
RW a month in advance at the above address. Unreported on our newscast almost every
solicited manuscripts are welcomed for review; send to
day.
the attention of the appropriate editor.
The broadcasting management and
ownership is donating amillion dollars
aday worth of airtime to the Media PartNext Issue
nership for a Drug Free America PSA
campaign. Many of these ads are just
Radio World
plain stupid—and may more of them are
October 10, 1990
patently untrue.
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Enthusiasm for the SBE national convention appears to be abundant
despite recent concerns about a sluggish industry.
The St. Louis venue is aboost this year and once again the lack of overlap
between exhibit and session hours promises the success of last year's show.
But the health of this still-young convention, crowded into a busy fall
schedule, hinges on drawing a robust attendance.
Every SBE member and SBE chapter should make an effort to support
their organization's convention by showing up in St. Louis to visit the
exhibits, attend seminars and exchange knowledge and comraderie with
colleagues.
The SBE has put forth the effort to make this an affordable convention
for members, even in atight economy. And it's the one gathering where
engineers can spend time learning about new products and developments
unfettered by non-technical personnel and issues.
With vast technical changes for
radio looming on the horizon, no
engineer can afford to be left out
of the learning process and emerging debates that will shape the future.
But in addition to their attendance, it's also important for SBE members
and convention exhibitors to let the society's officers know of concerns over
policies regarding the show or the SBE itself.
As members vote in a slate of officers, they should also provide input
which will help guide the future direction of the show and the
society.
The national convention—despite afew stumbles—has picked up momentum in the past few years and it's important that the upward trend continue.
SBE—the convention as well as the organization—needs strong
participation if it's going to grow and be successful in a volatile
industry.
—RW

Support
SBE Show

Radio, Ipropose, is deliberately disinforming the American public on adaily
basis at the request of the President. If
that's not the same sort of propaganda
we used to self-righteously accuse the
communists of, Idon't know what is.
It's time to call off this Big Brother
police-state war on drugs. And it's got to
start with each one of us. If we're really
going to have a "kinder, gentler" nation,
we're going to have to do it on our own.
First, radio professionals, especially
owners and managers, can tell the FCC
that the proposed amendment is unnecessary and an invasion of privacy.
The whole Drug Free Workplace Act is
probably unconstitutional anyway, but
until somebody has the courage to challenge it in court, we can just say "No"
to the FCC.
Second, Program and News Directors
should take avery critical look at the information that they are broadcasting
about the drug war in the news and the
"say no" PSAs. We are obligated to tell
the public the truth, not to tell the
government's story and lie for it.
Media credibility has been falling for
many years now, and, Isuggest, it is in
part due to the blind willingness of the
media to repeat the "official line." Millions
of Americans are losing their civil rights
and until the members of the media start
standing up to this bogus war (or start losing theirs), millions more will also.
This new prohibition is tearing our
country apart and until that's changed,
the Roaring '20s may look like aSunday
picnic compared to the '90s. It doesn't
have to happen. We can all tell the administration "No"—and the sooner, the
better.
Mark H. Hunter, Graduate Student
University of Northern Colorado
Greeley, CO
Bay area memories
Dear RW:
Iwholeheartedly agree with Bonnie
Simmons comments on the state of San

Francisco radio or for that matter, the rest
of the country ( 19 June RW).
Growing up on Bay Area radio
(KEWB-AM, KYA-AM, KFRC-AM,
KMPX-FM and KSAN-FM), especially
KSAN in the late '60s to mid '70s, was
areal musical pleasure and education.
KSAN's "no format" format was the
reason Iused to listen an average of eight
hours aday. You never knew what was
going to happen next. That was the
beauty of the whole thing.
The established radio stations at that
time, and even today, never could figure
out what was going on. The disc jockeys
were just doing it for the love of music
and radio.
What aloss to radio, now that Bonnie
Simmons and the other DJs of KSAN are
out of broadcasting. Iguess there's no
place in today's "synthesized-technopop" radio market for a KSAN to survive.
Thank you Bonnie Simmons and
KSAN for all the years of wonder radio.
You guys did it "all for the love of rock
and roll!"
P.S.—How can Iget acopy of the compilation of KSAN programming?
Ed Y. Lee, Owner/VP
KTGM-TV
Tamuning, Guam
Fewer AM stereo receivers
Dear RW:
Those interested in the future of AM
stereo should take a look at the May,
1990 edition of Audio magazine.
The issue features an extensive "Car
Stereo Directory" which includes the
latest information on the automotive
sound equipment marketplace.
Of the 59 radio receiver manufacturers
listed, only six are offering units with an
AM stereo option.
No wonder AM stereo is having such
a hard time finding believers.
Ken Mills, GM
KCSN, California State University
Northridge, CA
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ITC Builds It
Allied Sells It

The next cart
machine you buy
may just be the
last cart machine
you'll ever buy.
The ITC Series 1
will be pulling tape
for you until the
miracle we all expect takes place.

So before you
mortgage your
program director
or settle for something of less value
than ITC, check out
the new Series 1
today.

You won't need an
WINNER AND STILL CHAMPION
excuse to buy one.
Features and price
Introducing the Series 1.
prove its value and its worth.
The first new machine of
the new decade. It's lean,
ITC sells more cart machines than
mean & strictly business.
anyone else. Allied sells more ITC
than anyone else.
The new Series 1is designed with
all the features you need at a
Call us. Let's make it a Win, Win,
realistic price. Pound the buttons.
Win situation.
Flip the switches, jam acart in and
yank it out afew hundred thousand times. The new Series 1has
been built to take anything you
can dish out, 24 hours aday, 365
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
days a year.
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Satellite CD Reactions Mixed
evitably make current analog transmission systems obsolete. Strother's own
proposal includes aplan to convert existing AMs and FMs to digital.
Radio Satellite Corp., which has before
the FCC an application to construct and
operate aground station for satellite acAn important ally
cess to provide audio and ancillary data
Many of the comments presented critservices, including 10 digital audio chanical analyses of Satellite CD's proposal,
nels, said it will wait for response to Sathowever, the system does have at least
ellite CD's proposal before offering its
one important ally. At the FCC meeting,
own viewpoint.
Commissioner Ervin Duggan lent sup"RadioSat plans to review the comport to the proposal's use of both terresments filed in response to CD Radio's petrial and satellite transmission.
"I find the hybrid idea most appealtition and, if appropriate, may reply to
particular issues raised by the commenting:' Duggan said. "It seems to offer the
ing parties," the company said.
best of both worlds."
Electronic product, system and comA number of the companies commenting on Satellite CD's proposal have a ponent manufacturer General Instrument Corp. (GIC), which said it innostake in the future of DAB, and their
vated satellite delivery of CD-quality
comments reflect such.
sound over cable television, led its comStrother Communications, which has
ments with the complaint that it should
petitioned the FCC for DAB testing
be known as the "real pioneer in the
authority and spectrum allocation utilizdelivery of digital sound programming
ing the Eureka 147-based terrestrial digby satellite"—not Satellite CD Radio.
ital system, politely acknowledged that
It rejected Satellite CD's move to alloSatellite CD's satellite-to-user transmiscate terrestrial spectrum for its proposal.
sion of digital audio was alogical com"No spectrum should be used solely for
plement to its own terrestrial DAB proposal, and would meet the public interrestrial broadcasting," GIC said. "We
understand the need for terrestrial
terest.
repeaters to fill in the weak signal areas,
However, Strother pointed out that the
although it is not clear that the overly
audio specifications in Satellite CD Rasimplistic proposal of Satellite CD would
dio's petition indicate that its sound qualbe adequate to satisfy that goal."
ity will be no better than current FM
broadcasts.
Timing is unreasonable
"(Our) point is simply that the United
GIC also criticized the timing of SatStates' digital audio system should reellite CD's proposal as unreasonable,
flect the best current technology has to
saying that no FCC action is possible beoffer, and should meet the emerging
fore the 1992 World Administrative Raworld standard for DAB, both of which
dio Conference (WARC) is over. The Asare represented at present by the Eureka
sociation for Broadcast Engineering
147 system," Strother said.
Standards (ABES) agreed, commenting
AMIFM can't compete with digital
that the Commission should not permit
a variety of new permanent services
The company also differed with Satwhile the basic regulatory parameters for
ellite CD's intention to establish digital
such services are being planned.
audio as competition with current AM
The NAB, which opposes satellite digand FM stations. The inherent superiital services, cast the most negative vote
ority of digital, Strother said, will in(continued from page 1)
digital rulemaking on digital radio,
which was introduced in aNotice of Inquiry (NOI) at the meeting. Action on
that (NOI) could take many months.

on the proposal, recommending that it
be dismissed or simply deferred.
"The Commission should focus its
energies, instead, on the broad range of
domestic and international policymaking
and allocations planning which must
precede any consideration of an actual
domestic spectrum reallocation for any
such digital service NAB said.
The association also criticized Satellite
CD's proposed use of satellite delivery,
claiming that it contradicts the principles
of broadcast localism "that have guided
the development of the American system
of radio broadcasting."
A number of technical and policy
questions also were raised. The company's proposals regarding modulation
and compression techniques are largely
in a theoretical stage only, NAB said.
Details of the proposed encoding system compression capability are unclear.
And the intended use of the Dolby AC2 sound coding method was questioned.
Finally, the NAB said that given the
availability of the Eureka technology
worldwide, there is aquestion whether
Satellite CD's system would be adopted
internationally, thus thwarting the
WARC objective of aworldwide digital
system.
Dolby lends support
Among the supporters of the system
was Dolby Laboratories, who would
benefit from Satellite CD's success by its
proposed utilization of the Dolby AC-2
sound coding method.
Dolby praised the proposal as an effective use of spectrum and said it would
offer adiverse choice of radio programming nationwide; ameans for the radio
industry to improve broadcast audio
quality; a means to stay on par with
planned European technologies; an important augmentation to the Emergency
Broadcast System; a more efficient
means to disseminate advertising on a
nationwide basis; and an important new

satellite and launch vehicle market.
Ford Aerospace, which said it pioneered the design and manufacture of
communications satellites for military
and international uses, said the proposal
was "an innovative and promising addition to the radio broadcasting industry,
with potential to provide a major advancement in quality and selection of
programming."
WHUR-FM in Washington supported
establishment of Satellite CD's proposal
because it will help create new opportunities for minority media entrepreneurs.
"For example, it will provide viable, efficient and affordable outlets for programming to the public on alocal, sectional and national basis," the station
said. "It would also allow alocal station
to expand its listener base and thereby
have additional opportunities to increase
its revenues."
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NRSC Tightens Up Procedures
Attempting to " Simplify and Clarify," Committee
Addresses Voting, Appeals and Attendance Issues
by John Gatski
Washington DC The National Radio
Systems Committee ( NRSC) has implemented additional procedures
governing its meetings and decisions, including official language barring the
press from attending meetings.
The procedures also cover membership, meeting attendance, acceptance
and distribution of submitted documents, decisions and appeals, according
to NAB Science and Technology Senior

VP Michael Rau.
"It should simplify and clarify the administration of the NRSC," Rau said.
Press still out
Last year, the NAB and Electronic Industries Association, which created
NRSC, ruled that the press could no
longer attend NRSC meetings claiming
the presence of the media could deter
frank discussion by members.
The NRSC's procedures now state in

writing that "in order to foster open and
uninhibited discussions, representatives
of the press are not permitted."
Although the procedures do not men-

Initial and final approval of a
standard requires three- fourths
majority. . .
tion whether the NRSC also will continue aban on members tape recording
the meetings, which also was an-

TAKING IT TO THE STREETS
Programming Crossroads- Radio programming is now at
a crossroads with stations using sound alike formats to
attract target demographics. How your station gets its
next advertising dollar may depend on how you handle
remote broadcasts. Remotes will give you an edge on the
competition, involve your listeners and give you station
recognition.
The Premium Vehicle- You need a premium vehicle to
broadcast the cleanest sound. Your next remote
doesn't have to be an audio compromise. Deliver
studio quality sound with the new Moseley
Remote Programming Link 4000.
Quiet Ride- The RPL 4010 Transmitter
delivers up to 20 watts in a package
that's lightweight, portable and
field programmable.
You can drive to your remote
with confidence that the RPL
4020 Receiver will operate in
high RF environments virtually
immune from adjacent channel
interference.
Cruise
ControlsYou and your
air talent will
enjoy the easy
set-up of the
RPL 4000
featuring a
built-in 3channel audio
mixer for mic
and line inputs, 2:1
internal noise reduction,
two frequency operation,
wide/narrow bandwidth and
extensive metering and
diagnostics. The RPL 4000 is also
fully compatible with existing RPUs.
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As with all Moseley products, the
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nounced verbally by NRSC attorneys last
year, Rau said the tape recorder ban is
still in effect.
"That still stands," Rau said. "Because
something is not in the procedures, it
doesn't mean it is not in effect."
Other specific procedures include arequirement for two-thirds majority for decisions made by NRSC, committee or
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Phone 805 968 9621
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Company
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FAX 805 685 9638
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subcommittee except decisions involving
standards.
For initiating standards development,
a three-fourths majority vote by members present at the meeting "may authorize the development of atechnical standard proposal?'
Initial and final approval of astandard
requires three-fourths majority of NRSC
members that are mailed letter ballots.
The procedures also state that all negative votes and comments shall be circulated with the letter ballot results and
mailed out to all NRSC members with
the notice of the next full NRSC committee meeting.
Resolution of appeals
The newly adopted rules also empower the NRSC chairman to resolve adverse comments or negative votes. If a
resolution cannot be made, the objecting party can appeal.
The appeal process requires awritten
appeal of astandard decision within 30
days. The NRSC chairman then will appoint areview panel to hear the appeal.
The rules do not place atime limit on
how long the chairman can take to appoint the review panel and schedule the
hearing, but Rau said it would be in the
interest of the NRSC to resolve an appeal
"expeditiously!'
The appeal review panel will consist
of the chairman, two NAB Engineering
Advisory Committee members and two
EIA Radio Engineering Committee
members, who have not participated in
the development of the proposed NRSC
standard.
Once the NRSC chairman chooses the
review panel, the NAB or EIA must
notify the appellant of the planned hearing at least 30 days in advance of its
scheduling.
During the hearing, the review panel
will conduct its business in aclosed forum and "shall review all relevant NRSC
records, hear from NAB or EIA staff liaisons and review all appellant comments"
before making adecision.
The panel can either deny the appeal
or refer the standard back to a NRSC
committee or subcommittee for reconsideration.
The denial of the appeal must be approved by afour-fifths majority of the review panel. If not, the standard proposal
must be referred back to the NRSC appropriate committee or subcommittee,
according to the procedures.
Rau said it is likely that after a year
or two of operating under these procedures, the NRSC may amend them or
add any additional wording that may
have been overlooked in the new
rules.
For more information about the NRSC
procedures, contact Michael Rau at the
NAB, 202-429-5339.
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FAA Plan Ignores FM Concerns
by Ben Evans
Washington DC The Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) has proposed new
regulations that would require many
operators of transmitting stations to file
notice with the agency if they propose
to operate anew station or make changes
to an existing station.
The FAA plans are not in line with the
FCC's position concerning interference
requirements of broadcast operations on
air traffic radio operations, an issue under debate for years.
FCC Mass Media Bureau Assistant
Chief for Engineering Bill Hassinger said
his agency saw the document before it
was released for public comment 3August in the Federal Register and made
recommendations. But he said, "It does
not reflect our suggestions, and we intend to express our concerns to the
FAA."
The new provisions are aimed primarily at new and modified FM and VHFTV stations. The FAA estimates that between 4500 and 7500 notices will be required to be filed annually under the
proposed notification requirements, at
an estimated cost to proponents of
$23Z000 to $397,000 over a 10-year
period.
If the new provisions are adopted,
proposals for new or changed FM and
VHF-TV facilities and many other transmitting facilities that require FCC ap-

proval would be subject to FAA approval, including those that do not involve new antenna tower construction.
The proposed EMI rules are the result
of a regulatory review initiated by the
FAA in 1977 to amend Part 77 of the Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR). Part 77
contains airspace obstruction standards

The new provisions
are aimed primarily
at new and modified
FM and VHF-TV
stations.
and notice requirements for antenna
towers and other objects that affect air
travel. Comments are due by 31 December.
Ongoing issue
As justification for the proposed regulations, the FAA points to the Airport
and Airway Safety and Capacity Expansion Act of 1987 that requires it to conduct studies of proposed construction to
determine their adverse impact based
upon specified factors, including electromagnetic effects.
The EMI provision is one of 20
proposals in the FAA's proposed
rulemaking. The proposals, according to

the FAA, are necessary to implement the
airport and airway safety act.
The aeronautical frequencies are just
above the FM band, from 108 MHz to 137
MHz. This interference typically takes
place with various combinations of
power, frequency, type of receiver, aircraft and how an antenna is mounted on
an aircraft.
The FAA is authorized to evaluate antenna tower construction proposals for
effect upon the safety of airspace navigation. Until the early 1980s, the evaluation process was limited primarily to
the obstruction hazard of atower to airborne aircraft.
In recent years, however, the proliferation of new FM stations and power upgrades of existing stations raised concern
at the FAA that more interference would
be caused to aircraft receivers, so the
FAA broadened its evaluation to include
a routine check of antenna tower
proposals for potential to cause EMI to
aeronautical facilities.
CPs denied
Since it began evaluating EMI, the
FAA has issued objections for new
broadcast tower proposals throughout
the US, citing EMI hazards, even for
those constructions that would not cause
physical hazard to aircraft.
As a result, many broadcasters pursuing new station constructions cannot
get aconstruction permit from the FCC.

9

The FCC is reluctant to issue a construction permit for a proposed tower
construction that receives an objection
by the FAA.
Current regulations limit the FAA's review process to new tower constructions
that require FAA notification. The FAA,
in its current proposal, seeks to require
notification of new stations or modifications of existing stations that propose no
new construction, or propose to relocate
to existing tower sites.
The proposed rulemaking would
amend the obstruction standards of Part
77 to include EMI, expand the FAA Form
7460-1 notice requirement to include constructions or modifications of transmitting stations that have the potential to
cause EMI, and authorize the FAA
regional offices to evaluate the EMI effects when determining whether aproposal would be ahazard to air navigation.
A copy of the proposal, Notice No. 9018, may be obtained by writing to the
Federal Aviation Administration, Office
of Public Affairs, Attention: Public Inquiry Center, APA-430, 800 Independence Ave. SW, Washington DC 20591, or
by calling 202-267-3484.
Comments mailed should be addressed to: Federal Aviation Administration, Office of the Chief Counsel, Attention: Rules Docket (AGC-10), Docket No.
26305, 800 Independence Ave. SW,
Washington, DC 20591.
Ben Evans is apartner in the Thiensville,
WI-based consulting communications engineers firm of Evans Associates. He can be
reached at 414-242-6000.
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hat is it about the Signature Ill that keeps so many leading
station groups and consulting engineers coming back for
another, and another, and...? Is it this console's unparalleled
record of reliability and longevity? The LPB Signature Ill's easily
maintained modular electronics? Its excellent RFI immunity? Or
is it designed- for- radio features like the following:
•3 inputs per channel
•Identical Program 1 and Program 2 output busses
•Remote starts on all channels ( except channel 1)

AM daytime broadcasters Do you have alow power overnight
authorization? Do you need an inexpensive backup for your main
transmitter? Either way. a low power transmitter from LPB is your
high performance solution
•FCC Part 73 Type Approved
•Cost effective— low electric power consumption
•Compatible with all AM Stereo systems
•Compact design mounts on the wall
•Hundreds in service across the country
•Satisfaction guaranteed
•One year warranty
•Ten day delivery
Find out how easy it is to own, install and operate an LPB low
power AM transmitter— and how low your overnight electric bill
can be. Call John Tiedeck today at 215-644-1123.
28 Bacton Hill Road • Frazer, PA 19355
Tel (215) 644-1123 • Fax (215) 644-8651

•Mono/stereo input switch ( on stereo consoles)
•Components and connections clearly labeled for painless
installation and easy maintenance
Chances are, it's all of the above. But whatever the reasons,
leading stations and engineers across the
Signature Ill's " unstoppable - performance.
made it one of the most popular consoles
been spending too much time inside your

country demand
In fact, they've
ever built. If you've
console lately,

AM-30-P
2TO 30 WATTS
$995

contact your broadcast equipment dealer or call LPB for full
information and specifications at ( 215) 644-1123.
LPB Signature Ill audio consoles are available in 6,8,10 and 12 channel stereo
and 6,8 and 10 channel mono configurations.

LPB

28 Bacton Hill Road • Frazer, Pennsylvania 19355
Tel: 215-644-1123 • Fax: 215-644-8651
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AM- 100-P
25 TO 100 WATTS
$3995

See Us At SBE Booth 704

AM-60-P
10 TO 60 WATTS
$1995
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SBE Show in aSoft Economy
(continued from page 1)
said broadcast equipment sales are not as
brisk as projected.
A sluggish economy's effect on engineer
attendance may start to play a role in
deciding which shows to exhibit at during
the traditional fall trade show crunch, according to several marketing managers.
Numerous companies said there are too
many fall shows. A few went as far as saying that SBE is the one to cut back on
when budgets get tight, based on past attendance.
Broadcast Electronics (BE) downsized its
booth because of the crowded trade show
schedule. "We're alittle smaller this year,"
BE Domestic Sales Manager Tim Bealor
said. "If you are going to pull back, this is
the show to do it."
Radio Systems President Dan Braverman said he has a smaller booth in St.
Louis than in Kansas City because of
fewer serious-minded buyers at the show
last year.

take the same number of people and have
the same size booth as last year, but there
is uncertainty about the show.
"I think the economy could possibly affect attendance because people who go
may have to pay for it out of their own
pockets," Burns said.
Audiopak Sales VP Gordon Stafford
said his company also is going to the show
with the same resources as last year. "But
we are alittle concerned about the economy having an affect on the attendance,"
he said.

Good ol' St. Louie
Several vendors are confident the show
will do well because of the stability of being centrally located in the Midwest again.
Last year's show in Kansas City was better attended than anticipated—probably
due to it being brought back to the Midwest, after aless than robust convention
in Denver in 1988, according to exhibiting
companies.
The 1988 show in Denver disappointed
many companies because attendance was
Not a sales show
less than expected, which was attributed
"It's agood engineering show, but not
to the city's non-central location.
much of a purchase show," Braverman
QE! Marketing Manager Jeff Detweiler
said.
said holding the 1990 SBE in St. Louis, the
Bradley Broadcast Sales Manager Neil
same central geographic proximity as
Glassman said he decided to forgo SBE
Kansas City, will help the show at least for
again this year because of the glut of fall
trade shows. The company last had a this year.
"It was alot better last year and we exbooth at SBE in 1988.
pect good things from this show," Det"There are too many shows in the fall,"
weiler said.
Glassman said. "At some point, someAlthough companies don't see St. Louis
thing has to give."
as aproblem, there is plenty of grumbling
On the other hand, many companies
said they are going with their usual staff about next year's location—Houston.
Pacific Recorders and Engineering was
and resources, although they still are worone major radio company which pulled
ried about the economy's effect on attenout of the SBE national convention endance.
tirely, after particiption the past few years.
Harris-Allied National Marketing ManPresident Jack Williams said he tentatively
ager Dave Burns said his company will

planned to go to St. Louis this year, but
decided against it when he found out SBE
was not going to back away from its commitment to have its 1991 show in Houston.
"Had the show elected to stay in St.
Louis in 1991 (instead of Houston), it's
conceivable we would have gone this
year," Williams said. "It was definitely a
component in our decision."
Econom ic concerns about SBE's ability

ton. It is aquestionable place to have a
convention:' Audiopak's Stafford said.
QEI's Detweiler echoed those sentiments. "We would prefer to keep it in St.
Louis where it is centrally located to the
national broadcast community" he said.
He said the SBE only has to recall the
dissatisfaction of vendors at the Denver
show to understand how companies feel.
— They tried the experiment (moving the
show) and it didn't work," Detweiler said.
Harris-Allied Burn's said companies
should pressure SBE to move the show
from Houston to St. Louis in 1991 and
keep it there or risk dredging up the ani-

St. Louis' A.J. Cervantes Convention Center will serve as the venue for SBE's 4-7 October
conclave.

to be aselling show also played apart in
the company's decision, he said.
Instead of SBE or the NAB radio show
in Boston, PR&E will attend an unnamed
European show, Williams added.
Other companies also indicated lessthan-enthusiastic support for holding the
1991 show in Houston.
'We had some experience with Hous-

DI ELECTRIC

FM Antenna. • •
5-year system warranty
An exclusive offer from Dielectric. Manufacturers of FM
antennas and FM products for over 35 years, our full line includes single and multi-station antennas, combiners, filters,
switches, and transmission line. The Dielectric advantages:

•Improved technology for 1990 and beyond
•Directional patterns for FM upgrades
•Antennas for every power and bandwidth
requirement
•Variable spaced antennas for limited tower
apertures
•Minimum downward radiation
Full 5-year warranty on every complete Dielectric system!

mosity created during the Denver show.
"They resuscitated it in Kansas City.
They will nurture it in St. Louis, but they'll
kill it in Houston:' Burns said.
CRL is going to St. Louis, but Marketing Manager Bill Ammons said it is doubtful the company will go to Houston.
"It's too far from the middle of the country" Ammons said. "They really ought to
go out and ask the exhibitors what they
think."
Barker, whose company is based in
Dallas, defended Houston, calling it a
good convention town. He said engineers
and manufacturers will enjoy it.
"We are very comfortable with it. We
think it's going to be agreat show," Barker
said.
Barker also defended moving the SBE
show to various cities during the past few
years. "Ithink it has been successful over
the past three years, moving it about," he
said.
The Houston location will not be
changed, according to Barker, because
contracts with the hotels and George
Brown Convention Center have been
signed.
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Stations Discover Hidden Assets
Trade-in, Trade-out: Save Big Bucks with Equipment Exchange

by
John Grayson
Harris Allied Chicago

Our typical used equipment success story
starts out with ascenario that may be easy
for you to identify with.
Transmitter rooms so full of used radio
gear it's difficult to find the transmitter. A
workshop cluttered with discarded equipment stacked so high it's difficult to tell the
test jig from the broom closet.
Management finally budgets for that new
piece of gear you've needed for so long. The
only hitch is that the price has gone up
several times since you put in the capital
request two years ago.
Here we are coasting along on an empty
or insufficient budget and the program director announces a format change "from all
music all the time" to "your source of news
and talk radio 24 hours aday" . . . you need
a phone interface and some new microphones tomorrow.

In more than one situation, listeners have
discovered that a station is doing its talk
show without aprofanity delay.
In another specific case astation's 12-yearold stereo generator has just degenerated and
the old reliable standby is setting off the
smoke detector.
Solution and Proof
The Harris Allied Equipment Exchange is
aresource that many stations use regularly
to solve their new equipment purchase
budget problems!
Just last year amajor metro AM/FM combo
cleaned out atransmitter building and more
than six studios' worth of old gear. They sent
THREE truck loads of abandoned radio hardware to Allied's used equipment department.
All of this effort paid off in $30,000 directly
applicable to several new needs that had always been cut from budgeting considerations.
They also reclaimed untold amounts of space
in their transmitter building.
A Minnesota customer called to order a
phone hybrid only to discover that the price
had increased since the last time he checked.
By trading in some old cart machines and a
modulation monitor, he was not only able
to cover the increase, but also upgrade it to
a top-of-the-line DIGITAL hybrid!

Recently amedium market customer learned
of aformat change and came to us for new
microphones. The customer had a budget
placed somewhere between slim and none.
However, by trading in some gear, he was
able to buy the new mics which shipped the
same day he called!
To find out just how fast aprogram director can move, let his listeners figure out that
his station isn't doing their phone-in show
with aprofanity delay. One station didn't
have aprofanity delay because they thought
they couldn't afford it. It turns out they
couldn't afford to be WITHOUT one. A used
equipment trade-in to the Harris Allied
Equipment Exchange made the profanity
delay possible!
Two years ago asmall market station in
Wisconsin lost its stereo generator. Then
they lost their backup. Then they called
Harris Allied. The new stereo generator arrived the next day, 100% paid for with used
equipment they were able to dig up!
The Hard Way
SELLING used gear yourself ties up your
switchboard making you very unpopular
with your receptionist.
How do you transact asale with someone
you don't know? They don't want to send

the money until they've seen your used gear
. .. you don't want to ship your used gear
until you have their money.
Simple and Clean
Trading in your used gear with Allied is
very simple. Give us acall for an appraisal.
We'll do all the foot work, evaluating your
trade-in equipment against the new gear you
need and call or fax you back with aquotation which will save you many dollars or,
possibly, trade out the new equipment you
need for the used equipment you have!
We're easy to do business with. There's a
good chance your station is already on account with us. Your used equipment acts as
acredit toward the new equipment you need.
In a Nutshell
You can talk to us today about the used
equipment you have and the new equipment
you need. If you're serious about trading in
your used equipment to save dollars, there's
agood chance we'll make adeal. Or, you can
have 68 tire-kickers call you about each of the
items you have for sale. The choice is yours.
Check around. You may be sitting on a
wealth of used equipment. Give us a call.
Remember, we buy, sell and trade selected
used equipment.

MACH 3for AKG DSE
The New Speed of Sound takes the fear
out of flying

All this used equipment was turned into valuable dollars toward the new equipment
several radio stations needed. Leasing may provide finances for the balance.

Untapped Resources
Conserve Working Capital: Lease!
Leasing is not mysterious! Why then, are
so many reluctant to find out more about this
form of financing that is used daily by
thousands of successful business people?
With approved credit, leasing is yet another
source of creative financing.
Leasing provides the flexibility to tailor an
equipment acquisition that meets your needs.
Most radio equipment is available for leasing at attractive monthly payment terms.
100% financing conserves working capital
through the very small upfront costs of leasing. It allows working capital to be used for
other valuable areas like promotions, programming, and personnel.
Leasing preserves bank lines and other
lines of credit enabling you to meet short
term needs.
See Us At SBE Booth 910

A spot that used to take Dan McCoy an
hour to produce now takes only 20 minutes.
Dan McCoy was the first radio production director to use the DSE 7000. Dan says
he saw it revolutionize the way production
is done at one of Boston's top radio stations,
WZOU.
The DSE does it all with no tape, no razor
blades, no mice and no piano lessons.
The DSE 7000's UNDO feature takes the
fear out of flying new ideas. Simply try
another take, assemble a different edit, or
test anew effect. If you don't like the new
results, UNDO it instantly. . the original is
untouched!
Dan McCoy calls the DSE 7000 "The most
impressive thing that's ever happened to
radio."
Radio And Production Believes
Jerry Vigil, editor and publisher of RAP,
the RAP sheet for radio's production personnel, writes in the August issue, "our hats are
off to AKG Acoustics for the most serious
approach to digital audio work stations
designed for radio our industry has ever
seen."
Jerry leaves no doubt about the direct aim
taken by AKG on the radio production
market. "AKG didn't contact major recording studios or engineers at radio stations
across the country and ask what they

Long term fixed rate financing can simplify
budgeting and cash requirements. When interest rates change, your payments don't.
Leasing spreads the cost of the equipment
over its use. Lease payments are made as the
equipment provides the benefits.
Leasing makes more equipment available.
Since the lease payments fit your cash flow,
more equipment can be acquired for agiven
dollar allocation.
Leasing provides ahedge against inflation.
New and modem-day equipment is obtained
today and paid for with tomorrow's dollars
at a fixed rate.
Harris Allied pioneered broadcast equipment leasing. Call us for the total leasing
picture.
ADVERTISEMENT

"Coll me, I'm interested." Grcle 34.

.....
.. . .• .
. ..

.

AKG DSE 7000
Up to 3times more productivity.
Lease for as little as $ 30 a day.
Talk to us!!
thought their production directors could use
in their studios. Instead, AKG spoke directly to the people who spend their days cranking out spot after spot, promo after promo,
sweeper after sweeper."
Jerry summarized, "The machine is called
the DSE 7000, and it belongs in every radio
production room where speed, quality, and
ease of use are the top priorities."
Jerry Vigil's comments are used by permission of Radio And
Production, P.O. Box 150265, Irving, TX 75015-0265, (214)
254-1100.

HAIRIRIS
ALLIED

BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT

800-622-0022
FAX 317-962-8961
"Send ire literature." Circle 118.
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Exhibitor
Directory
The following is a list of SBE exhibitors of interest to radio stations. Booth
numbers were supplied by convention
management and may change; check with
SBE at the convention.

Auditronics' new 210 may look like more of the same, but...
Our new 210 radio console looks remarkably similar to our 12-year-industryleading 200 radio console...until you look
beneath the surface. Inside the 210 you'll
find improvements in every section you
can hear and use. From our new lowernoise input preamplifiers to our new
transformerless output modules. From
our new overbridge and broader acces-

ocaucJitronicf.

sor)' selection to our standard clock/timer
with sequencer capability that you can
slave to your house system.
All-new modules include an upgraded
telephone interface with direct recorder
output that doesn't require an input
module or third bus. All output modules
are identical full-featured stereo so you
can interchange at will, and you'll need
fewer spares.

Manufacturing innovations throughout
the 210 allow us to deliver Auditronics'
quality at aprice you'll find very attractive. In addition, you get our factorydirect warranty service for the first year,
backed by Auditronics' legendary lifetime
technical support.
Your radio console for the 90s is the
Auditronics 210. Call us free at
800-638-0977 today to ask why.

3750 Old Getwell Road, Memphls, Tennessee 38118 . 901-362-1350

3M Professional Audio/Video
926
Allied Broadcast Equipment
910
Allied Tower Co. Inc.
2041
Altronic Research Inc.
905
Andrew Corp.
1010
ATI-Audio Technologies Inc.
705
Audio Accessories Inc.
2015
Audio Precision
722
Audiopak Inc.
2019
Broadcast Electronics Inc.
716
Broadcasters General Store
1417
BSW/Broadcast Supply West
616
Burk Technology
2020
Central Tower Inc.
903
Century 21 Programming
1307
Circuit Research Labs
711
Coaxial Dynamics Inc.
2030
Comrex Corp.
1510
Continental Electronics
1110
Crouse-Kimzey Co.
724
Current Technology Inc.
1422
Dataworld
819
Delta Electronics Inc.
1111
Denon America Inc.
1124/1126M
Di-Tech Inc.
607
Dielectric Communications
816
Dolby Laboratories Inc.
1310
Econco
806
Electronics Research Inc.
2018
Fidelipac Corp.
1016
Flash Technology Corp.
1924
Gentner Electronics Corp.
1516
Harris Broadcast
910
Holaday Industries Inc.
610
Ice 'Crackers Inc.
901
International Tapetronics Corp.
1513
Jampro Antennas Inc.
2031
NC Professional Products Co.
1303
Kintronic Labs Inc.
918
LDL Communications Inc.
700
Lightning Eliminators & Consul
812
LPB Inc.
704
M/A-Com MAC Inc.
1223
Marti Electronics Inc.
2029
Modulation Sciences Inc.
1927
Moseley Associates Inc.
2033
Motorola Inc./AM Stereo
916
National Supervisory Network
2039
Otani Corp.
710
Panasonic Broadcast Systems Co. 1323
Potomac Instruments Inc.
1401
QE! Corp.
1028
Radio Systems Inc.
924
Rohde & Schwarz Inc.
606
Scala Electronic Corp.
1311
Sennheiser Electronic
1405
Shively Labs
929
Sony Communications Products 1001
Sound Technology Inc.
1304
Studer Revox America Inc.
1200
TFT Inc.
623
TriTech Inc. d/b/a Cellcast
603
Wheatstone Corp.
1006
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numbers

were correct at time of
publication. Radio World
assumes no liability for
errors.
See Us

At

SBE Booth 1310
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SBE Activities Schedule
Thursday, 4 October
Morning Session: State of the
Broadcast Industry
7:30 AM No-host continental
breakfast
8AM Conference Opening and
SBE Membership Meeting
Brad Dick, SBE president John
Battison, conference chair
8:45 AM NAB Looks to the
Future Michael Rau, NAB. A
glimpse into NAB's plans for
the Fifth Estate.
9:25 AM Overview of the World
of Broadcasting Wally Johnson,
Moffett, Larson and Johnson.
A former chief of the broadcast
bureau looks at today's achievements in the industry.
10:05 AM Engineering at the
FCC Tom Stanley, FCC. The
Commission's work goes far
beyond issuing violation notices.
10:45 AM FCC vs. FAA: Are
Solutions in Sight? Moderator:
John Chevalier Jr., Aviation Systems Associates. Panelists: William Suffa, Lahm, Suffa &
Cavell Harry E Cole, Bechtel &
Cole William Hassinger, FCC
Steve Rothchild, FAA. A panel
discussion about problems between the FCC and FAA that
have broadcasters caught in
the middle.
Noon End of Morning Session— Lunch Break
Afternoon Session: The Regulation Front
1 PM Avoiding Pirate Radio
Interference Don Bishop, Mobile
Radio Technology magazine.
Pirates may capture listeners,
but the FCC eventually sinks
the pirates.
1:40 PM Dealing With PCBs
Kent Kroneman, KUED-TV, Salt
Lake City. If you're going to
have a hand in any dealings
with PCBs, wear kid gloves and
do your homework.
2:20 PM Reality Check: Broadcasting Today Jerry Whitaker,
Broadcast Engineering. What lies
below the waves?
3PM FM and the FCC Robert
Greenberg, FCC. A look at the
latest happenings in the world
of FM
3:40 PM FCC Field Enforcement
James Dailey, FCC. How to
avoid those pink slips.
4:20 PM FCC Roundtable Moderator: John Battison, conference
chair. Panelists: Keith Larson
(LPTV) John Reiser (international
affairs) John Sadler (AM) Robert
Greenberg (FM) Tom Stanley
(mass media bureau). Your
chance to pick the FCC's brains.
5:45 PM End of Afternoon Session
6-8 PM Attendee Reception in
Exhibit Hall An informal gettogether with friends, exhibitors
and SBE officers.
8-10 PM Night Owl Session:
Audio Processing in the NRSC
and Digital Age Moderator:
Bill Ammons, CRL Systems.
Panelists: Kelly Hannig, Gentner Electronics Frank Foti,

Cutting Edge Charles Harbrick,
QEI Sandra Woodruff, KFWBAM. Find out how the pieces of
the NRSC and digital puzzle fit
together.
Friday, 5 October
7:30 AM No-host continental
breakfast
RF Technology, Part 1
8 AM Directional Antenna
Assessment Tom Osenkowsky,
consultant, Brookfield, CT. It
is imperative to keep tabs on
how well your DA is accomplishing its intended job of area

coverage.
8:40 AM Constructing aTightBudget FM Station John
McKinney, WJMR-FM, Fredericktown, OH. How apennypincher puts a successful FM
station on the air.
9:20 AM Topic and presenter to
be announced
10 AM Close of Sessions
10 AM-3 PM Exhibit Floor
Open
Noon Free walkaround lunch
with paid admission
New Technology for Radio,
Part 1

St. Louis Union Station houses shops and entertainment, as well as the
Hyatt Regency hotel.

3PM SolidState FM Transmitters Greg Stone, Varian/Continental Electronics. An exami-

nation of the technology and its
trade-offs.
(continued on page 15)

It takes plenty of
guts to back our
products this solidly.
At QEI, we back our products — and
our customers. Our power tubes, for
example, carry the best warranty in
the industry: 15,000 hours or 2years.
And only QEI includes aFREE comprehensive spare parts kit with every
FMQ transmitter, exciter and remote
control. Experience shows that you
may never use more than 2or 3of
these "guts". But since we can't be
certain which 2or 3, our kits include
ICs, transistors, lamps, diodes, fuses
— everything you're unlikely to need.
24 HOUR SERVICE HOTLINE
Giving you the most complete spare
parts kits in the industry is just the first
step in acustomer support program
that lasts as long as your QEI transmitter. If you need expert advice on
installing aspare whatever, call us any
time at 609-728-2020, day or night.
And if you ever need factory parts
support, we can deliver — fast. We're
just 1/2 hour from Philadelphia International Airport, not out in the middle
of nowhere.
MAXIMUM EARNING POWER
You can count on it with every QEI
transmitter, because we design them
to stay on the air. And as afully integrated company dedicated to RF and
transmission products, we're able to
build in quality and reliability — and
still maintain our value advantage.

See Us At SBE Booth 1028

No wonder stations in both large and
small markets have been using QEI
products as long as we've been making them — since 1971. During that
time we've put over 1300 exciters,
more than 450 transmitters and over
1000 modulation monitors in service.
GET THE FACTS
When it comes to standing behind our
products — and our stations — we're
way ahead of the competition. That
may make other manufacturers nervous, but it makes QEI customers very
satisfied.
Call us at
800-334-9154,
toll-free, for all
the facts on
the transmitters
that deliver a
solid return on
your investment:
the QEI "New
Reliables."

egEt
Quality • Engineering • innovation
0E1 Corporation • One Airport Drive, P.O. Box D
Williamstown, New Jersey 08094
Toll-free 800-334-9154 • Fax 609-629-1751

Circle 28 On Reader Service Card

The &vox PR99 MMII Priessionat Recorder

means business and in
today's high-pressure,
competitive environment,
your station can't settle for
anything but the very best. Featuring advanced
audio electronics, the PR99 MKIII professional
recorder outlasts and outperforms all others. With
its superior construction, this recorder was built
for long-term dependability, easy maintenance and
the highest quality audio. And our reputation for
service and technical support remains unsurpassed in the industry.
Take note of these PR99 features: • asolid
die-cast aluminum transport chassis and head
block • record and playback heads built to the same
tolerances as the heads for Studer multitracks

-easily accessible modular electronics for tough,
reliable performance • an Autolocator with digital
counter in hours, minutes and seconds • rack
mounts standard.
With ease and versatility, this no-nonsense
machine stands up to the rigors of daily station operations. Whether taping news call-ins, downlinking
or uplinking satellite feeds, producing commercial
spots or remote recording—whatever your station
needs, the PR99 delivers!
For value and
performance over STUDER REVOX
the long haul,
Play aPro.
Studer Revox America, Inc.
1425 Elm Hill Pike • Nashville,TN 37210 (615)254-5651
The one built
New Yoric (212)255-4462 • Los Angeles ( 818)780-4234
for business.
Studer Revox Ltd. , lbronto (416)423-2831

Call your Studer Revox Ptofessional Products Dealer for more information about the complete line of Studer Revox Professional Products.
See Us At SBE Booth 1200

Grrie 17 On Reader Service Card
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Convention Boasts Full Slate
(continued from page 13)
3:40 PM Engineering an All-DigitalDisc Audio Facility David M. Schwartz,
Compusonics. Digital discs require firstclass support.
4:20 PM Infinite Remote-Control Expansion Ron Steenwald, WKLQ-FM, Grand
Rapids, MI. Why stop at one control
point or system?
5 PM Interfacing Digital Telephones
Paul Anderson, Gentner Electronics.
Connections that were once asnap are
now potential troublemakers unless
they're handled properly.
5:40 PM Close of Sessions

6-7 PM Ham Radio Reception
Saturday, 6 October
8AM Hosted continental breakfast with
exhibitors on convention floor. Receive
afree SBE coffee mug with paid registration.
8AM- 1PM Exhibit Floor Open
Noon Enjoy an informal lunch of pizza
and beer with exhibitors on the convention floor.
New Technology for Radio, Part 2
1PM PC Automation Michael D. Rich,
Media Computing If personal computers
can rule the world, one could keep

Laclede's Landing, the city's restored area, stretches out its cobblestone streets under the gaze
of the Arch.

things running at your station.
1:40 PM Theory and Practice of Fiber
Optics Ralph Evans III, Evans #St Associates. Intelligent applications of fiber optics in radio depend on aclear understanding of the technology.
2:20 PM Living With Combined CavityBack FM Antennas Fred Pantsios, Harris
Corp. A discussion of the new technique
of "one antenna, many transmitters!'
RF Technology, Part 2
3PM Graphical Presentation of an FM
Channel Search Doug Vernier, Northern
Iowa University. A must for anyone who
has ever wondered what an FM allocation looks like on paper.
3:40 PM Is Your STL Antenna Too High?
Carr Stalnaker, contract engineer, Cabot,
AR. Believe it or not, the sky is not the
limit when it comes to your facility's STL
antenna.
4:20 PM Keeping Broadcast FM Technically Competitive Tom Keller, Broadcast
Technology Partners. Today's FM
dilemmas call for new techniques, such
as diversity, Walsh decoders and FMX.
5PM Accurate PA Tuning for FM Transmitters Mukunda B. Shrestha, Broadcast
Electronics. "Dipping the plate" may no
longer be enough.
5:40 PM Close of Session
5:45 PM SBE Reception/Dinner/Entertainment Join in atribute to SBE's lifetime members and enjoy the comedy of
entertainer Calvin Coolidge, back by
popular demand.
Sunday, 7 October
Frequency Coordination Update
9AM Frequency Coordination Richard
Rudman, KFWB, Los Angeles, and
Gerry Dalton, KKDA, Grand Prairie, TX.
If you're not part of the solution, you're
part of the problem. Are you coordinating or interfering?
Engineering Workshop: Preparing for a
Disaster Workshop Coordinator: John
Battison, conference chair
10 AM Lessons Learned From the San

Our STes give you one
distinct advantage.
Front panel programmability
The LC Series is so affordable,
even small stations can justify
abackup system (remember —
backup composite means full
stereo redundancy.) It handles
main program and subcarrier
frequencies up to 100 kHz.

Engineers who rely on BEXT
STI's as backups because of
their easy frequency selection have learned two more
significant facts: First,
that our STI's outperform
expensive competitors, and
second, that our field
response is quick, accurate
and thorough.
Both the high value LC Series and the high performance SD Series offer the unique convenience of front
panel programmability
Both are modular systems: in the rare event that you
need more than the standard 15W to reach your transmitting site, it is easy to add our 15W amplifier.

©1990 BEXT, Inc.

The SD Series offers top performance, and supports all
subcarrier frequencies up to 200 kHz. The SD receiver's
RF bandwidth is adjustable to optimize reception in
your environment.
These reliable STI!s are available with prompt delivery,
direct from our San Diego offices. Call today for more
detailed information.
Suite 7A
739 Fifth Avenue
San Diego, CA 92101 USA
619-239-8462

Circle 64 On Reader Service Card

Francisco Earthquake Peter Hammar,
Hammar Communications. The big
shake-up brought broadcasters face to
face with the uncertainties of true crisismode operation.
10:40 AM How We Handled Hurricane
Hugo David Bird, WTAT-TV, Charleston,
SC. Broadcasters joined forces against
Mother Nature's fury and undoubtedly
saved countless lives.
11:20 AM EBS at Work Bill Ruck,
KFOG/KNBR, San Francisco. How EBS
fared during the San Francisco earthquake.
Noon Close of 1990 Convention John Battison, conference chair.

HARRIS
ALLIED

Roam WerIcJ
Bulletin
Board

News and tips you can use
are on line right now. . .
How to size abackup generator...File
#147; UL wire and fire codes...File #489;
Convert dBs to others...File #116; Design
an LTU...File #293; Sentry automation
demo...File # 373; Calculate ERF
(FM)...File #297; All you want to know
about ModMinder ( R)...File #413; and
hundreds of others.
Check our bulletin board menu—by
the time you read this we will have the
Audisk demo for you to download.
You are nom on the
***
FREE ****
AlliedRadio Norld
Bulletin Board!
1 Il II II Il Il II II II Ill II I] II
1
\\ Il II El El Ll LI II CI Il I] II II II \ 1
\1 II II Il Il Il I] II II II II El II tl 1 \
11 I] El LI Il II DU II Il El Il II Il 11
11
0Il II Il Il
\1
1
1
The Allied/Radio World BBS Menu
MAIL:
[E]nter Mail
IRlead Mail

ISIcan All Mail
New Mail Only
Mail Activity
[Mot News

SYSTEM HELPS:
SISale Prices
Llast Callers
Tlime & Date
Wielcome New Person
&hone Directory
J]unque/Trade-in

UTILITIES:
IlMenu Choices
10Jutline of BBS
(C]hange SIGs [ Glood-bye
(B)oiler Plate [ XIfer Help
REGISTERED USER AREA:
Illassword Change ( U1pload a File
IQIuestion
IlIndivi File Download
Wjerify Your SIGs
IA]lpha File Listing
IDlownload File/List
IZIHard-software Info
Carriage Return for Selections

MODEM SPECS:
8 Bit • No Parity • 1Stop • 300-2400
No Filtering

Baud

Call the Bulletin Board

317-935-0531
See Us At SBE Booth 910
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The Perils of Personnel Policies
by John M. Cummuta
Downers Grove IL Could you imagine the military without policies? If
there were no chain of command, no
consequences for disobedience, no rewards for proper performance—what
kind of chaos would result?
Could you imagine asuccessful business without policies? Although in
smaller businesses these rules and organizational performance standards are
often unwritten, if the company works,
you can bet that there are acknowledged
and enforced policies.
So does that mean, 'The more policies

the better?" Nope. It means, ' The better policies the better!' In fact, it is an increasing reality that there are situations

MANAGER
where having no policy is highly preferred to having a weak or misleading
one.
It's probably asymptom of our lawsuitcrazy society, but more and more employees are holding employers hostage,
because of poorly conceived or poorly

enforced policies. It's gotten to the point
where you've got to be meticulous about
every element of employer/employee relations.
While most people are aware of the
more publicized policy liability examples, such as age or sex discrimination,
or sexual harassment, I'm going to cover
a few less obvious areas where you'll
want to keep your policy ducks lined up.
What's a policy?
Before Iget into specific policy considerations, it's important to understand
that any communication from "Management" can be perceived as apolicy. More

Still the Best.
Direct

$425. $325 .

Model DAI6
Stereo 8Output
Distribution Amplifier

Radio Systems distribution
amps, phono preamps and
timers are more popular than
ever. Why? Because there's
always amarket for quality.
And now, with Factory Direct
pricing, the price for that
quality is lower than ever
before.

than that, it can be used against the
company or a specific manager, in a
court of law, whether it was written or
verbal.
Many company leaders think that the
only policies they can be held responsible for are those that are chiseled into
their corporate policy manual, but that's
adangerous misunderstanding to have.
Memos from management can be considered as policies, and thereby amendments to the company policy manual.
Even speeches made by corporate
leaders can be interpreted as policies.
And when I say "Management," I
mean anyone with the title of manager.
That probably means you. Be careful
what you say, and even more careful of
what you put in writing. If you have any
misgivings about a rule, regulation or
policy you're about to pronounce, run it
by the owners or station manager, to see
if they want to be held accountable for
that position.
Points to consider
Avoid being overly considerate in your
policy manual. Don't commit your company to any policy that may turn out to
be inappropriate to future circumstances.
For example: Let's say that you state
that you'll never invade an employee's
privacy. Then you find out that one of
your engineers has an alcohol problem
—which occasionally manifests itself
when that person is driving the station
van.
Or how about if one of your people
starts dating ahighly-placed staff member of a competitive station? And the
person on your staff is in aposition to
pass along strategic information to his or
her new love?
While you might appear to be perfectly justified in telling both of these
people to change their personal situation or face dismissal, they could sue
you for breach of the policy that committed you to staying out of their personal lives.
You see, policies are considered—for
all practical purposes—employment contracts. They can be, and usually are,
enforced as binding on the employer. So
that they are not to be taken lightly, nor
(continued on page 8)

CLASS A FM BROADCASTERS
UPGRADE TO 6 KW
New SEPARATION TABLES auk ate most
separations increased but sunir ntually
decreased.
the tollowing sturlie. %% ill be ( it , i.sistan«.
to you in tiling with the F( (
• CHANNEL ALLOCATIONS
• SERVICE CONTOURS
• TERRAIN ELEVATION RETRIEVAL
• POPULATION COUNTING
• AREA-TO- LOCATE ( ALS)

Rama SYSTEMS INC.
110 High Hill Road': P.O. Box 458 D Bridgeport, NJ 08014-0458
609/467-8000 ID 800/523-2133 (11 FAX 609/467-3044

Call our Sales Department to plac eyour
order or for more information.

1wcpk®
AService of OW, Inc

Fax ( 301) 656-5341
(301) 652-8822
See Us At

SBE

Booth 924
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(800) 368-5754
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New York Gets aSpanish Accent
by Dee McVicker
New York NY Through a series of
complex transactions involving anumber of New York area stations, Spanish
Broadcasting System acquired 97.9 on
the dial in February of 1989. Then, things
got complicated.
While a new facility was being completed, the group's AM housed the newly
acquired FM. Already cramped for space
in its facility near New York's Times
Square, the AM made available its news
booth for amake-shift FM control room.

FACILITIESi
SHOWCASE
Also residing in these confined quarters
was an in-house representative agency
formed by Spanish Broadcasting; it required space for at least ten employees.
Townhouse setting
Meanwhile, Chief Engineer Dan Lohse
got to work renovating asix-floor townhouse in midtown Manhattan for Spanish Broadcasting's WSKQ-AM/FM stations and representative agency SBS network. To fit its new purpose, the townhouse needed considerable work.
Although it stands six stories tall and 22'
wide, the townhouse challenged even the

most ingenious layout designs. Initially,
the plan called for putting studios on the
lower floor, below street level.
This, however, was quickly ruled
out—the group would have needed to
trench out concrete flooring, at 2' deep,
to put ducting underneath for an air
handling system. The cost was prohibitive.
"I think we must have tried ten different locations in the building before we finally settled on the fourth and fifth floors
for all the technical (studio) space," said
Lohse, who worked with project engineer
Ron Schiller of TeleMeasurements to
implement aviable solution.
The solution, however, required anew
addition to the building. Because studios
would now take up two floors of the
townhouse, anew wing, adding another
20' to the depth of the building, was
needed in order to adequately isolate
studios in afloating floor environment.
In addition, said Lohse, "We went up
another two, two-and-a-half stories for
amechanical penthouse where all the air
conditioning, air handlers and that kind
of thing (were installed)."
Checking the list, twice
Once these arduous tasks were completed, Lohse and Schiller began crossreferencing equipment lists. There were
two: alist from the old facility and another from Rockefeller Center. The long

complex transaction that resulted in
Spanish Broadcasting's acquisition of
WSKQ-FM also included an inventory of
equipment from WNBC's previous facility in Rockefeller Center.
Explained Lohse, "Before purchasing
the FM, Spanish Broadcasting purchased 1050-AM, which at that time was
WFAN, owned by Emmis. The deal was

AMPLIFIERS
DEDICATED

Computer Automation

AND
TO

PRODUCTION

we would buy that (WFAN) and in turn
give that to the owners of WEVD (now
WSKQ), plus achunk of cash."
Meanwhile, said Lohse, "Emmis was
also at that time purchasing WNBC's
property. Since Emmis already had studios, we in turn—because we were not
getting astudio with it—got all the studio
(continued on page 21)
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A•Bus Low Cost Data Acquisition and Control
Measuring, Sensing, Switching and Governing.
A.Bus is a system for connecting equipment and sensors to a computer.
From measuring voltage levels, to sensing switch closure, to activating
relays, to controlling position, you can have complete computer control.
A- Bus is designed to help you automate, whether it's an extensive remote
application, or a simple repetitive chore.

When nothing else will do.
Sometimes you're presented with a unique problem, where the normal
solution just doesn't fit. The A.Bus system was designed to be adaptable to
whatever computer you have, expandable beyond your needs, and modular
to fit your project exactly. This was required by a major radio station in San
Francisco. Their remote transmitters were blocked by hills. A- Bus devices
were connected to the repeaters atop the hills. The main studio could test
and adjust the antennas for optimum performance.

Bryston BP 5preamplifier

Bryston

roaches the broadcast and video production industry requirements for high

quality, musically accurate, and reliable power amplifiers and control preamplifiers
with the same integrity and commitment to excellence that has earned Bryston its
leading position in the Canadian power amplifier industry for the past 15 years.
Whether your requirements are for, 50 watts, 800 watts or anything in between
Bryston amplifiers can satisfy your every power need. Standard features include such
things as dual power supplies, completely independent stereo channels, balanced XLR
connectors, clipping indicators, gain controls, rack mounting, and bridgeable

The bottom line.

When budgets are tight. it's nice to know that the A- Bus was designed
carefully to keep it affordable. This was very important to a small college
radio station. They couldn't afford an expensive automation system, but
inexperienced announcers required careful supervision to ensure FCC
compliance. With the low-cost A.Bus system installed, the station manager
had more time to spend on important tasks.

switching.

Support.

Alpha Products has produced thousands of systems, and they are being
used by customers all over the world. Our recent customers include KSFO.
KFRC, KBIA, WMJX, WBNX-TV. KETA-TV, and the Sun Radio Network. We
are committed to reliability and customer satisaction: our team of engineers
stands ready to help you with any questions you might have. A- Bus
components are stocked and available for immediate delivery.

Bryston 213-19 power amplifier.
Other models include Bryston 313, 4B and 66 with output
range from 50 to 800 watts.

When ahighly versatile and reliable control preamplifier is needed, then the Bryston
BP- 1, BP-4or BP- 5provides all the flexibility required by the professional broadcast
and video production industries. Features include such things as balanced XLR
connector, cartridge load adjustment, high overlaod threshold, 1space rack mount and

A Sampling.
Relay Card, 8 SPST, 3A e120VAC: $ 142. Fast 12- bit AID. 8 analog inputs,
0-5V, 10pS conversion: $ 179. Digital Input, 8 opto isolated: $65. TouchTone decoder: $ 87.
TTL I/O, 24 lines: $ 65.
Also: Latched Input, Serial
Multiplexing, D/A, Clock, Stepper Motor Control, etc.

Call for our Catalog
(800) 221 -091 6

A ALPHA

uflee

fully discrete gain blocks. For further information contact:

I: Sr

f LI

Bryston Marketing Ltd.
Tel:(416) 746-0300 Fax: (416) 746-0308
Brystonvermont Ltd. Tel: 1-800-673-7899

FULL

TWENTY

242-0 West Avenue. Darien CT 06820 (203) 656-1806 (fax 203 656 0756)
Circle 134 on Reader Service Card

YEAR

WARRANTY

Circle 54 on Reader Service Card
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ciplinary actions by the company. While
this might sound contrary to statements
I've already made, I'm really only talking about particular situations that lend
themselves to abuse.
For example, absenteeism. If you
delineate aspecific number of days of absences that will lead to aspecific reaction by the company— escalating up to
discipline or discharge—you're telling
unscrupulous employees exactly how
many "free" days off they can take without getting fired.
It's better to say something like, "Excessive absences can lead to discipline
or discharge Then you can describe "excessive" on acase-by-case basis.

Protection from Policy Pitfalls
(continued from page 16)

used indiscriminately to put out
momentary fires. Their effect could be
long-lasting and potentially devastating.
Don't imply "forever"
Avoid including statements that imply
"lifetime" employment. Making statements like, "You're joining the company
family," or "You'll be taken care of, as
long as you do agood job," are grist for
the lawyer's mill. They can be distorted
to represent guarantees of apermanent
position, and you could be sued for
wrongful discharge for letting one of
your "family" members go.

Instead of such "belonging"-type statements, start your policy manual off with
visionary concepts, company goals and
team attitudes. When describing terms
of employment, use words like "at will,"
which means that it's up to the company.
That does not mean that you can simply blow people off the payroll whenever
the whim strikes you, because there are
existing labor laws covering an employee's rights, which override your
company policies whether they're written or unwritten. What we're talking
about in this article is how to avoid creating greater responsibilities for your company than federal labor laws already

ONLY
THE BEST!
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— IN SATELLITE
— for you!

WEGENER — SERIES 1800 Stereo Radio Network Receiver

I
The Series 1800 Stereo Radio Network Receiver is acommercial C/Ku band satellite
receiver that is designed for use in stereo radio networks using either FM2 subcarrier
or video subcarrier transmission technology. The Series 1800 receiver accepts the Lband output from an LNB and features synthesized, dip switch controlled transponder
and subcarrier frequency selection. The receiver provides six (or optionally fifteen) function contact closures for remote signalling or the control of automated commercial insertion equipment.

place on you.
Who do the policies cover—and who
do they not cover? If specific groups,
such as "managers;' are not covered by
standard policies, make that clear in
writing.
The obvious problem you'll face if you
don't is that, if you have to discipline or
discharge one of these "uncovered" personnel, they could say you violated company policies. The fact that the referenced policies are not supposed to pertain to them will not hold water, unless
that exception has been clearly made in
the policies themselves.
Be aware of restrictiveness
Also, avoid creating discipline procedures that are too restrictive. There are
situations and offenses that would rightfully justify immediate dismissal of an
employee. But if your policy manual
commits your company to a policy of
progressive discipline—without clearly
delineated exceptions—you may find
yourself unable to fire a person for a
specific offense.
You'll have to give them awarning and
wait for them to commit another crime
before you can take them to the next step
of the process.
Beware of specificity
Avoid being too specific in work rules.
Be careful about declaring specific
parameters that will lead to specific dis-

A few more to watch out for
Loosely-worded severance-pay policies, committing the company to periodic raises and failure to reserve the right
to amend policies are three more opportunities to get the company into irreversible situations that could prove disastrous.
The bottom line is that "Murphy's
Law" operates liberally in the area of employee relations, so whenever you're establishing or modifying personnel policies, consider all the possible ways that
each new rule could be used against
your company's best interests.
You might save yourself having to experience each nightmare first-hand.
John Cummuta is president of Advanced
Marketing Concepts, Inc., a broadcast
management and marketing consulting firm,
and a regular RW columnist. He can be
reached at 708-969-4400.

Ellason E250 Color Radar
Real-time local radar coverage for
your entire audience.

MICRODYNE 1100 PCDR-5
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The PCDR-5 features more agility than any other SCPC demodulator from Microdyne.
Exceptional flexibility is provided by the front panel five-section push-button switch
assembly, which allows you to select wideband ( high fidelity) or narrow band ( broadcast voice grade). Companding and frequency selections are all front panel available.
Also features: Synthesizer 10kHz step tuning, balanced audio outputs, settable expander
ratios, choice of deemphasis — and more!

1

FAIRCHILD DART 384

The DART 384 is a stable crystalcontrolled down converter with remote
program selection and transponder selection — its advanced state of the art electronics will take you into the next century
via its compatability to receive satellite
digitally broadcast material. It's a truly
unique switchable audio receiver.

IN STOCK — NO WAITING — CALL NOW!!

Short of Cash?
Consider Leasing!
Call Now for Details

ati HARRIS
SATELLITE EQUIPMENT

317-962-8596
FAX 317-962-8961

3712 NATIONAL RD. WEST • P.O. BOX 1487 • RICHMOND, IN 47375
,4••••••
HARRIS/ALLIED 1990

- Call

me, I'm interested. - Circle 15.
See Us At SBE Booth 910

- Send

me literature. - Circle 109.

•Detects snowfall as well
as rain and thunderstorms.

•Optional larger antenna to
provide better snow detection.

•Five selectable ranges up
to 200 miles.

•Picture storage to determine
weather changes.

•Operator selection of
antenna tilt, receiver gain,
two separate graphic
overlays, and automatic
operations.

For complete information,
call 31 4/
532-3031, or write
Ellason Weather Radar,
747 Spirit of St. Louis Blvd.
Chesterfield, MO 63005.
1-800-727-2327

mud
ELLASON WEATHER RADAR
Circle 12 On Reader Service Card

If Your Only Excuse For Not Buying
An ITC Cart Machine Has Been Money,
You Just Ran Out Of Excuses.

hundred thousand

Introducing
the Series 1cart

times. We've built

machine from

the new Series 1

ITC. As the world's

to take anything

leading cart

you can dish out,

machine manufac-

24 hours a day,

turer, we under-

365 days a year.
So before you

stand how to make
a superior cart machine. And the new

mortgage your program director

Series 1cart machine is superior.

or settle for something of less value

Equally as important, we realize
each station has a different need and
a different budget. That's why we
designed the new Series 1with all the
features you need at a
realistic price.
Pound the
buttons. Flip
the switches,
jam a cart in
and yank it out a few

than ITC, check out the new Series 1
today.
You won't need an excuse to
buy one.
For more information contact ITC at
(800) 447-0414; from Illinois call collect
(309) 828-1381. To order, call one of ITC's
authorized distributors:
(800)
(800)
(800)
(800)

Allied Broadcast Equipment
Audio Broadcast Group, Inc.
Broadcast Services Company
Broadcast Supply West

622-0022
999-9281
525-1037
426-8434

In Canada, contact
Maruno Electronics, Ltd., at
(416) 255-9108
Outside the U.S. and Canada,
contact your local ITC distributor.

International Tapetronics Corporation ...The World Leader in Cartridge Machines

See Us At SBE Booth 1513
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Once Your Station
Gets StereoMaxx'ed,
_
\\

a

LIFELESS

Every other
station in town
will sound
alittle . „

'

-

FLAT

DEFLATED

StereoMaxx, The Spatial Image Enlarger
From Modulation Sciences, Gives Your Station An Extra Edge
...Without Extra Problems.
• StereoMaxx Makes You Bigger, Not Just Louder.
StereoMaxx" enhances and enlarges your music's stereo image,
for adramatically Bigger, Fuller sound. It works with any loudness processor you use — Optimod, Gentner Audio Prism, CRL, you
name it. The spatial image enlargement impact of StereoMaxx is
compatible with — but completely different from — loudness
processing. From Rock to Easy Listening, StereoMaxx adds punch
and excitement to any
AM or FM stereo music
format. StereoMaxx
makes your station stand
out on every kind of
stereo radio — from
large hi-fi systems to
portable boom boxes and
headphone radios, and in
the car . . . WOW!
•There's No Downside Risk With StereoMaxx.
The idea of making astation stand out by enhancing
and widening the stereo image is certainly not new.
Enterprising engineers at competitive stations have
tried anumber of schemes. Everything from simple
matrixes to consumer hi-fi ambience gadgets.
Unfortunately, these attempts have always yielded
unacceptable side effects: No-no's such as mono
incompatibility, increases in multipath, and
jet-streaming D.J. voices. But the potential benefits of
stereo imagé enlargement are too good to ignore, so
Eric Small and the Modulation Sciences design team
went to work. And we succeeded!

• Many Have Tried. StereoMaxx Succeeded.
With StereoMa xx, you get the added punch and impact of stereo
image enlargement with No phase problems, No increased
multipath problems, No problems for mono listeners, in fact, no
problems at all. Radio professionals know Modulation Sciences is
a company that keeps its promises: Our CP-803 Composite Clipper
is on the air at over 1200 stations, keeping them loud, clean and
legal. And our Sidekick is
the industry-standard SCA
generator. So when we say
StereoMaxx enlarges your
stereo image, with no
problems or side-effects,
you can believe it.

• Call Now For More Info And Free Demo Cassette.
Once your station starts broadcasting with
StereoMaxx, all the "ordinary" stereo stations in town
will sound like just that . . . ordinary! Of course, since
StereoMaxx is brand new, no one else in your market
has it — yet. So now's the perfect time to check it out.
Call Modulation Sciences for your FREE demo
cassette and more details about StereoMaxx. Our
Toll-Free number is (800) 826-2603

Why not call for your
demo cassette right now!

modulation sciences, inc.
12A World's Fair Dr. • Somerset, NJ 08873 • PH 201-302-3090 • FAX 201-302-0206 • Toll Free 800-826-2603
Optimod. Gentner Audio Prism and CRL are trademarks of Orban Associates Inc.; Gentner Electronics Corp.; and Circuit Research Labs. Inc.; respectively.

See Us At SBE Booth 1927
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Constructing Studios for WSKQ
(continued from page 17)
equipment from NBC." To further complicate matters, the new owners of then
WFAN ended up with NBC gear as well.
Although some of it was fairly dated,
most of the NBC equipment was stateof-the-art and in good condition. A Pacific Recorders & Engineering BMX-22
console, a few Otani recorders and a
Utah Scientific switcher were just afew
of the pieces to make their way from the
NBC studios to WSKQ's new facility.
All equipment, including a few purchased items, was consolidated at TeleMeasurements' facility in New Jersey for
pre-wiring and pre-testing prior to installation.
Throwing the switch
In January, after months of planning
and laboring, Schiller and Lohse threw
the switch to the new facility in midtown
Manhattan. The FM had been moved
first, and four hours later, the AM.
Amazingly, it was asmooth transition.
Commented Schiller, "None of these
rooms were tested as acomplete system.
They were all tested individually. We
never knew until the major switch if we
would have acatastrophe on our hands."
Installed on the fifth floor of the renovated townhouse are anewsroom, news
studio, technical operations center and
AM and FM control rooms. On the
fourth floor are the stations' 2-track and
8-track production studios.
The AM and FM on-air studios both
use Harrison consoles with ITC 99 cart
machines, Denon CD players, and Otani
MX5050-BII reel- to-reels. 'All channels
are identical in both rooms," pointed out
Lohse. "The only thing that differs is in
the size of the studios and the furniture."
The AM, which airs a Spanish news
program a good part of the morning,
needed the extra footage for increased
production activity and five talent positions. In contrast, the FM has two talent
positions for its Spanish Top 40 format.
From furniture to equipment
The furniture, described by Lohse as
having "all kinds of reveals and exotic
formica;' was built by aNew Jersey company, which was able to incorporate
some of the cabinetry from WNBC. The
cost of furniture, said Lohse, "was probably around $10,000 to $15,000 aroom."
The two production studios were fitted
with the same source gear found in the
air studios, which were married to PR&E
BMX consoles. In addition, dbx 900 rack
frames, including flangers, compressors,
de-essers and noise reduction, are used
in both studios, with the 8-track having
MIDI capability as well.
For telephone hybrid, Lohse installed
Gentners. Three 18-line Gentner units,
one each for AM and FM and another

for the 2-track production studio, are located in the stations' technical center.
To change feeds going into the phone
system, the SDA-8, acombination distribution amp and switcher, was used. Said
Lohse, "In most cases, the send portion of
the telephone system was fed from the
clean feed of the consoles, but it could also
pick up any point in the facility and feed
that back down or create all kinds of mixminuses back down the phone line."
Switcher setup
The Utah Scientific central switchers,
residing in the stations' terminal room,
feed the various studios in the facility as

well as the GM's office, so management
can punch up any studio from an office
stereo system.
In addition, said Lohse, "AM and FM
control have two switcher control heads
that take 20 feeds apiece." The control
heads, which pick up identical feeds in the
AM and FM air studios, and the hardwired feeds coming in from some 20 Gentner distribution amps in the terminal
room, offer studios triple redundancy.
Said Lohse, "If you can't get something on
one channel, you can definitely get it on
another, or another, or another."
Dan Lohse, who spent long hours
with Ron Schiller implementing WSKQ's

21

studios, recently left Spanish Broadcasting to join newly formed Digital Plant,
asubsidiary of Digital Radio Labs. Ron
Schiller also recently vacated his post at
TeleMeasurements, and is now general
manager of Digital Plant.
The two are currently knee-deep in another project, which will be delivering
91 channels of compact disc music to cable subscribers within a few weeks.
Spanish Broadcasting, meanwhile, is
making use of all six floors of WSKQ's new
facility in midtown Manhattan. General
Manager Tony Campos reports that station personnel are breathing easier with
the increased production capability—and
space.
1.
Dee McVicker is afree-lance writer and
regular contributor to RW. To inquire about
her writing service, call 602-899-8916.

Affordable: The Real Definition
At Turtle Beach Systems, we've always been
puzzled by other companies' definitions of affordable. We always thought that it meant
something you could buy without having to
sell your children. With this in mind, we've
created the 56K Digital Recording System.
Now virtually anyone can afford adigital 2
track with graphic editing.

Sound 1111 Stage
Reshape songs with EDL-type playlist editing.
Editing precision to 1 / 48000th of asecond.
Audio quality is better than acompact disc.
Edits can be "Undone" (Tty that with tape!)
Digital mixer, equalizer and level control.
56K Systems start at less than $2700.

di
di
digital recording system
The system is anchored by the 56K- PC, an
incredibly fast digital signal processing card
for IBM 286 or 386 machines. It speaks to the
world via the 56K-D Digital Interface box
which provides connection to AES/EBU and
CD/DAT digital audio, SMPTE and MIDI.
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So you think the system sounds great, but
you're just too busy to go through the process
of buying acomputer, installing the software
and the card, and getting it all ready to roll. All
you want to do is turn it on and go. Ask about
our Personal Digital turnkey systems.
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You'll get afully configured IBM compatible
286 or 386 system that already has the 56K
hardware and software installed and tested by
our crew of highly trained "TechnoTurtles".
We'll provide you with everything but the
electricity, from the mouse to the VGA monitor.
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Soundstage's Main Edit Screen
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The
Industry's
. Top Hat

«bon

Put your razor blades back in the medicine
cabinet where they belong. SoundstageTM is
apowerful digital sound editing toolkit that allows you to master your music in agraphic,
mouse-driven environment.

Lú LLC
DCOC
SUSLC

Post Office Box 5074 York PA 17405 717-843-6916 FAX 717-854-8319
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Benefits of Adding Crosstalk
by Barry Mishkind
Tucson AZ I'm about to recommend to
you that you install some crosstalk in
your station!
That might seem abit strange afirst:
Normally in these pages you would read
information on how to reduce or eliminate crosstalk. But as you'll see, adding
crosstalk to your computer will improve
its link with the outside world.
To pay or not to pay
There is no lack of telecommunications
programs. They range from free programs packed in your modem box to
shareware programs that you can register for at amodest fee to commercial applications.

10W130ARD
CONNECTION
Are you looking for something simple
to get your modem to dial out? Then virtually any telcom package will do the
job, even the free ones.
But, let's move to the next level and
ask: What features are important to you
when you go on-line? Screen capture
and file downloading come to mind immediately as important. Then perhaps
the actual connection process itself.
Screen capture is when everything

that is on the screen is copied to afile
on your disk, so you can re-read it later.
You might use it with RABCOOP, the
co-op report service of the Radio Advertising Bureau. Since you're paying something like adollar aminute, hand copying data from the screen can be expensive.
A capture directs everything that
comes to you into afile. Then you can
hang up and review the data carefully.
Or, edit it and print it out after "cleaning" it up.
File downloading is used for coded
files and programs that you will then
use. Obviously, accurate transmission is
essential so the program will run
properly. There are a number of "protocols" or methods of traninission used,
providing protection from errors.
One such protocol is ZModem, a
speedier improvement on XModem,
YModem and others. If you intend to do
any amount of file transfer, it is wise to
have atelcom program featuring ZModem.
Telecom connection
A telcom program can also help make
the initial connection. It should have an
easily accessed directory of numbers you
call. A few keystrokes should bring the
right number to the screen.
And since most computers to which
you'll connect will require that you enter auser name and password, a pro-
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gram that stores and even "plays" these
back is areal convenience.
As mentioned earlier, many modem
boxes come with programs. They are,
like BitCom for example, simple. They
don't have alot of features, but they get
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oLdnim, QModem and lelix all offer dialing directories, with fairly easy
screen capture and file transfer. However, the version of QModem that Iused
required an external program to run the
ZModem transfer protocol.
While that's not an insurmountable
problem, if you're anovice user, perhaps
another program, like Telix with ZModem built in, is abetter choice. Scripts
to automate connection with BBSs and
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Screens for CROSSTALK show status and features

you on-line. If that's all you want, the
price is right. Free.
ProComm, QModem and Telix are
three shareware packages that have developed over the years into pretty powerful tools. ( Shareware is software that is
distributed and copied freely; often the
current version is on aBBS near you. If
you use the program regularly, you are
expected to register and pay a modest
fee.)
They come complete; amanual is even
included to print out or read. However,
they can run to 300 pages or more; by
the time you pay for paper and copies
(remember laser printers cost three to
five cents apage to operate), it adds up
fast.
Paying the registration fee is often easier and not much more expensive. As a
bonus, registration entitles you to telephone support to answer your questions.

other computer services can be constructed with some effort.
Registration for these shareware packages runs under about $50. One key
point: With shareware, you get the program to try out from the companies or
alocal BBS; so try before you buy.
Pay more, get more
Then there are the commercial packages. Two of the best I've worked with
of late come from DCA: CROSSTALK
Mk. 4 and CROSSTALK for Windows.
Both of these programs have similar
foundations, the popular CROSSTALK
XVI (so popular that at least one clone
program was produced as alook-alike).
The major difference is ( surprise)
CROSSTALK for Windows was
designed to run in Windows, and was
recently enhanced to run in Windows 3.0
with its neat point and shoot feature as
(continued on next page)

Serving the broadcasting industry
for over 40 years!
MODEL 450-452

CAROUSEL'
IM Micro Processor Controlled
Logic
• BiDirectional Operation
Ill Digital Tray Readout

O

nly one broadcast tape cartridge can be Number One:
Audiopak. The consistent, reliable
performance of black A2s, dark
blue M-3s and light blue AA4s has
made them the top choice of broadcasters worldwide.
Make no mistake: No other cart can
deliver Audiopak's phase stability and
longevity. No other cart has our exclusive oxide formulations, or the proprietary Audiopak backcoating.That's
why Audiopak—and only Audiopak—
is 'the cart the world counts on.'
See Us At SBE Booth 2019

• Same Physical Size as All Old
Model Carousels

Make sure your new carts have the
molded- in Audiopak logo and our
Quality Assurance Seal in the center. That's the only way to be sure
you're getting the "true blue" performance you've come to rely on
ialm
ituct
it
BROADCAST

CARTRIDGES

P.O. Box 3100
Winchester, VA 22601
Tel: ( 800) 522- CART or
(703) 667-8125
Fax: ( 703) 667-6379
Circle 21 On Reader Service Card

• More Than 30 Years Proven
Service to Broadcast Industry
la Lowest Cost per Tray in Industry

SPECIAL FACTORY SALE
SALE ENDS 12131190
Limited Quantities- Act Now!

SONO-MAG CORPORATION

WRITE OR CALL

'833 W Hovey Ave , Normal IL 61761-4394
Phone 309-452 5313
FAX 309-452-2521

SMC FOR OTHER
SPECIALS
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New BBS
Listings
There has been alot of activity on the
BBS scene in the past few months. Here
are some highlights.
*MediaNet is being carried by a lot
more BBSs, and Relay International Message Exchange (RIME) is now starting an
engineering conference to complement
its general radio conference.
*There may be a non-broadcast BBS
closer to you that runs one of the national echos.
•FidoNet, RIME and MediaNet are
now all running engineering conferences. There is some effort being made
to tie them together in the near future.
'All BBSs run at least 2400 Baud. A
rate of 300 baud is becomming unacceptable on many boards.
'Australian readers can connect with
Broadcast On-Line, a MediaNet node.
Their number is (011-61) 2-416-9279.

Phone
Number

BBS Name

Location

206-443-6170
214-647-0670
303-341-0129
303-949-3253
315474-5070
317-547-6204
317-935-0531
404-320-6202
404-982-0960
414-771-3032
415-391-2657
415-641-4373
419-228-7236
501-753-6536
602-438-0459
602-872-9148
619-2984027
713-974-3912
713-859-8195
719-634-5661
801-967-9716
804-550-3338

Western Washington Freq Coord
DFW Frequency Coordination
Colorado Broadcasters BBS
Master Control (NSN)
SBE Chapt 22
MediaNet Pro-Line
Allied/RW Broadcast BBS
AV-Sync
Rock ez Roll Party
Second Opinion BBS
Northern CA FCC
KALW
Black Hole BBS
Chapter 75 SBE
CRL Customer Service BBS
Broadcasters BBS
So. California Media Line
Houston SBE
Cloud 9
Colorado Springs Broadcast BBS
Planet Vulcan
Flamethrower B'cast
Resource Ctr
Broadcasters BBS
Hot Tips
The Radio BBS

Western WA
Dallas/Ft. Worth
Denver
Avon, CO
Syracuse, NY
Indianapolis
Richmond, IN
Atlanta
Atlanta
Milwaukee, WI
San Francisco
San Francisco
Lima, OH
Little Rock, AK
Phoenix
Phoenix
San Diego
Houston
Houston
Colorado Springs
Salt Lake City

804-973-8235
818-248-3088
918-437-9004

Crosstalk

M=MediaNet

F=FidoNet

(continued from previous page)
well as keyboard operation.
Although a little more expensive,
CROSSTALK comes loaded with lots of
features, some not included in any
shareware program.
For example, Iwas first attracted to
CROSSTALK by its ability to go into the
background on my computer, allowing
me to carry on with work while downloading afile.
Just depressing the hot key combination allows me to drop to DOS and load
a program to find or check on a file I
might want to send or bring up aword
processor to create a note to send.
Even if all you wanted to do was start
aprintout, or consult acalculator, this
is a handly feature. You can return to

like the last time you dialed into the
number.
A couple of other features that have
made me enjoy CROSSTALK are the
way it automatically labels capture files
with the filename and date, so you can
keep track of them, and strong ZModem
support allowing easy file transfer.
The Windows version has by nature
fewer features, such as fewer VIYT emulations and asmaller script language but
is still very powerful. Right now, it's my
personal favorite telcom program. At
street prices, neither version is beyond
the reach of even modest budgets.
Yep, crosstalk can be just the right
thing to add to your computer! Check it
out.

360 Systems' new audio
switchers start at only $1495
for a16 x16 matrix. And that
includes everything. Call us for
complete information on the
industry's new price performance leader.

•Balanced inputs and outputs
•Mono, stereo or multi-level
•Expandable matrix
•Gain adjustment on each
input
•Non-volatile program
storage
•Multi- station remote control
via EIA-422/485 or MIDI
•Redundant power supply

Conferences

FCC

F/C
22
M/R

F/M/R
28

75

105

Richmond, VA
Charlottesville, VA
Glendale, CA
Tulsa

AMemo to CE's About Audio Switchers
Anyone who has
researched the routing
switcher market has uncovered " The Problem": Audio
switchers are small or they are
large, but they aren't mid-size.
And even when they are small,
the price is still large— to cover
the upgrade path that's always
built in.
360 Systems has asolution.
We invite you to compare our
new AM- 16 Series with anything else on the market. Here
are just afew of our features:

16
67
48

56

C=RPE Consultant

R=RIME

CROSSTALK simply by depressing the
hot key combination a second time.
Other users will love the CASL
(CROSSTALK Applications Script Language). This can be used to automate
many activities from logging onto aBBS
to collecting and distributing all your EVmail. Custom menus can also be put together to help others in your station
more fully utilize their computers.
Among the features that CASL implements is the automated script learning
mode, where CROSSTALK watches as
you log on or do something and stores
the commands for future automatic use.
Also, Ilike the way the dialing directory allows you to not only see the
names and numbers, but other data

SBE
Chap
Affil
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FCC=Local FCC person

Barry Mishkind, is aconsultant and contract engineer in Tucson. He can be reached
at 602-296-3797, or on FidoNet 1:300/11.

AVOID COSTLY
TRANSMISSION
LINE FAILURES
with our patented
K-Line thermo-coupler and
state-of-the-art rigid
coaxial transmission lines.
In our early years, servicing other
company's products, we found
inherent weaknesses in every
design.
We resolved to find solutions to
those problems and we did just
that.
Our patented K- Line has
replaced other manufacturers'
lines, however, to our knowledge,
no other company's line has ever
replaced ours.
That says something. And so
does our 5year warranty, an
industry first.
Call or write for asolution to
your transmission problems.

18740 Oxnard Street, Tarzana, CA 91356
Phone (818) 342-3127 • Fax (818) 342-4372

•Large, clean LED displays
•Exceptional audio
performance
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Digging Into the DAB Inquiry
by Harry Cole
Washington DC Just when you
thought that Docket 80-90 was finally in
the finito file and competition in the radio biz had finally maxed out, here
comes DAB (digital audio broadcasting,
for those of you who may somehow
have missed the deafening buzz of the
last several months).
The technical whys and wherefores
of DAB have been elucidated in these
pages by those much more technically
proficient than I, so Iwon't even try.
What you should know, however, is

that the FCC has put itself into gear
quickly on this project, with the release of a Notice of Inquiry on 21
August.

LAW
If you want to put your two cents'
worth in, comments are presently due
to be filed no later than 12 October
1990, with reply comments due 13
November (but don't be surprised if

BEEPERS? BEEPERS??

one or more extensions of those deadlines is granted).
Where is the Commission going with
DAB? At this point it's anybody's guess.
But there are some signals in the FCC's
sparse three-page Notice of Inquiry
which may give some hints.
And they're off
For openers, this notice got out of the
box in record time. The first private proposal for adoption of anew DAB allotment scheme was filed in mid-May, with
another following later that month and
athird arriving in July.
Sure, there has been DAB movement
on the international front for some time,
but the FCC didn't seem to be getting too
excited about it and it did not seem to
have lit the fire under the FCC.
In any event, the fact that the FCC
seems ready to move fast on this front
is an indication the agency does not
want to discourage the development of
this new technology by regulatory footdragging.
(This is also apparent when the FCC
refers to DAB as a "potentially important
new medium" the emergence of which
the FCC should "facilitate ... as appropriate".)
Second, probably because of the
sorry decline of AM broadcasting, the
FCC seems to be acutely aware of the
impact that DAB could have on the existing broadcasting industry. One section of the Notice of Inquiry specifi-

cally seeks comments on how best to
implement aDAB service with existing
broadcasters.
One thought hinted at by the Commission is a "migration or transition priority" for broadcasters, which would
presumably give existing broadcasters
dibs on DAB channels.
Of course, the notice does nothing
more than hint—it does not address the
practical problems of how to implement
such an approach, such as the political
problem of dealing with the equalizing
effects of DAB (which would likely put
your 500 watt AM daytimer in parity
with your full Class C FMs and even
your Class I-A clear channels).
Regulation questions
Third, the FCC specifically seeks
comments on how a DAB service
should be regulated. Should it be like
broadcasting, with a strong localism
component (as appears to be required
by the Communications Act)? Or could
some new hybrid classification be developed?
In recent years the FCC has appeared
to prefer the "hybrid" regulatory
approach, probably because it was easier to fit into a framework where deregulation rules. While a "hybrid"
might seem a nice idea in theory,
though, it may not be acceptable to
Congress, which has long held fast to
the notions of localism and public
(continued on page 31)

CCA
You Don't Need No Stinking Beepers!
Toss the Beeper. The National Supervisory Network is on the job. 24 hours a
day, seven days aweek. Our experienced staff of broadcast professionals is trained in
your procedures to provide you—the Station Engineer—with the operations support
you need. Unlike an answering service, night clerk, dial-up off-premise system, or
untrained local operator, we don't bother you with minor problems. We take care of
them to your specifications.

\-\\

The National Supervisory Network gives you time to concentrate on making
your station sound great. Without those pesky, unnecessary beeps. At aprice your
GM will love.
III Experienced Duty Operators • 30 Minute Logs U Trend Analysis Reports U
FCC & EBS Legal Off- Premise Control • No ATS Rules U Fire & Security Systems
Monitoring • FCC News • Local & National Weather III PrivateLink Service for
Station Groups • And Much More!
Lock The Door
Walk Away.
You're On The Air.
We're On The Job.
For Information

1 (800) 345-VSAT
NATIONAL OFF- PREMISE CONTROL

See Us At SBE Booth 2039

NATIONAL
SUPERVISORY
NETWORK
SM

AVON, COLORADO
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"Simplicity is the highest form of science."
-Albert Einstein

CCA Transmitters
P.O. Box 426
Fairburn, GA 30213
(404)964-3530 FAX (404)964-2222
Circle 60 On Reader Service Card

'Satisfaction is not aluxury.
a solid record of excellence. That's the time

of them. The exceptionally broad range of
mainframe sizes and module types lets you
configure the board for your particular appli-

to appreciate the satisfaction of real achieve-

cations. Yet the functional layout is always

ment. It's also the time to acknowledge the
tools that helped you do the job a little

easy to understand and learn.

When you've handled the tough situations
and made them look easy. When you've built

At PR&E, we build consoles for the long

better than it might have been done. For

term. So while you will certainly be pleased
with your purchase of a new BMX III, you're

many of today's leading broadcast professionals, a BMX Series Ill on-air console is
right on top of that list.

likely to be even more satisfied with each
passing year. Which is one more reason so
many station groups and networks specify

That's because Pacific Recorders engineers
aren't satisfied with a console design unless
it meets all of your requirements. The BMX
III handles complex programming, acquisition

BMX III onair consoles—time after time.
For more detailed information on the many
advantages of owning a BMX Series III on-air
console, call PR&E direct at 619-438-3911.

and communication tasks simultaneously—
and brings superb audio performance to all
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Pacific
Recorders &
Engineering Corp.
2070 Las Palmas Dr.
Carlsbad, CA 92009
Tel 619-438-3911
Fax 619-438-9277

This satisfied
BMX III user is Herb Squire,
Chief Engineer at WQXR-FM/AM,
New York, N.Y.

©Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corp.
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FROM THE TRENCHES
by Alan Peterson

Sometimes aStation
Can Be a Real Zoo
Dear 1G,
Wow, almost the end of September. Just
another couple of weeks and our legendary New England foliage will be ablaze
in glorious reds, yellows and oranges. I'll
pack the camera with some Kodak 25 and
forward some shots your way.
Good thing we got our new FM studio
up and running—the old one got invaded
by abat the other night. That's right, Isaid
abat! A real live brown flaparound mouse
with Radar Endorsement. Little creep
sneaked in through acable run and was
putting on a flying circus that had us
cheering. It culminated in a deft twofooted upside-down hookup to afluorescent fixture that would've drawn aperfect
10 from NASA.
It isn't very often studios or offices are
invaded in this manner, unless located at
the transmitter site. In the office, the odd
ant or two (thousand) by the coffee corner
is the extent of unwelcome company.
Generally, wildlife is drawn to the tower
and transmitter building—as every CE I
know will attest to. The warmth of the

electronic gear, the cozy corners of ATUs,
the dryness of overhanging roofs ...
Ever have aclose encounter with some
critter, Jude? Who hasn't? Istill remember Roy Taylor in Syracuse bringing that
crooked old cane of his to work that one

In honor of our station
owners, we've named
our own little
"mascot" after our
softball team: The
Berkshire Bat.
day. Well, that's what Ithought it was—
the day before, it was a very sizable
snake that "Got the switch at midnight"
in an ATU. Some time afterwards Idiscovered many CEs have gag names for
such asyndrome: Crispy Critters, Reptile Rotisserie and Snake-&-Bake are the
overwhelming favorites.

Anthony Kord has written reviews for
RW in recent months from his Rhode Island digs; five years back when both of
us were at WIIMP-FM, we took the trip
up Horse Mountain in Western Massachusetts for transmitter maintenance.
Moments after Tony opened the door
and went in, aflea—abig flea ... leapt
up my pants leg and bit. Very hard.
Mercifully, Tony was already inside
and underway while Iproceeded to tear
my pants off and slap at my legs, yelping and hooting while doing the DeeJay
Jump. That little *$%&* hurt!
Not knowing how many other bugs
were lining up at the buffet table, Itumbled through the door and swiftly shut it.
Lord knows what he'd have thought about
my mental stability: aman dancing on a
mountain with his pants off during routine maintenance of atransmitter. I'd have
been walking back to the studios.
Ishould be grateful this didn't take
place in Arizona. Three years ago aTucson engineer told me about scorpions
hanging around the shack.
Every now and again wildlife will invade the studios. When Paul Baker was
on WLAD back around 1819 or so (yes,
Isaid 1819, the man remembers when
coal was invented!) a huge raccoon
crawled through avent and into the studio during his shift. Pretty amazing considering the studios are afew flights up
in a midtown Danbury building! The
'coon's first and only stop was the equipment rack—warm and cozy, natch. Try
concentrating on doing ashow with one
of these babies five feet away, about to
go potty in your RCA limiter!
My first job in Upstate Noo Yawk had
hot and cold running zoology all the
time. My newswoman's voice kept dropping out during a cast, and when I
looked her way, her head would snap
downwards every few moments. Turns
out her puppy—astray she found—was
playing tug o'war with her headphone
cable, giving some very sharp pulls.
At the same station, migrating ducks,
geese and grouse would often bang their
widdle heads into our tower and guys inflight. Lights and paint meant squat to
these boids. More often than not, they'd

fly on with abad headache, but there have
been some major quackups (sorry).
Anyway, in honor of our station
owners, we've named our own little
"mascot" after our softball team: The
Berkshire Bat. And we're looking forward to his (her?) next visit to the sta-

tion so the weekenders can see our little flaprat.
Somehow, giving these visitors names
make them awelcome addition to nearly
any operation. Emotional? Maybe. After
all, even though they shouldn't be there,
they're still nice to have around.
Too bad Ididn't write this ten years
back. Iwould certainly have named a
bird after my favorite editor.
"Judith Grouse" ... gets ya right
there, doesn't it?
Just Bats about this place,
—Al
Al Peterson divides his time among writing, working as air talent for WLAD and
hanging by his feet from the station's wiring conduits. Contact him do RW.

Save Time and Mimi.

TTC's Leading Edge
Technology Gives You:
• Easy Fast Installation
•Constant Power Output
• Low Maintenance
•Virtually No Down Time

FROM CM'
TO THE SUPER BOWL

Anytime, anyplace. Your remote crew calls the station and
ZAP!, they're on the air. The Cellcast Remote Broadcast Studio
combines the best features of an 832 channel cellular telephone
and aprofessional mixing console into one rugged,
ever-portable package. Find out how fast and easy
cellular remotes can be, eve us acall today!

•Low Power Costs
•One of the Best Speced

GelLast

Exciters in Radio

REMOTE

The TTC FMS Line— Products that give you years of trouble- free,
crystal-clear signal, and is available in 1kW to 8kW models
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BROADCAST

STUDIO

RETAIL PROMOTIONS, NEWS, SPORTS. CALL I-800-852-1333.
TriTech, Inc., 2415 East Skelly Drive, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74105, 918-125-55W

See Us At SBE Booth 603
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Road Testing AKG's DSE 7000
by Ty Ford
Baltimore MD This edition of
Producer's File is the first of atwo-part article on the AKG DSE 7000 Digital
Sound Editor. In an effort to answer reallife application questions, Iarranged for
an evaluation of the system at my studio with AKG Marketing Director David
Angress.
When it arrived, Itook time to read the
first parts of the manual before Ibegan
to set the system up. The manual, by the
way, gets high marks for being written
and laid out extremely well. Total unpacking and setup time was easily done
in less than an hour.
Although the first computer tower I
received had a power supply problem
and had to be replaced, the second one
arrived the next day and within an
hour's time Iwas doing simple record-

separate balanced effect sends. Average
input levels can be fixed at — 10 dBM, —8

FILE
dBM, O dBM or + 8 dBM. Inputs and
outputs can be balanced or unbalanced.
Because the system throughputs the audio, Isimply "borrowed" the input and
output cables from one of my two-track

reel-to-reel machines to incorporate the
DSE 7000 into my system at the patchbay.
Monitoring capability
Even though the DSE 7000 has only
two line level inputs, which means you
can only record two tracks at atime, you
can monitor any or all previously
recorded tracks while laying in new
tracks. For example, you can record your
music bed first and immediately listen
to it while you do your voice tack or add

sound effects.
Although the the manual suggests that
asystem could be set up with aswitcher
in front of the inputs, allowing you to select CD players, turntables, tape
machines or other line level input
sources, you'd still need preamps for any
low level sources, such as microphones.
Because the system has no EQ also
consider patchable stereo EQ after the
switcher and before the inputs. There is
also no other audio processing in the
(continued on page 32)
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Chuck Steak - Our
overzealous food critic.
EQ Number: 72.

Woofmon Jack- One
howwwling party dude.
EQ Number: 49.

The DSE 7000, in place at the author's studio

ing and editing.
A major design consideration was to
have the DSE 7000 simple enough to
operate that it could be used by the airstaff for everyday voice-over-music spots,
as well as more creative work concocted
by the production director. Unless your
company's pockets are rather deep, it
doesn't make sense to have an expensive
and complicated piece of production
gear that only one person knows how to
use.
The bottom line
At an entry level list price of $37,500,
AKG's DSE 7000 is designed primarily
as aspot maker for the radio market. The
four main parts are: the Intel 386 computer tower (7.5 " x26" x19), an ASCII
keyboard, an EGA color monitor and the
controller (25" x3" x16"). The controller
includes a 10-channel mixer and all of
the operating and editing controls.
Accompanying cables allow you to
plug the keyboard, monitor and controller into the tower. Try thinking in
terms of the system as being arandom
access 8-track digital recorder, a 10channel mixer with two effect sends and
arandom access two-track digital mixdown recorder.
Although Iwas able to record voiceover-music donuts in the same room
with the system, the hard drive and vent
fan produce enough noise to strongly
suggest that the tower be placed away
from the microphones. David Angress
has found several ways to get around the
problem, including extender cables that
can put 25' or more between the tower
and the monitor and controller.
The DSE 7000 has two balanced audio
inputs, two balanced outputs and two

Doggie Demento Always odot off center
E0 Number 7

Earl E. Bird- Awoke only
with headphones on
EQ Numbet 19

We make everyone sound great,

day, after day, after day.
The span between the basso growl of your
morning talent and the punch demanded by
your evening party animal is measured in

button. They just punch in the number when
they sit down, and all of their processing is
reset instantly, exactly, repeatably.

seconds and digits— two seconds and two
digits, to be exact.

We keep all that processing safely out of harm's
way; no need to twist any dials because when
their number's on the readout, they know they'll
sound their doggoned best.

Every talent on the station has worked out
the optimum combination of parametric EQ,
compression and de-essing for their personal
requirements, and we've given them a number
between 00 and 99—their personal number—
to achieve this combination at the touch of a

Call the folks at Orban for more information about
their 787 multi-processor. It brings a whole lot of
mike processing under control.

«bon

odivision of AKG Acoustics, Inc.

The Orban 787A Programmable Multi- Processor

1525 Alvarado Street
San Leandro, CA 94577 USA
Telephone 415 / 351-3500
FAX 415/ 351- 0500

LISTEN TO THE DIFFERENCE.
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"We're burning ue every other AM
in the market with our new DX 10:'

W

ISEA AM serves the
Delmarva region and
South Jersey from
Georgetown, Delaware. They recently acquired a 10 kW day/1 kW
night directional authorization, a
Harris DX 10 digitally modulated
solid state AM transmitter— and
a new Corporate Chief Engineer,
Terry Dalton. "By the time WSEA's
owner Great Scott Broadcasting
hired me," Terry recalls, " they
had already decided on the Harris.
Icould understand that, since
the fifteen year old Gates at WSEA
still passes its proof of performance tests. But Ineeded to be
sold on the new Harris transmitter.
I'd heard about the DX series'
all- solid-state design and its digital
modulation, but Ididn't expect
them to make much difference."
Terry ran his DX 10 into a dummy
load at full power continuously
for six weeks before putting it on
the air. " Iwas ready to jump on
the slightest malfunction," he
admits, " but Icouldn't find anything. That kind of stability and
reliability was one thing that
turned my head around.

OR AT HOME. DX
F'ERFORMANCE IS AUDIBLY SUPERIOR.

The other was performance— in
A/B comparisons we ran with
the old Gates, the two signals
were like day and night. We had
NRSC-2 pre-emphasis on both
and an Optimod 9000 with the
high end cranked all the way up
on the Gates— but the Harris DX
Optimod is a registered trademark of Orban. Inc.
See Us At SBE Booth 910

AND
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BLOWTORCH

WSENS NEW HARRIS DX 10 TMGITALLY MODULATED AM TRANSMITTER.

was still cleaner and brighter. The
low end from the DX 10 was tight
and punchy. with none of the old
transmitter's boominess."
When WSEA finally put their new
DX 10 on the air, they did it with
no announcements at all. That very
first day," Terry reports, "we got
calls from people picking us up
in places where they never could
before. Others commented on how
much better we were sounding,
even on car radios. We were still
running 1 kW under our old nondirectional authorization. But we
were burning up every other AM in
the market, including some that
put out an audibly overmodulated
signal. Our sales department immediately named this new DX 10
'The Blowtorch'."
Terry verified the DX 10's increased
coverage personally on a drive to
New Jersey. "Iused to lose WSEA
around Cape May," he says. ' This
last time, the signal stayed clear
all the way to Atlantic City— a
35 mile increase in range without any more power.
Measurements showed me why
we're getting out so much further
now. The asymmetries are incredible: I'm running 98/9% negative
peaks and 119% positive, with
absolutely no distortion or splatter.

In tests, I've taken the positive
peaks even higher, and it stays
clean. Digital modulation and
solid state circuitry make a real
difference."
"I was ready to find things wrong
with the DX 10," Terry admits,
"But its performance and reliability have me 100% sold. As far as
I'm concerned, any new Great
Scott Broadcasting AM stations
will have Harris DX transmitters."
We're glad the DX 10 won Terry
Dalton over. It shows that DX
transmitters are doing everything
we expected of them. After all,
real innovations should make a
difference in the real world.
If you'd like more information on
DX series AM transmitters from
10 to 50 kW*, call (217) 222-8200,
Ext. 3408. If outside the continental US, fax your request to
(217) 224-2764. And for studio
equipment to take full advantage
of DX transmitter performance,
call Allied Broadcast Equipment
at (800) 622-0022.
*Ask us about applications to 500 kW.

CD HARFas
HARRIS BROADCAST DIVISION
MARKETING DEPARTMENT
P.O. BOX 4290 • QUINCY. IL USA 62035-4290
0 1989 Harris Corporation
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Bipolar Transistors
This is the second in a12-part series called
Amplifier Fundamentals. Northern Virginia Community College will offer 1.2 Cab
(continuing education units) to registered
students who successfully complete the course
and an examination mailed at its conclusion.
Successful completion of the course and the
final exam will also earn 1.3 professional
credits toward recertification under the maintenance of certification provisions of the SBE
Certification Program. To register, contact the
Director of Continuing Education, Annandale Campus, 8333 Little River Turnpike,
Annandale, VA 22003, or call 703-323-3159.
The fee for the course is $35.
by Ed Montgomery
Part Il of XII
Annandale VA Amplification of an
electrical signal takes place in an active
device. Whether transistors or tubes are
used doesn't matter. Both devices con-

the voltage and current parameters on
which the transistor will operate.
C1is acoupling capacitor that permits
only an AC signal to enter the base of the
transistor. C2is an emitter bypass capacitor. This component can improve the
gain of atransistor by separating any AC
signal from the DC voltage required to
stabilize the transistor. If it were not
used, the gain of the amplifier would
vary with the magnitude of the input
signal.
The transistor has a current gain or
beta established by the manufacturer.
The bias resistors and load resistance determine the amplifier stage's gain. This
is an alternating current characteristic.
Figure 3illustrates the equation to determine the gain of an amplifier. R, is
the load resistor and Re is the AC resistance of the emitter.
There are numerous equations for determining the values of R1,R2, R3, R4,
and C1.Further study beyond this in-

plate

collector
grid

emitter

triode
vacuum tube

NPN bipolar
transistor

trol arelatively large current flow with
avery small input signal.
Figure 1illustrates the schematic diagrams of atransistor, triode vacuum tube
and afield effect transistor. Although the
transistors are a "solid-state" device—
that is, one solid crystal—they all function in asimilar manner.
The emitter, cathode and source; base,
grid and gate; and the collector, plate
and drain are all similar in the way they
function. For this installment only the
bipolar transistor will be considered.
Figure 2is an illustration of acommonemitter amplifier. R, is the "load" or the
output of the circuit. R2,R3 and R4 are
"bias" resistors chosen to set the proper
voltage levels for the base and emitter establishing proper currents for the transistor.
The amplification factor or "beta" can
vary widely from transistor to transistor
(even the same type). Therefore, the bias
resistors are chosen to make the output of
the transistor less dependent on beta and
more afactor of the resistors establishing

custom

field-effect
transistor
(N-channel)

common base

common collector/
emitter follower

tronics, Principles and Applications, by
Schuler, is an excellent source. "Solid
State Basics" in the ARRL Handbook is
also an excellent reference source.
Ed Montgomery currently is an electronics
teacher in the Fairfax County school system.
He has taught broadcast engineering at
Northern Virginia Community College and
worked as broadcast engineer for several radio stations. He can be reached at
703-971-6881.

Figure 2.
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through an emitter resistor. The
common-emitter amplifier produces the
most power gain.
Figure 4illustrates two other amplifier
configurations that can be used. The

CD reference discs
FOR

follower amplifier has the output taken
off of the emitter with the collector
grounded to all AC signals through C.
Common collector amplifiers have high
power and current gain with low voltage
gain. This type offers ahigh input impedance and low output impedance. It
can be used to isolate electronic circuits
from external connections. It can also be
used to drive speakers which have alow
impedance, transferring power from a
higher impedance stage.
The common- emitter amplifier
produces an output that is 180° out-ofphase with the input. Common-base

and common-collector amplifiers produce outputs that are in-phase with the
input signal.
Further study of amplifiers is recommended for agreater understanding of
how they function. Chapter 6 of Elec-

stallment is necessary to fully understand amplifier operation.
The common-emitter amplifier is the
most used. The emitter is either connected directly to ground or grounded

TRANSFER YOUR JINGLE PACKAGES, SPOTS,
PROMOS, MUSIC LIBRARIES OR ANYTHING
AUDIO TO QUALITY DIGITAL COMPACT DISCS
IN ANY QUANTITY FROM ONE UP.
"Tr
Lama

common-base amplifier has considerable power and voltage gain but current
gain is very low. This design can be used
as an impedance matching stage exhibiting avery low input impedance and a
very high output impedance.
The common-base amplifier is frequently used in radiofrequency applications as well. Grounding the base
reduces the amount of capacitance
generated within the emitter-basecollector junctions within the transistor's
crystal. This is a critical consideration
when designing radiofrequency (RF)
amplifiers.
The common-collector, or emitter-
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INFORMATION

AND

Get
One
Free!

Now, buy any three Radio Systems studio products at our already- low direct prices, and get
the fourth free. Mix and match as you like! You
write the order.
The savings are tremendous. Consider just one
example: Order three TM-2R timers and one
stereo DA16. Our normal low price would be
$820; you pay only $495.
Call Radio Systems, your factory-direct source.
No dealers, no markup, just great products.
Call 1-800-523-2133 to order today.
digit
TM-2R Our popular remoteable six up-timer. Crystal reference.

$165.

DA16

Stereo 2x8distribution amplifier.
Individually adjustable, active
balanced outputs.

$325.

DA8

Mono 1x8distribution amplifier.

$255.

PA- 1

The industry's best phono preamp.

$225.

PRICING:

FRANKFORD/WAYNE MASTERING LABS
1697 BROA [MAY,

NUJ

Circle 80 On Reader Service Card

YORK, NY 10019
(212) 582-5473

Ramp sysTEms iNc .

See Us At SBE Booth 924

110 High Hill Road

609/467-8000

P.O. Box 458

Bridgeport. NJ 08014-0458

800/523-2133

FAX 609/467-3044

Circle 146 On Reader Service Card
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Automated Station's
Cart Warning Buzzer
wrong is the error light will go on.
This is no problem if you are standing
there. My problem is that the automation is not in the same room as the stuKlamath Falls OR Automated stations are great. My Ilai-ris 9001 and SMC
dio. This one was easy: Ijust installed
MSP-1 do not give me any problems. But
a5V Piezo buzzer in parallel with the
error light.
the people who operate them do.
The other automation posed abigger
Our Harris system uses the IGM Goproblem. The SMC system uses SMC
350 carousels. Our board-ops would use
Figure 1.
these as single play cart machines dur„
ing ball games. That is no problem unless they forget to take them out of the
7410
manual position.
One Saturday around noon Icame into
10K
the station and sure enough, all three of the
350s were still in manual. After the GM
1K .
and sales manager finished with the PD,
inputs
Icame up with the schematic in Figure 1.
• T, ill used . npta•.
leg na
a euflual
se0.1,11 that goes nain when a manual
All power is stolen from the 350 and
005 50e
T,e all II ••• • • " • • :" '
the circuit was laid out on perf board. If
you need to keep an eye on more, you
Cart 24's which are very reliable. It is a can use a7430 instead. Just keep all unused inputs tied high. Now whenever
problem, though, when they want to
pull in acart that isn't there and the only
any of the carousels are in manual, the
Pie7o buzzer lets everyone know.
indication you get that something is

RW's new Workbench page needs your quick fixes,
short build-it projects and favorite tech tips.
You've spent those late nights perfecting them;
now let us know.
Send it on 51
/ "floppy in WordPerfect or ASCII
4
or MCI mail to:302-7776. Or FAX us at 703-9982966 or mail it to PO Box 1214, Falls Church VA
22041.
Share your expertise with your engineering colleagues by getting your tech tips published in Radio World and get paid while you help others.

by Jim VVenstrom, CE
KFLS/KKRB

,

,

,

,
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SCALA
STL/ICR links in the 940-960 MHz band. Since 1954
broadcasters have appreciated the unequalled
performance and reliability of the Scala
Paraflector Tm and Miniflector
antennas. Now the same Scala
quality is available in full
parabolic grid antennas
from 4 to 12 ft. diameter!
GAIN

FCC

(
dBI)

FB Ratio

Figure

test lead
Scrape well and solder,
then use heat shrink.
by Wally Lorenc
WINFIN
Minooka IL In response to your request for a favorite maintenance technique, Ihereby submit mine.
Igot sick and tired of having my digital meter probe slipping and sliding over
IC pin connections and shorting across

Category

PR 450U

20 15

20

B*

PR-450CU

20 15

25

A*

MF 960

16 15

23

6*

GLF4-940

185

24

B

GLF6 940

21 9

26

A

GLF8 940

24 5

28

A

GLF10-940

265

30

A

GLF12-940

28 1

30

A

by Jim Wenstrom
KFLS/KKRB

NOW!
PR-450U and PR-450CU
PARAFLECTORS r"

UPPA CKAGED FOR SHIPMENT VIA
S or FEDERAL EXPRESS

ELECTRONIC CORPORATION

CE

CD Quality Switchers
Two families of audio routing switchers - 8300 & 9000
• ALL with CD level performance

• with relay crosspoints

• from 1x10to 60 x60

• optional machine control

• with level metering

• from LED indicator switches
through PC/computer control

— 8310
10 stereo in
1stereo out

•• •'•

8310

$895.00!!

P.O. Box 4580. Medford, Oregon 97501 ( USA)

P.O. Box

Phone: ( 503) 779-6500 Fax: (503) 779-3991
See

Us

At SBE

Booth 1311

tightly spaced IC pins when measuring.
Iuse a probe made from 3/16" brazing rod and three layers of heat shrink
spaghetti. This is one positive way of
assuring good contact when making
measurement. Ialso extend the length
of heat shrink to keep the test lead
from breaking at the connection to the
probe.

Klamath Falls OR OK. You edge connectors don't connect. Or you want
to plate your own PC creations but don't want to bother with electroplate
solutions. The plating on the socket for that 4CX15000 has worn off and
no longer makes reliable contact. Your budget was shot months ago. What
are you going to do now?
Give the people at Cool Amp Company acall. They have asilver plating
polish compound that Ihave used over the past couple years that solves
all of the above problems and more.
This white powder has an indefinite shelf-life, is inexpensive, and easy
to use. It is much more than a polish. It will actually put a silver plate
on copper or brass (I haven't used it on anything else). There are no
messy or dangerous chemicals.
Application can't be easier. Use a cotton swab or ball and a little bit
of water and just rub it on. In minutes you can silver-plate a circuit
board or replate a power amp tube or socket.
It has saved me time, money and my sanity. Silver plating polish is
available from: Cool Amp Co. 8603 SW 17 Ave., Portland, OR 97219 Or
give them a call at 503-244-2230.

'when vertically polarized

SCALA

probe

1.

Silver Plating Ploy

SCALA now offers a complete line of antennas for aural

MODEL

New Digital Probe

J.N.S. Electronics, Inc.
Circle 3 On Reader Service Card

Cir ( le 57

32550, San Jose, CA 95152

408/729-3838

On Reader Service Card

FAX 408/926-1003i
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FCC Dabbles in DAB
(continued from page 24)
trusteeship which have been the
hallmarks of broadcasting.
Fourth, and perhaps most illustrative
of the FCC's real position on DAB, is the
near total lack of discussion of any real
nuts and bolts technical proposals. If the
Commission's thinking on DAB were
relatively well along the way, the FCC
would presumably offer us at least some
preliminary technical specs for comment.
What do we get instead? No specific
proposals, and only passing remarks—
at atechnical level that you don't have

tiveness?
On the whole, the Commission has
packed a number of cosmic questions
into its three-page notice. And well it
should, since DAB could entail a dramatic overhaul of broadcasting as we
know it. It is somehow reassuring to
see the agency, which has often ended
up playing catch-up ball, actually trying to get a headstart on this important issue.
It is also reassuring to see the FCC
approaching that issue with, apparently,
areasonably open mind, as opposed to
aparticular attitude derived from one or

Worldwide
Favorite

The bottom line is that DAB appears to be
gaining momentum, and it should not be
ignored. At this point opposition to DAB
is likely to be futile.
to be an engineer to understand— about
some of the more obvious aspects of
the available technology. This tends to
confirm the notion that the FCC really
doesn't have any fixed idea of where
it wants DAB to go just right now, but
that it most certainly wants to be in
control of where it may ultimately go.
And, implicit in that is the notion that
the FCC certainly expects DAB to be
going somewhere, and reasonably
soon.
Brass tacks
Some of the other questions the FCC
is seeking comments on: Does the public really want DAB? What would DAB
cost (to the public and to the DAB provider)? Should DAB development be
tied into ATV ( aka HDTV) development? Should DAB include both a terrestrial and asatellite component? If so,
how should spectrum be allotted between those two components? How ( if
at all) would DAB affect US competi-

another influential industry source. ( Of
course, this may be because most of the
usual influential industry sources are
still trying themselves to figure out how
they feel about DAB.)
The bottom line is that DAB appears
to be gaining momentum, and it should
not be ignored. At this point opposition
to DAB is likely to be futile.
In its Notice of Inquiry, the Commission has given anyone who has any interest at all in this area the opportunity
to express his or her views. Each member of the radio broadcast industry
should consider taking advantage of that
opportunity, so that the FCC has the
broadest possible range of comments,
suggestions, criticisms and viewpoints
from which to formulate its ultimate
regulatory system.
Harry Cole is a partner in the Washington, DC-based law firm of Bechtel &
Cole, Chartered. He can he reached at
202-833-4190.

REBUILT TRANSMITTING POWER TUBES
•FRACTION OF NEW TUBE PRICES
•NEW TUBE WARRANTY
•GUARANTEED SATISFACTION
•DUDS PURCHASED OR REBUILT

And For Good Reason
The Dynamax CTR1 0series cart machines are compact and
economical, yet loaded with features. At the heart of these
machines you'll find the same rugged and reliable transport
used in the top-of-the- line CTR100 series. Three cue tones
and automatic fast forward are standard. In addition, a
cleaning switch is incorporated so you can clean without
removing the top panel, making routine maintenance abreeze.
A built in audio switcher/mixer permits the connection of
multiple machines to asingle console input with no increase
in noise or loss of quality. The stop lamp flashes to indicate
that the cart is re-cued or has been manually stopped.
Several convenience features add to the value of these
machines such as audio muting/audio search, dedicated
displays for secondary and tertiary tones, front panel 1kHz
defeat, cue track access, selectable high speed recue and
more. It's no wonder that the CTR1 0series cart machines are
the favorites of broadcasters worldwide. For more information call Broadcast Supply West toll-free today!

BROADCAST

SUPPLY

WEST

SEND TYPES USED FOR QUOTE

Partial List: 356, 880, 892, 5606, 5667, 5668, 5671,
5681, 5682, 5771, 5918, 5936, 6424, 6425F, 6426,
6427, 6623, 6696, 6800, 7560, 7804, 8461, 8795,
22789, 23431, 23791, 4CX35000

VACUUM TUBE INDUSTRIES, INC.
506 N. WARREN AVE., BOX 2009, BROCKTON, MASS. 02403
508-584-4500 • 1-800-528-5014 • FAX # 508-584-0096

See Us At SBE Booth 1305

Circle 7On Reader Service Card

America's Full-Time Broadcast Supplier

1-800-426-8434
ORDERS • INFORMATION • SPECIFICATIONS
BSW • 7012 27th Street W • Tacoma, WA 98466 • FAX 206-565-8114

See Us At SBE Booth 616

Circle 70 On Reader Service Card
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Putting the DSE 7000 to Work
(continued from page 27)
strictest sense of the term; however, careful track slipping between two tracks can
be used to flange or echo asound. You
can also loop asound to make up your
own echoes. In addition, any or all of the
tracks can easily be individually
recorded, edited, panned, flipped out of
phase and copied to or from.
The DSE 7000 is a 16-bit linear PCM
format with custom time aligned 18-bit
ADCs. Analog outputs are 4x oversampled. It's capable of operating at 32 kHz,
44.1 kHz or 48 kHz. Iran the system at
32 kHz to allow for maximum recording
time (4.4 minutes per 16M DRAM card).
Even though this limited the high frequency response to 15 kHz, Iwas very
happy with the top end.
When you retrieve previous productions from the hard drive, they are
loaded in less than real time. Retrieval
of atypical 60-second stereo jingle with
voice track, which adds up to 2.5
minutes of audio, takes about aminute.

The shadow knows
Because RAM is volatile, the DSE 7000
"shadows" all of the work done, saving it
to ahard drive. Think of shadowing as an
ongoing automatic Save feature. When
the controller is unused for more than a
few seconds, the computer senses the inactivity and automatically begins to save
the work to disk. When you begin to use
the controller again, the system stops saving and returns to the task at hand.
Options include: a676M hard drive for

increased audio storage (an additional
$1400); up to three additional 16M random access memory (RAM) cards each
holding 4.4 minutes at 32 kHz ($4500 per
card) for up to atotal of 17.6 minutes of
recording; adigital I/O module supporting AES/EBU and DAT/SPDIF and acustom stand ($1200).

board to name aproduction, retrieving
sound from the library or verifying that
you want to erase something. The latter,
incidentally, is agreat safeguard against
accidental erasure.
After afew days of working with the
system, Idecided to test the learning curve
on someone who wasn't aproduction rat.
Karen Aylor was alikely
candidate. Karen's been
in radio for nine years.
She is currently assistant PD and music
director at 97 Underground here in Baltimore.
Our first session
lasted an hour, during
which I showed her
how to start the system
and set it up to record
and playback. After
recording astereo music bed and separate
voice tracks, we did
some simple editing
exercises.
The music bed we
used was afull 60 seThe DSE's screen display shows faders, sends and pan pots.
conds. Karen's read
was somewhat shorter. Because the toRealizing that alot of people who do
tal length of the spot was not critical, we
spot production at (or for) radio stations
are less than thrilled with the idea of edited the end of the music bed so that
learning about computers, AKG set about
it ended just after her last words.
to minimize the presence of the Intel 386.
This was nothing you couldn't do on
They succeeded. The only times you
atwo-track 1/4" machine— except for the
are reminded that you're working on a fact that the best place to do the music
edit was before she stopped talking.
computer is when you're using the key-

On an eight-track reel-to-reel you
could try editing the existing music
tracks by punching in an ending or even
make another pass to put the ending on
two other tracks and cross fade to the
new ending. Either way you'd spend a
lot of time trying to get it right.
With the DSE 7000 it was simply a
matter of finding what hit of the ending

The DSE 7000 is a
16-bit linear PCM
format with custom
time aligned 18-bit
ADCs.
of the bed you wanted to start with, and
then finding a place in the music bed
somewhere before her last words to
make amusically natural-sounding edit.
After marking both places, you hit the
cut button and the execute button and
in less than asecond your edit is done.
If it works, you move on. If it doesn't,
you hit the "Undo" button and try new
edit points until you get something that
works! Incidentally, "Undo" takes less
than asecond also.
In the next Producer's File, I'll go into
more detail about why Ibelieve the DSE
7000 may just be the digital audio "Ginsu
knife" spot producers have been looking
for.
Ty Ford is an independent audio consultant and regular contributor to RW. Currently, he is writing an advanced production
book for Focal Press. Reach him by phone at
301-889-6201 or by MCI mail #347-6645.

More Power To You.

•

MAXIMUM VELOCITY AND MINIMUM ATTENUATION
That's what MYAT rigid line and RF components deliver. We manufacture them using highest quality
pure copper or aluminum, and thoroughly test each one before shipping. Princeton University's
Plasma Physics Laboratory evaluated MYAT performance, and chose our components
for their research reactor.
RI' II \ iill

\\ D LONGU \ IIV

They're important to you—and to us. So we use non-galling silver plated beryllium
copper contact springs, brass elbow reinforcements and pure virgin Teflon inner
supports. Every MYAT rigid line section and component is warranted for afull
year. That's why you'll find the bright blue MYAT logo in transmitters and systems by Harris, Acrodyne, QEI, Micro Communications and Broadcast Electronics. And at thousands of broadcast stations worldwide.
SERVICE AND SUPPORT
Need areplacement fast? Check our catalog—virtually every item listed is ready
for immediate shipment. Not sure what you need? Ask aMYAT engineer for technical assistance. Unusual requirements? Our computerized design and testing facilities turn them into " routine" projects. We did it with high-power 9316" 50 Ohm line
for KGON-FM's multi- station tower, and we can do it for you.
Whether you're planning anew tower, upgrading an older installation, or coping with an
emergency, MYAT power is as close as your phone. Put it to work in your RF transmission
system. Contact your RF distributor, or phone us at ( 201) 767-5380.

MYAT INC.

Manufacturers of RF transmission equipment since 1951.

1411MINC.

40 Years of Experience, 40 Years of Excellence.
380 Chestnut Street • P.O. Box 425 • Norwood, NJ 07648 • Tel ( 201) 767-5380 • Fax ( 201) 767-4147
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High Power: Hidden Hazards?
by Howard L. Ens from
Mount Dora FL Ibegan specializing in
translators 12 years ago, when Ihad
much to do with getting the first FCC
type- accepted
Jones
equipment
manufactured and marketed. It was a
welcome change from field engineering
and all the years of long days and nights
at stations far from home.
This first writing for RW will not focus on translators, but why low power
FM, in general, may solve high power
broadcasting's problems—including
health concerns related to traditional
broadcast operations.
During 70 years of broadcasting, the
highest-powered stations have been assumed to be the most important. On the
AM side, the heavy flywheel keeps turning: There has been clamor for more carrier power, more sideband power and
width, and loudest sound, even if it
means deliberate distortion of orginal
program material. Thus, for the lack of
spectral elbow room, the NRSC-2 fence
was created.

Low Power
Lowdown

added an element he didn't know what
to do with, and called it an "audion."
Then came Armstrong, who stunned
the scientific world with his detector that
amplified signals. In time, analog modulation was developed, so that in fall of
1920, KDKA became the first significant
broadcast station.
How the public loved radio. "DXing"
was anational pastime, subject of morning office boastful talk, and a "QSI.:"
verification sent by adistant station was
acherished item. Chicago's radio stations

5TNE

C
VSTEM

DIAL UP
REMOTE CONTROL

* Up to 64 Channels of Status,
Control 8( Metering
* User Programmable Dial Out
Tolerance or Status Alarms on
Six Channels
* FCC Legal
* One Year Warranty
* User Friendly
* COMPLETE 8CHANNEL SYSTEM
STARTS AT LESS THAN $1,400!
Call Your HE Sales Engineer Today!

HALL
Electronics
(804) 974-6466
1305-F Seminole Trail
Charlottesville, VA 22801
Circle 130 On Reader Service Card

energy, from wavelengths as long as
those for 60 Hz AC power all the way
through the spectrum to gamma.
Leukemia link?
Two years ago, Washington State University's Dr. Samuel Milham, in astudy published by the American Journal of Epidemiology, established arelationship between
exposure to electromagnetic fields and
leukemia. Amateur radio operators, for
example, had ahigher death rate due to
(continued on page 34)

Digital Frequency Extension

The onb, way to squeeze more sound
out of the telephone line eto
squeeze more sound into it.
The telephone bandwidth, 300
to 3300 Hz, is its biggest limitation. Anything below 300 Hz
is lost forever. The result: your
remotes sound like they're broadcast from inside a55 gallon drum.
But now there is asolution.

In FM, there are channel shortages in
urban areas. Directional antennas to
shoehorn-in more stations are opposed
by the NAB. But that's not the worst of
it. Traditional broadcasting, particularly
high power, may have another, more insidious, problem—one that may pose a
hazard to health.
Before Ielaborate, let me offer alittle
history.
Glory clays
The cult of high power broadcasting
began well after Fleming invented his
vacuum valve (tube) in 1904. De Forest

observed "'silent night" on Mondays, to
help DXers. Radio was glamorous, and
announcers were stars.
It was an era of national prosperity, the
Charleston dance, Brandes earphones,
rooftop aerials and battery acid holes in
dining room rugs. Yes, broadcasting
served rural America, but also itself,
with mail order program sponsors paying dearly to advertise on high power radio.
The concern over environmental hazards includes electromagnetic wave

1
14.4eKs
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4WD SOuvomlé 6geAr
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How We Squeeze More
Sound Into The Phone.
It's called Frequency Extension,
though it would be more accurate
to think of it as Frequency
Recovery. Basically, before the
signal goes down the phone
line, we digitally up-shift the
signal 250 Hz. This "squeezes"
the low frequency information,
normally lost, into the phone
line. When the signal gets to the
station, we digitally down-shift
the signal 250 Hz to recover the
low frequency information. What
reaches your listener is afuller,
richer, more natural sound.
At Gentner, You Don't
Just Get A Box, You Get
A Choice.
In the studio, you options start
with the EFT-100, alow cost unit
designed to be used with your
existing hybrid and our new
SPH-5E, acombination frequency
extender and full-featured on-air
telephone hybrid. The SPH-5E
gives you the superior audio
quality associated with frequency
See Us At SBE Booth 1516

extension plus, at the touch of a
button, the added benefits of
atelephone hybrid.
For frequency extension from
the field, the EFT- 900 and EFT1000 expand on the capabilities
of the EFT- 100. With internal
mic and headset amplifiers and telephone
couplers, you will
haul less into the field
and get on-air much
faster. The EFT- 1000
even includes autoanswer and auto-setup
functions.
All Gentner extenders
include filtering to reduce hum, built-in noise
reduction and special
processing of the high
frequencies. Best yet,
FY
Gentner extenders are
full duplex devices
allowing true two-way
communication. You get
cues back to the broadcast site
without compromising the effectiveness of your remote system
or juggling unnecessary hardware.

For Digital Frequency
Extension, The Onb,
Name To Remember
Is Gentner.
We've developed
the widest range of
frequency extenders so you can
easily squeeze just the right product into your system and your
budget. For additional specs and
the name of your Gentner dealer,
squeeze acouple of minutes out
of your busy schedule right now,
and give us acall.

Would You Believe
Broadcast Quality Audio
From Telephone Lines?
That's right, we said
broadcast quality. The
newest addition to our
growing line of frequency extenders, the
z4s
EFT-3000, gives you
ee
,
te.
4es
enviable frequency re4fe
s
sponse of 50 Hz to 7.5 kHz
cc
over three standard (dial up)
telephone lines. The EFT-3000 is
broadcasting's first and only
three- line digital frequency extender. And, its abreeze to
operate. Just plug in the phone
lines and speed dial the station
from the DTMF pad on the front
panel. Then punch the AutoSetup button. The EFT- 3000
tweeks all three lines and you're
Gentner Electronics Corporation
on the air. You even get inputs
1825 Research Way
for two mics and two headsets
Salt Lake Cie, U7'84119
so you can do two person re(801) 975-7200
motes without all the extra gear.
Fax: (801) 977-0087

GENTNER

"Call me, I'm interested." Circle 39.

"Send me literature." Circle 106.
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Bigger Is Not Always Better
trigger electrical signals to communicate
with each other, producing faint magnetic fields one-ten billionth to one-ten
millionth the strength of the earth's magnetic field. Magnetic flux, at right angles
to direction of current flow between cells,
can actually be measured with abiomagnetometer. The new technology is called
"magnetoencephalography," or MEG.
To illustrate, consider the following
analogy. An electric motor shaft turns because its armature's own field follows the
changing field of coils. Logically, human
brain cells try to follow their own fields,

(continued from page 33)
acute myelogenous leukemia, multiple
myeloinia and possibly other types of
lymphoma.
More recently, Dr. Ronald Glaser, of
Ohio State University School of Medicine and Dr. Bruce Rabin, chairman of
the department of pathology, University
of Pittsburgh, have reported findings
that change former beliefs about separate
immune, hormone and nervous systems
in humans. Stress, they state, is observed at the genetic level.
Interestingly, human brain nerve cells

nauto

influenced by indescribably complex
fields induced by unshielded, external
radiation. Constant, unrelenting motion
results in stress fatigue, gradual breakdown and impairment of brain nerve cells.
High power radio is not an evil empire.
But its shotgun style of propagation
wastes energy, heating clouds, foliage,
the waters, structures and wildlife ... making humans electrical objects
of dielectric loss.
We avoid excessive radiation from the
sun, X-rays, and CRTs. We cannot avoid
exposure to many forms of invisible elec-

INTRODUCING:

NAUTEL AMPFET ND25/50, 25 KW & 50 KW
SECOND GENERATION ALL SOLID STATE AM TRANSMITTERS
Solid state design utilizing digital circuit techniques results in superior audio
performance and high efficiency
Specifically designed for NRSC Standards compatibility and AM Stereo
operation in support of improved AM radio
Parallel modular configuration provides true active reserve without need for
operator intervention
On air serviceability features allow module removal without interruption in
broadcasting
Built-in duplicate exciter sections otter complete backup of critical low level
control circuitry

tromagnetic radiation from many services, aside from broadcasting. But Ithink
we need to reduce what we can.
A new awakening
Even if all suggested risks of high
power RF radiation are overblown, it
would still be in the national interest to
plan for low power mass media radio
service. The wave of the future will originate with such types of safer, more efficient devices.
Traditional broadcasting has had its 70
years of captive audiences. Those
listeners may now turn to other attractive consumer products, such as DAB
even through DBS.
For this future, Ienvision alow power
community FM radio system, similar to
cellular phones. Right now, nearly 2000
tiny 1or 10 W black boxes are on the air.
Some are very efficiently and discretely
narrowcasting to specific communities,
with ultra-low environmental impact.
An ideal low power system launches
asignal from an antenna having an optical view of its target community or
service area. The area is illuminated by
focused propagation in H and Eplanes,
vertical and horizontal. Polarization is either dual or circular.
The signal is received in the area as
full-quieting and enjoyable as alocal or
distant Class C FM station. Capital investment cost varies, with some systems
coming in well under $10,000.
Understandably, local commercial FMs
don't welcome another station's translator in their back yard. That's what new
FCC rules would deal with. Audience
fragmentation is not alarge issue, if a
translator serves a minor interest not
served by alocal FM station.
Someday, alow power service of the
kind I've just described may become a
reality. Someday, bigger won't be best.
Howard L. Enstrom is abroadcast consultant. He has awned and managed an AM
station, and is president of FM Technology
Associates, Inc., specializing in engineering
design and sale of FM translator equipment.
He can be reached at 904-383-3682, or by
FAX: 904-383-4077.

THE PORTABLES
SESCOM'S ANSWERS
TO YOUR LITTLE
AUDIO PROBLEMS...

%Om
ALL SOLID STATE AMPFET ND SERIES AM MEDIUM WAVE TRANSMITTERS
POWER RANGE UP TO 100 KW
Phone:(902)823-2233 Canada-Fax:(902)823-3183-Tlx:019-22552

57 DIFFERENT BOXES
FOR COMMON AUDIO
INTERFACING
SMALL SIZE 4 1,27W X 4 1/2"D
X 1 1/2 H"
COMMON AC POWER SUPPLY OR
BATTERY OPERATION
CAN BE DAISY - CHAINED
FOR MULTI - FUNCTIONS
RACKMOUNT AVAILABLE
AFFORDABLE , EASY TO USE
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

NAUTEL

Nautel Maine Inc.

(Nautical Electronic Laboratories Limited)
RR#1, Tantalion, Halifax County
Nova Scotia, Canada BOJ 3J0

201 Target Industrial Circle
Bangor, Maine
04401 U.S.A.
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RTL Links Stations in Germany
by Fred Holub
Stuttgart WEST GERMANY The fulltime satellite-style radio format, acommon method of programming US radio
stations since the early '80s, has made
its European debut as the "RTL Radio"
network.

At 8:00 AM on 30 July 1990, astudio
in Stuttgart, West Germany and 10 FM
transmitters scattered throughout the
Southern German state of BadenWurttemburg were linked together by 15
kHz stereo telco lines plus ahigh-speed
telco data line.
The data system, believed to be the
first of its kind in Europe, allows each
station to maintain its local identity

through insertion of station IDs, promotional announcements and slogans, and
even jingles. These elements, along with
local commercial breaks, are under control of the network air talent in the Stuttgart studios.
Negotiations for satellite channels have
been completed, and sometime before

the end of 1990 the telco circuits will give
way to state-of-the-art digital transmission.
Cog in a complex gear
Although similar in some respects to
Satellite Music Network and Unistar Radio Network in the US, the new "RTL
Radio" network ( a subsidiary of the
legendary Radio Luxembourg Corpora-

tion) differs from its American predecessors in many important ways.
Radio broadcasting in Germany is
governed by abureaucracy and aset of
regulations far more complex than those
of the American FCC, according to RTL
Network General Manager John Monninghoff, who visited several US networks and stations while his new network was in the planning stages.
Stations are still required to originate
large amounts of local news and public
affairs programming. Networks are prohibited from operating in any market for
too many consecutive hours. Most restrictive is the fact that each of the eleven
West German states (soon to be fifteen
when the two Germanies are reunited)
has its own broadcasting commissions
and regulations, which generally discourage networks from operating across
state lines.
Like the Unistar (formerly Transtar)
Radio Network in Los Angeles, CA, RTL
provides a "text" (i.e., hardcopy) capability to its affiliates. With computers in
Stuttgart linked to station printers at either 9600 or 19,200 baud, affiliates will
be instantly informed of news bulletins,
schedule changes or emergency announcements, as well as receiving such
routine items as music logs and DJ shifts.
A few aspects of network programming in Germany are actually simpler
than in the US. For example, because the
country is relatively small, it is easier to

generalize about weather, politics and
other topical items. Also, since all of
Central Europe is one time zone, announcers are able to do time checks
without having to say, "It's eleven
minutes past the hour"!
Familiar studios
The RTL Network studios are not too
different from those of aGerman majormarket radio station, with exception of
the cue system control equipment. Consoles, telephone hybrids and reel-to-reel
tape machines are generally furnished
by Studer, although the main on-air network audio board was manufactured by
ANT.
Other gear is more familiar to American radio engineers, such as Otani cart
machines, Sennheiser and Neumann
microphones and Eventide digital effects.
The cue system control equipment was
custom designed and built by RTL Stuttgart Technical Director Horst-Michael
Lutsch and his staff. The encoding and
multiplexing cards and shelves are made
by the German firm Mikrobit GmbH.
Sixteen control circuits are available in
addition to the text channel discussed
earlier.
Commercial radio broadcasting in Europe (with the exception of Luxembourg)
is arelatively new phenomenon, and it
still is not entirely private. All transmit(continued on page 38)

ITC Cartridge Machines

We offer the finest sales support and
customer service in the industry. Personal
service is the foundation of our success.
Find out for yourself. Call Broadcast
Services/EME for complete information
on the entire line of products from ITC.

RADIO PRODUCTS DIVISION
The Da\, is Communications Group, Inc.

800/525-1037
Four Oaks, NC 27524
FAX 919/934-1537

Telex 575082
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International Tapetronics Corporation
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Sound Better

Use astereo cart library ?
Want it to sound better ?

All Your Music from Compact Discs
Locked in 3 Computerized
Sony CD Changers

Get on the RIGHTRACK ...
with the Broadcast Devices'
APC-200 Audio Phase Corrector!

Better Control
Pre-programmed Music
Assists your Jocks

ONLY $ 15,750

q.

includes IBM Computer
—
—
—
—
—
—

Eliminate annoying stereo phasing problems
Electronically align your recorder with each dub
Works with your existing stereo cart machine
Complete cart diagnostics with each dub
Get more mono punch
Improve your stereo image

Call ( 800)937-2100

centu

PROGRAMMING, IN(

bdi

5 Crestview Avenue

Broadcast Devices, Inc.

Peekskill, NY 10566
(
914)737-5032
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WATTCHMAN—protects your transmitter and
transmission line system. A permanent 19
inch rack installation used with any dual
socket line section 7/8", 1-5/8", 3-1/8" and
elements (additional) to monitor CW, TV, and
FM power. Model 81070 features two easily
—
read meters to monitor both forward and
reflected power. The reflected meter provides a front
panel adjustable set point which controls the trip level for
fast transmitter shut down and alarm. Abnormal load
conditions quickly cause transmitter shut down in less
than 15 milliseconds including control relay. Both visual
and audible alarms indicate system malfunction. Contacts
provided for remote alarm and reset switching.
Contact us for your nearest authorized Coaxial Dynamics
Representative or Distributor in our World Wide
Sales Network.

CD

COAXIAL

DYNAMICS, INC.

15210 Industrial Parkway • Cleveland, Ohio 44135
(216) 267-2233 or 1800-COAXIAL • Fax: (216) 267-3142
Service and Dependability
A Part of Every Product

FAX (818) 787-4732

(Inside U.S.A.) 800-235-6222
READER SERVICE NO. 73

IMPROVE YOUR BOTTOM LINE

Digital DJ©

INCREASE YOUR RATINGS
KNOW WHERE YOUR SIGNAL REALLY GOES
OR DOESN'T GO
AIRBORNE ANTENNA SIGNAL EVALUATIONS

An Exclusive Service of
Air System Technologies

IR OYSTEM
TECHNOLOGIES
MAXIMIZE YOUR MARKET POTENTIAL
CALL US

1-800-331-2107
SEE US AT SBE
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MANGER ENGINEERING, Inc.

If you haven't tried this pre- amp,
you don't know how good your
microphones can sound.

Bethmour Road • Bethany, Connecticut 06525

TEL: (818) 787-3334
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Measure Up With Coaxial Dynamics
Transmitter Protection System.

13406 SATICOY STREET
N. HOLLYWOOD, CA 91605-3475

CAPSTAN MOTORS

The /1/31 complete low-cost Digital Audio
hard disk system for broadcasters
• Scrap Your Cart Machines
• Retire Your Carousels
Digital DJ replaces all your old audio Cart sources with
high quality deia/audio from acomputer hard disk.
Priced from $ 1,995.00
Multi-day Satellite programming is a snap. Full 11),
liner rotation and live assist options. Easy operation.
Eliminate your paper Log. It's all on the screen
including live rotating tags & copy, news and lists.
Traffic & Billing Systems
10th Anniversay Special!
Special
Regular
EZ Log:
$695.00 $ 995.00
Simple Log:
1,295.00
1,995.00
Super Log:
2,295.00
2,995.00
Prices go back UP soon!
Call for 60 page brochure - Our 10th Year
850+ Stations
The Management
14,
100-334-7823 - 1-817-625-9761
P.O. Box 1-36457 Ft. Worth, IX. 76136
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Your product or
services ad here
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If you read ads for microphone pre-amps

Now is the time to get your reel-to-reel or cart
machines up to snuff or to fix that one on the shelf
that needs a new motor. Beau Motors is the originator of external rotor capstan motors for the broadcast industry and can repair or replace any of its
products regardless of age and can repair or replace
most other manufacturer's products as well.

BEAU MOTORS DIVISION
Manger Engineering, Incorporated
Bethmour Road, Bethany, Conn, 06525
Plant: 79 Rossotto Drive, Hamden, Conn. 065M
203-288-9351
READER SERVICE NO. 20

you'll find they all, regardless of price,
promise the same things: low distortion, low noise,
and great noise rejection.
PROMISES...PROMISES
Sontec promises you something better.
Install our MPA-1 pre-amp. If it's not cleaner and
more transparent than what your now using,
just return it for credit. Now that is a promise!

Sontec Electronics
Audio Drive, Goldbond VA 24094
703-626-7256
READER SERVICE NO. 62
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AM Rules Emphasize Accuracy
by Steve Crowley
Washington DC The FCC's AM rules,
adopted and proposed, have hit the
streets—much too late to make an Earth
Day tie-in (electromagnetic pollution,
cleaning up the band ... never mind).
Adopted: rules to improve the accuracy of skywave and groundwave field
strength calculations, and to encourage
interference reduction efforts between
stations. Proposed: technical assignment
standards.
Under the adopted rules, skywave
field strength will be predicted using a
formula rather than as is done now, with
aseries of graphical curves. The new formula takes into account many more variables, and thus should provide more accurate predictions of nighttime field
strength. Because the extent of
interference-free nighttime service from
astation is calculated using these predictions, calculated service areas (and
coverage maps) will change.

two camps: those who want to pay other
stations to reduce coverage or go dark so
they can expand coverage, and those
who are hanging it up and want to be
bought out.
We need a matchmaking service to
bring these folks together. Perhaps something corresponding to a "Lonely
Hearts" ("Broken Parts"?) column in the
Broadcast Equipment Exchange:
"Midwest 250-watt low-band daytimer seeks dominant, generous, firstadjacent facility for mutually rewarding relationship. Interests include music, talk, news, sports, pre-sunrises

and post-sunsets. No indecency"
With the proposed 50 kW power limitation for Class III stations, we may enter an era where a station's coverage
could correspond to the depths of its
pockets. Hence, the Commission is concerned that some level of service remain
in the area that used to be served by the
station being modified or shut off.
As they come
The FCC will determine if this test is
met on acase-by-case basis—the amount
of AM interference that will be eliminated will be weighed against the num-

CHAIRMEN of the BOARDS

"It's amazing that you can offer aconsole
of that quality for the low price taqthat
was on it."

a»tiMre
CORNER
The accuracy of the groundwave field
strength predictions will be improved
through the use of new propagation
curves. Groundwave field strength has
been predicted using aset of curves that
was created in part by using graphical
curve-fitting techniques, which contain
some inaccuracies. A new computer program allows generation of the curves entirely by mathematical calculation, increasing their accuracy.
Grandfather protection
The most significant of the adopted
rules are those designed to encourage interference reduction between AM stations. This covers areas including
"grandfathering" radiation rights.
Today, when an AM station goes dark
and its license is deleted, the radiation
rights are maintained for one year for
those wishing to file an application for
a replacement station. This policy has
led to the perpetuation of AM stations
that cause or receive interference because many were authorized at a time
when interference rules were less strict.
Under the new policy, replacement
stations must be brought up to today's
technical standards; in many cases, this
will mean no replacement is possible.
FCC rules have prohibited the acceptance of one application contingent on
the approval of another, since such
speculative applications were deemed to
increase the Commission's administrative burden. The rules are being changed
to permit contingent applications that
would bring about areduction in overall AM interference or increase the areas
of interference-free service.
Creative engineering
In the past, a station proposing a
power increase would be subject to competing applications. Now, applicants filing contingent applications will be protected from third parties.
This opens up possibilities for some
creative engineering to improve AM facilities. Station owners are falling into

ber of AM and FM services that remain
in the areas losing service.
Though the rules just discussed have
been adopted, their effective date has
been stayed pending the outcome of the
proceeding regarding the proposed technical standards. Next month, we'll look
at those.
um
Steve Crowley is aregistered professional
engineer with the consulting firm of du Treil,
Lundin & Rackley, Inc., 1019 19th Street
NW Third Floor, Washington, DC 20036.
He can be reached at 202-223-6700, or by
FAX at 202-466-2042.

P.O. SOX 70
MACISSOM. MINNESOTA 511268

"I would recommend the xL SERIES audio
consoles to anyone with asmall budget
who is looking for 'big quality'."

Dear Sirs:
Just a note to let you know how much we like the
Pamko aL62S stereo console we installed in our FYI broadcast operation a few months ago.
The audio quality is excellent and our announcers
like the ease of operation.
It's amazing that you can
offer a console of that quality for the low price tag that
was on it.
I had one occasion to call your service department
for an answer to a ouestion I had on a minor problem and
I received some friendly and accurate advice.
Incidentally,
the minor problem resulted from a
lightning strike
at our studios, the Ramko board survived it nicely!
I would recommend the al SERIES audio consoles to anyone with a small budget who is looking for "We quality.

"Congratulations! We believe you've built the most
perfect audio console available to broadcast
stations."

Very

Yours

Maynar
R. Me f
4:"
g..
General Mgr/Ch
f Engineer

WBZM
94.3 FM
Peoria

"We have found that noise and distortion are lower
--much lower, in fact-- than audio consoles selling at
three to four times the price of the RAMKO XL Series!"

JUST PA
PTOF THE ') .TOPV:

April

• STEREO, SINGLE & DUAL CHANNEL
• HUGE, INDIVIDUAL, MULTI-COLOR " VU" METERS
• LONG LIFE SWITCHES. Silent, illuminated, 5million operation
input output switches
• DISTORTIONLESS, SOLID STATE SWITCHING & VCA audio
control
• EASE OF INSTALLATION. 2screw drivers & awire stripper.
All other functions switch & Jumper programmable
• TOTAL RF PROOFING. Of the hundreds installed absolutely no
RF reported
• FREE 2WEEK TRIAL & 2year parts & labor warranty.
• SUPER 20TH ANNIVERSARY BONUS! For alimited time. take
10°0 off all published prices
• ROTARY & OPTIONAL NOISELESS, LONG LIFE LINEAR
FADERS ( exclusive non-moving contact design')
Ill EXTRAORDINARILY LOW PRICES. Check the competition'
• 4, 6. 8, & 12 MIXER. 15 to 31 inputs
• 9INPUT MIX MINUS BUSS & programmable start stop controls
• AND AWHOLE LOT MORE.
EXAMPLE WITH ANNIVERSARY DISCOUNT:
8 mixer, single channel
12 mixer, dual channel

$2,606 !!!
$3,735 !!!

Cenual Wm., P.,

24,

1990

RAMKO Research
3501 54 Sunrise
Rancho Cordova,

Blvd.
co 95670

iientlemen
Congratulations!
We believe you've built the most
J,udio console available to broadcast stations.

perfect

We've been using an XL Series stereo console for four months
with outstanding results.
Indeed, your specifications for
this console are quite conservative.
We have found that noise
and distortion are lower-- much lover, in fact-- than audio
,onsoles selling at three to four times the price of the RAMKO
XL Series!
Dollar- for- dollar and feature- for- feature, RAMKO consoles
the finest available in broadcast applications.

are

What sets RAMKO apart, however, is not simply the quality of
the product.
When problems develop ( and with today's complex
circuits, it's inevitable), your technicians have provided
invaluable assistance over the telephone which has enabled us
to make fast repairs.
It appears to us that your competitors spend a lot of money on
slick four-color ads, while RAMKO puts its resources to good
use quietly developing rugged, dependable consoles.
So good,
in fact, that our technicians refer to the RAMKO console as
the " not - free. board.
Yours /truly.

Bi T'
S
President

FOR THE REST OF THE STORY CALL:
;
»,iL'i'L;(800) 678-1357 or FAX: ( 916) 635-0907
3501-4 SUNRISE BLVD
RANCHO CORDOVA CA 95741:
Circle 104 On Reader Service Card
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Europe's Satellite-Style Radio
tempo mix of international and German
music. There is a good mix of oldies,
with the target audience being mainly
upscale professionals in their 30s. Music scheduling is handled by MusicScan
software from Milwaukee, WI.

(continued from page 35)

ters are still owned and operated by the
Federal Government through the German Federal Postal Service.
This arrangement provides well engineered, reliable RF plants, but also
limits the amount of audio processing
that can be done by individual stations.
High-performance American- made
processing gear, notably the Orban Optimod family, is becoming popular. But
such equipment can only be installed in
the studios and FM stereo composite
processing is not possible.
Programming on the RTL Network is
evolving in aCHR direction with an up-

mote cart machine starts and anetwork
audio muting relay, or they may choose
to install a fully automated system as

•

Affiliates acquire downlinks
As with American satellite-delivered
music formats, new RTL affiliates are
responsible for acquiring and installing
their downlink and interface equipment.
The RTL engineering staff provides support and assistance as needed.
Affiliates can run the format on an audio console with an operator, using re-

CARTS
GALORE
& MORE!!

LOOK AT THESE BEAUTIES

With private radio stations providing
more and more competition to the established government stations throughout
Europe, plus the expansion of Western
European broadcasting companies into
Eastern Europe, there will no doubt be
great opportunities for North American
equipment manufacturers, engineers

A network cue control panel is provided in the console of both the main and backup network
control rooms.

three stations have already done.
Future plans for the RTL Network include expansion beyond the state of
Baden-Wurttemburg, possibly into Eastern Europe as new markets open there.
It is also likely that asecond format could
be added as the original offering grows
and reaches maturity.

and programmers on the continent in
the years to come.
Fred Holub is an independent broadcast
consultant based in Sacramento, CA. He was
previously CE of Unistar Radio Network and
specializes in satellite programming and interface. He can be reached at 916-920-8501.

AND HERE ARE MORE GOODIES

BUY! SELL! TRADE!
Allied has been serving the needs of
broadcasters for new and used radio
equipment since the late 1960's. We
take trade-ins and buy and sell
selected used equipment — so save
some $$ and check us out today!

w
r
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EQUIPMENT

EXCHANGE

3 17- 962 - 1471
FAX 317-966-6321

Modernize with C-QUAM AM Stereo!
Face it. We live in astereo world. And you join afamily of winners
when you choose C-QUAM AM Stereo. You'll find...
•Nearly 800 C-QUAM AM stations around the globe
•More than 20 Million C-QUAM decoder IC's shipped to receiver
manufacturers
•4countries to date with aC-QUAM AM Stereo standard
For details on the Motorola C-QUAM AM Stereo system, call Steve
Kravitz collect at 708/576-0554. Fax 708/576-5479.

MOTOROLA

635 SOUTH E ST. • P.O. BOX 1487 • RICHMOND, IN 47374

C-OUANI* SETTING THE INDUSTRY STANDARD
HARRIS/ALLIED 1990
C.01.1AM.

"Call me, I'm interested." Circle 63.
" Send me literature. — Circle 148.
See Us At SBE Booth 910

See Us At SBE Booth 916
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Dolby Digital Audio Coding
Dolby SR for Cart Machines
Dolby SR for Multitrack
Dolby Surround
Dolby S- type for Tape Duplication

Celebrat ing 25 years of audio innovat ion
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REVOX OPEN REEL RECORDERS.
YOU'RE ON THE RIGHT TRACK.
THE C270 SERIES This exciting new line of recorders

TIME CODE . . . OR NOT The C270 2-track version

provides you with all the traditional Studer Revox
benefits—mechanical precision, electronic sophistication,
supreme sound quality and superior support—adding
up to state-of-the-art analog recording technology.
The C270 is available in 2, 4and 8-track versions with or
without remote/autolocator.

offers optional center track time code for effortless
synchronization to picture or sound. The C274 4-track
and C278 8-track are both equally adaptable to production or post. The optional remote/autolocator stores 18
start/stop addresses and provides full transport and
channel remote control to fit into any professional

BEST BUY Compare the performance of any C270
Series machine with the competition, and you'll find
there is no competition. The die-cast deck plate and
head block, the precision mechanics and ahost of
powerful features tell you any C270 Series machine
will last as long as you need areel-to-reel
in this emerging era of digital workstations.
And in the digital future, you'll need analog
recorders that will sound good—for along
time. That's why your last reel-to-reel should
be from Studer Revox.

studio environment.

LOGGING TOO For station logging applications,
special super low speed versions of the C274 and C278
are available with built-in time/date code generator and
reader with search capabilities, providing up
to 25 hours of continuous audio on one reel
of tape.
Call your Studer Revox Professional Products
Dealer—or Studer Revox direct—to discuss
all the details. Or simply call 800-366-4900
to receive our C270 series color booklet.

C270 Remote/Autolocator

s-rupER REVox
Studer Revox America, Inc. • 1425 Elm Hill Pike • Nashville, TN 37210 • (615) 254-5651
New York (212) 255-4462 • Los Angeles (818) 780-4234
Studer Revox Canada Ltd., Toronto (416) 423-2831
See Us At SBE Booth 1200

0 1990 Studer Revox America, Inc.
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Reel-to-Reel Recorders and DAT

Testing Panasonic's New DAT
by Joseph Magee, President
Magee Audio Engineering
Los Angeles CA The recording of jazz
and classical performances puts particular demands on the mastering medium.
Because the majority of people who
listen to the literally hundreds of recordings I've made for NPR, American Public Radio and other broadcast outlets are
concert-goers themselves, the sonic quality of my master tapes is of paramount
importance.

2'
1-4.fflîe
- _
REPORT
Add to that requirement my need for
relatively portable, easy-to-use and costeffective hardware and it is easy to see
why DAT recorders have become my primary mastering medium during the past
year.
Evaluation opportunity
Being fully familiar with the Panasonic
SV-3500 Pro-DAT, amachine Inow use
on all of my jazz and classical broadcast
assignments, I was particularly interested to evaluate a pre-production
sample of the new SV-3700 deck.
Featuring a high-precision, one-bit
analog-to-digital front end with 64x
oversampling, aredesigned DAT transport for easier tape loading, and afullfunction wireless remote, the new SV-

The SV-3700, pictured here with the author, got a workout recording the LA Philharmonic
Concert Series.

3700 offers radical improvements over its
predecessor.
Ihad the opportunity to put the SV3700 through its paces during late August, while taping and editing several
performances of the Los Angeles Philharmonic at its summer home, with conductor Simon Rattle, for the LA Philharmonic Concert Series that Irecord and
produce for NPR and APR. (Incidentally,
these programs, which have aired since
July of this year, are probably the first
NPR concert series to be uplinked exclusively from DAT master tapes.)
Setting up the SV-3700 is simplicity it-

self, with a standard signal I/O of +4
dBm (- 10 dBm output is also available)
corresponding to a peak-meter scale
reading of — 18. Rear-panel AES-EBU
and IEC 958—"SIP DIF" compatible—
digital I/Os are also featured.
Although Iprefer the extended length
meter panel of the SV-3500, the SV-3700's
metering was easy to read even in low
lighting conditions. Headphone monitoring was also of high quality, with
sufficient output level.
Front-panel transport controls are well
laid out and easy to use, and are color
coded for easy identification. Iprefer the

SV-3700's new beige color scheme, compared to the SV-3500's austere black.
Because Ineed to audition the tapes
prior to the digital editing and postproduction stages, the SV-3700's shuttle
control is very useful for locating to various sections of aDAT tape, and offers
up to ± 15x play speed in Play mode,
and ± 3x times in Pause mode.
Fast Forward and Rewind speeds are
also 250x play speed; double clicking
the FFW/REW buttons selects an "Ultrawind" speed of 400x, to provide end-toend searches for a120-minute DAT tape
of only 27 seconds!
Other controls for auto/manual recording of PN0s, Start/Skip and End IDs are
clearly labeled and very easy to use, as
are the End Search and Renumber functions. Ifound the three second Fade In
and five second Fade Out features to be
of restricted use, primarily because of the
relatively large steps that result in audible level transitions.
Although I prefer wired remotes—
which are easy to find on the console
and do not need to be aimed at the
machine—the SV-3700's wireless model
does offer more functions than the one
supplied with the SV-3500, including
direct access to individual PN0s,
Counter/Timer Display and Program
Play modes.
Tale of the tope
In terms of recording quality, Ifound
the sample SV-3700 Pro-DAT to be out(continued on page 43)

Your Next Four Band
Audio Processor is the ...
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Tascam TSR-8
Multitrack Reel-to-Reel
by David Holmes,
Holmes Productions
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The CRL Audio Signature is a unique way to think of audio processing. Combine a powerful four band
stereo compressor to an advanced microprocessor system. The result is aunit that lets you define the processing parameters that you want. Select the band split points—tailor the wide-band and multi-band density for your format. Boost or cut each band as you like. Created the sound that you want? Then store
your design in one of four memory positions. Remote control? Dayparting?—You bed Your PC and
modem can control the Audio Signature from anywhere, anytime) The Audio Signature is a perfect
replacement for older mono four band processors. Call or write CRL today—discover the power of the
Audio Signature.

Studer A807
Reel-to-Reel Series
by Terry Denbrook, KUOW
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Radio Systems
RS 1000 DAT
by William Coppage, WMCU
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Buyers Brief from Manger Engineering
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(8001 535-7648 (602) 438-0888 FAX (602) 438-8227
Bulletin Board System (602) 438-0459
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INTRODUCING

RS CART 2000.

A great new cart machine.
With so many good cart machines on the market today, how do
you make anew one better?
Begin by including every important cart machine feature: 3cue
tones, fast forward, XLR connectors, active phase correction, front
panel azimuth adjust, LED VU and phase meters, full logic, remote
control, and more. You'd have to buy every other machine available to
assemble all these features.
Next, build it to last. That means long life heads, 1/2" thick deck
plate, direct drive Nidec motor, massive toroidal power supply, newly
designed positive cart hold-down and guidance systems, and precision
head-block assembly.

Finally, distinguish it with features no other unit has. The RS-2000
is the first cart machine to offer flutter correction, splice finder, and
timer on all models.
But features aren't important if the engineering isn't top-notch.
The RS-2000 was created by industry-renowned design engineer Mike
Sirkis. So this "new" machine carries more than adecade of cart
machine experience.
One last note: since the RS-2000 is built, sold and supported
exclusively by Radio Systems, it carries one more trademark—VALUE.
Every RS-2000 model is very affordable.
Call toll-free today for details.
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Sony Unveils PCM-7000 Series
by Clayton Blick, Mktg Mgr
Sony Business and Pro Group
Teaneck NJ Sony has been one of the
leaders in the development of digital audio equipment since 1977, when the introduction of the PCM-1, the world's first
PCM processor, ushered in the digital
era. In 1983, aprototype rotary head DAT
was designed by Sony even before a
worldwide standard had been agreed
upon.

UPDATE
At the 1990 NAB convention in Atlanta, Sony showed the PCM-7000 series
of professional DAT machines. The
units, designed for studio use, feature
timecode and electronic editing capabilities.
The series includes the PCM-7050,
PCM-7030 and PCM-7010 professional
DAT recorders and the RM-D7300 professional DAT edit controller; the machines
are scheduled for delivery early in 1991.
The recorders and controller have potential applications throughout the professional audio community, including the
TV/radio broadcasting and film/video
post production markets.

Panasonic
(continued from page 41)
standing. Of all the DAT machines that
Ihave experienced, the new SV-3700
offers the smoothest high-end response,
with stable stereo imaging.
From prior experience with DAT
recorders, Ihave found that the type of
tape used in these machines is critical.In
my experience, Panasonic-brand DAT
tapes are the most reliable and produce
far lower error rates than any other type
I've used. (To display interpolated error
rates on the SV-3700, you simply press
the Counter Mode, Counter Reset and
Pause buttons; pressing Counter Mode
once more shows errors per second for
the A 1-B heads, and then the A head.)
All in all, the new Panasonic SV-3700
Pro-DAT is highly recommended for all
recordings where outstanding sonic integrity, ease of operation and reliability
are essential.
Editor's note: For more information on the
SV-3700, contact Ron Tomczyk at Panasonic:
201-348-7183, FAX: 201-392-6485, or circle
Reader Service 103.

Sony DAT recorders, options and controller permit flexible system configurations to meet the broad requirements of
TV and radio broadcast and production
applications.
At 3.81 mm, the DAT tape width is
similar to that of astandard audio cassette but the tape speed is slower-8.15
mm/sec. By adopting the rotary head
system, where the tape is wound around
the tape head at an angle to the surface
of the head, the relative speed is high at
3.133 m/sec.
This allows for arecording density of
114 Mbits per square inch, with 1300 MB
of data storage capacity on a120-minute
tape.
To increase operational flexibility, each
recorder has been designed to permit
timecode recording. All models feature
aflexible parallel remote interface, external synchronization and memory start
facilities. The addition of ahigh-speed
search function also enables the DAT
machines to be used in computer controlled automation tasks.
The PCM-7000 series offers an economic solution to often expensive
projects because of the relatively inexpensive nature of DAT hardware and
technology. In addition, Sony engineers
have ensured that tape running costs are
minimized by employing ahigh density
recording facility in the design of the
recorders.
Specs speak for themselves
The series exhibits the superior specifications associated with digital audio
recording including error correction, 90
dB dynamic range, frequency response
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, and wow and flutter below measurable limits. Phase distortion is almost completely eliminated
by adopting aMx oversampling digital
filter for A-to-D conversion. The D-to-A
converter block uses an 8x oversampling
FIR filter for restoring the audio signal
without introducing phase distortion.
Each model is equipped with a
fluorescent display which includes
SMPTE/EBU timecode and audio OVER
signaling indicators. The display also
gives complete information on sampling
frequency, timecode, synchronization,
emphasis and all of the fault conditions
detected by the recorder's self-diagnostic
system.
Because the series is available in avariety of configurations, users can tailor
the system to their individual needs. The
PCM-7050 is recommended for use as
the recorder and the PCM-7030 almost
equals the PCM-7050 except in its editing capability. The PCM-7010 is Sony's

NRSC-2 Dilemma? No Problem
We deliver the simple, effective , and i
nexpensive solutiqn to

•

we-the mandatory-AlfSC ' cation..

Easily installed in only minutès, our pr duct utilizes digital
'
techn qués for full -asymmetrical peak control,
tf-regulating preemphasis and no-Overshoot lowpass filtering. It works with any existing processing, or can even planci alone as the
sor you
really need!
NO

ICS' MODBL 222 • $590
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most affordable professional DAT
recorder and is ideally suited for less
demanding applications.
RM-D7300 editing controller
The RM-D7300 editing controller is
connected to the nine-pin serial remote
interface of the PCM-7050/7030 and provides comprehensive control over both

43

functions include start/skip/end ID
recording and memory search (frame order, trim by jog dial).
Sony currently markets and sells
several DAT products including the T'CDD1OPRO, low-cost professional DAT
recorder for use in remote location digital recording applications, the PCM-2500
studio DAT recorder and PCM-2000
professional portable DAT recorder. Additional products for use with Sony DAT
equipment include the BVG-200 portable timecode generator/reader, 60-, 90and 120-minute digital audio tapes and
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The Sony PCM-7000 series was introduced at the 1990 NAB show in Atlanta.

automatic editing and transport operations.
The features of the unit's editing system include memory search (jog dial),
memory rehearsal, preview, auto edit,
crossfade, assemble/insert edit and spot
erase. For ID insert, the RM-D7300's

DIGITAL
Audio
Just Got
BETTER!!!

arange of supporting accessories.
Editor's note: For more information on the
PCM-7000 series, contact Clayton Blick at
Sony Business and Professional Group: 201833-5745, FAX: 201-833-9645, or circle
Reader Service 85.

DENON
DN970 FA

Why? The NEW DN-970FA Production CD cart
player for Denon.
Check out these features
• 8 times oversampling rate
• 18 bit D/A conversion
• AES/EBU digital output, interfaces wIth your
digital workstation
• Van- speed controls speed and pitch +/- 10%
• Improved cueing features provide for frame by
frame audio cueing
• Time synch connections allow for time ock in
critical applications
• EOM connections for studio use
Contact your nearest Northeast sales
office, they have all the details.
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NORTHEAST BROADCAST LAB, INC.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1961

MAIN OFFICE
P.O. Box 1179
S. Glens Falls, NY 12803
Tel: 518-793-2181
FAX: 518-793-7423

MID-ATLANTIC
P.O. Box 565
Southhampton, PA 18966
Tel: 215-322-2272
FAX: 215-953-0523

NEW ENGLAND
P.O. Box 406
Auburn, NH 0.11132
Tel: 603-483-1002
FAX: 603-483-2352
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SOUTHWEST
P.O. Box 867717
Plano, TX 75086
Tel: 214-612-2053
FAX: 214-612-2145
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Reel Decks Mature, DAT Grows
by Alex Zavistovich
Falls Church VA In the broadcast
environment, reel-to-reel recorders have
the advantage of mature technology.

INDUSTRY ROUNDUP
That market dominance, however, is
being chipped away at by digital audio
tape ( DAT). With the exception of some
pioneering spirits like WMTR-FM in
Toledo, OH, the country's first all-DAT

station, DAT recorders have still not
found aplace on-air. They are, however,
seeing increased acceptance as mastering recorders.
New versus mature
DAT proponents accept the fact that
certain limitations—inability to edit the
tape, for example—are preventing DAT
from gaining ground in broadcasting.
And certainly, the controversy surrounding DAT and its potential in
digital piracy also has cast a shadow
over the technology. But at least one
supporter believes that more broadcasters will take advantage of the
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When you work with Harris
Allied Systems, you're free to
focus managerial attention on
long-term goals, while we
oversee the myriad details
involved in the planning
and layout, construction

is a4track 1/2" format, with center channel timecode. The configuration provides
the potential of two stereo pairs with the
timecode, he noted.

that users expect in such machines.
Chief among those is what Bowman,
borrowing a word from the computer
industry, termed "connectability." That
is, how one piece of equipment "talks"
to another.
"We've defined what the box needs to
do," said Bowman, "but common communications seems to be abig deal of late."
Other desirable features include interfaceability—common control systems—
and speed and synchronized operations,
useful when working with multiple
machines or in video production.
Although developments in reel-to-reel
players are no longer revolutionary,
Bowman added that one of Studer's A807
recorders offers a feature previously
unavailable in other machines. On the
market for six months, the new recorder

Turning to DAT
Among industry experts, DAT's principal limitation is one of editing. Some
speculate that if there were technology
to enable cost-effective editing of the
medium, its use in broadcasting would
increase appreciably.
Tim Schwieger, VP of marketing
for Broadcast Supply West, admitted that
"reel-to-reel is the only gig in
town for editing." However, he has noticed
that sales of the product are down somewhat, which he attributes to people "not
going analog in the final step."
"In broadcasting, people have accepted DAT as amastering recorder and
for archiving purposes, where no editing is required," Schwieger said. He
acknowledged, however, that DAT
recorders are not being used on-air and
that people are still most frequently
dubbing to cart for production. Its
primary use, he said, is in the field.
Inroads made in DAT's price and
features are changing some people's
minds about the format, Schwieger
commented. He added that tape transports have become more user friendly
and that many machines now have cuing
and balanced inputs and outputs.
In the end, Schwieger speculates that
use of DAT in broadcasting will increase
with the increased acceptance of the
medium by consumers.
"With consumers having DAT, the cost
of portable units will go down," Schwieger explained. "DAT is the perfect alternative to cassette. You can't edit on cassette
either, but we are selling hundreds of
them. If the cost of DAT went down, you
might find it being used over cassette!'

The Beau Motors Division of Manger
Engineering, Inc. is continuing to
manufacture the entire line of Beau Motors. These include cart and reel-to-reel
capstan motors, torque motors and DC
brushless units.
The company can repair or replace any
Beau Motor regardless of its age; it can
repair or replace most foreign made

products as well. Beau was the originator of the external rotor motor for the
broadcast and tape reproduction industries and continues to provide this product to the market.
For information, contact Paul Manger
at 203-288-9351 or at Bethmour Road,
Bethany, CT 06525, or circle Reader Service 67.

benefits of DAT, in time.
In the realm of reel-to-reel recorders,
Dave Bowman, Director of Professional
Dealer Products for Studer, said the
"analog product and market is mature!"
Although he acknowledged that the
demands made of 2-channel 1/4" decks
and multitrack machines are different,
he maintained, "Things are well defined now and there are no real new
requirements!'
Still, there are some characteristics

"If the cost of DAT
went down, you
might find it being
used over cassette."

and installation of your
new or newly- renovated
facility. From transmitter
buildings ( prefabricated or
constructed on site) to
transmitter installations,
towers, antenna systems,

E

E

satellite systems and even
terrestrial microwave
networks, the experts at
Harris Allied Systems will
ensure total system
integration and optimal
performance.
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"Call me, I'm interested. - Circle 81.
See Us At SBE Booth 910

Upgrade to AM solid state
for reliability, Performance
and efficiency
• no wall
• 2500 watt
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1374 Cinnamon Drive
Fort Washington, PA
19034

OUR TRANSMITTERS DIRECTLY REDUCE YOUR OPERATING COSTS
Contact us for more information

Phone 215-542-9580

FAX 215-542-9582

Distributor inquiries invited

"Send me literature." Circle 36.
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Tascam on Right Track with TSR-8
by Dave Holmes, President
Holmes Productions
Stockton CA After four years of hard
work in an 8 ' x8 ' cubical Ibuilt in my
garage, it was time to move up in the

than using the standard LED meters (like
on the 38) the TSR-8 utilizes bargraph
LEDs, giving you amuch more accurate
peak level. Tascam also decided to include on-board dbx Type Inoise reduction. This feature alone makes it superior

The Tascam TSR-8 has paid for itself in time saved and

wonderful world of production— I
decided to build a new, larger studio.
The original studio utilized aTascam
32 and a Tascam 22-2 machine, along
with an ancient Sony TC-353-D quartertrack. Although originally Ihad planned
to move up to a4-track, after careful consideration, Idecided that 8-track was my
destiny.
What to do? Ineeded anew board and
I needed an 8-track ... that I could
afford. I'd had my eye on the Tascam
model 38, and was ready to buy one, but
when Italked to John Reed at PAS, he
changed my mind. I'm glad he did.
Impressive choice
John suggested Ipurchase the new
Tascam TSR-8. He told me about all the
added extra features and said Iwould be
impressed. Needless to say, Iwas.
The overall cosmetics on the TSR-8 are
completely different from the 38. Rather

results obtained.

to the 38.
The TSR-8 is controlled by amicrocomputer, which makes the punch-ins flawless. Along with 12%± pitch control, rehearsal function and repeat programs
and other various "trick" goodies, the
TSR-8, in my book, is without adoubt
the best machine on the market in this
price range.

REPORT
Currently, Iam using the Tascam M512 console, which adapts perfectly to
the TSR-8. Irecently did a number of
spots for a local air show, which had
numerous voice changes, sound effects
and music changes. After sweating for
years mixing spots like this "live," with
four cart machines, two turntables and

three hands, the world of multitracking
was awelcome relief.
Clean-sounding production
Since I've built my new studio, and
started using the TSR-8, many of my
peers have commented how clean the
production sounds. Imust give credit to
the dbx noise reduction.
Tascam has really made a big move
with the birth of the
Ihave always
liked their gear, but this product exceeded my expectations. Taking advantage of the real-time counter versus the
standard reference counter saves time,
and with the two memory location functions, finding strategic points on the tape
is abreeze.
Ialso went for the RC-408 remote control, which makes it possible to have the
TSR-8 located out of arm's reach and
gives me more room for equipment that
needs to be close to me. Every function
that's needed is on the remote control,
so there's never aneed to touch the machine.
There are many other attractive features on the TSR-8. For instance, the input for SMPTE/EBU devices makes it
possible to "chase" video and provides
aconnection to interface with computers
and MIDI.
I'm not sure whether Tascam originally
designed the TSR-8 for the musician, or
for use primarily in radio and television
audio production. All Iknow is that it
will easily work well in either application, at aprice that really gives the corn
petition something to think about.
Paid for itself
It you've always wanted a multitrack
machine and thought you could never afford it, think again. Ifigure Ihave saved
so much time with the TSR-8, and have
reached such alevel of quality production that the TSR-8 has paid for itself.
Commercials that in the past would
have taken me hours to produce, or
some that were not possible to do in the

AV\
THE MOST POWERFUL TOOL IN AM AND FM AUDIO PROCESSING
The TRI -MAZE is a complete stand alone audio processor requiring ncthing more than pure source material for
total performance.
FM — Designed to feed the multiplex input of all existing stereo

generators. as opposed to working around the problems

of existing processors.
AM — Complete NRSC compliance, total processing for a LOT less than 5Gs.
SOME OUTSTANDING FEATURES INCLUDE:
ZERO HYSTERESIS POST FILTER CLIPPING for up to 2dB of increased loudness without composite clipping.
TIME DOMAIN CONTOURED INTEGRATED RELEASE TIMES, that specifically treat time intervals associated with

frequencies in

bands of processing providing the ultimate in transparency.
PEAK MIX DOWN METERING makes set up as simple as your home stereo.

If

you're looking for a rich, smooth, big dimension sound for thousands less, TRI -MAZE ...
CONTACT YOUR DISTRIBUTOR OR CALL DIRECT

ChnotlIhindai) Inc
Circle 144
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1-203-935-9066
1-203-935-9242
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the three

first place, are now actually fun, and I
make good money doing them.
If there was one thing Iwould change
on the TSR-8, it would be to see maybe
three or four more memory location
functions, in addition to the existing two
already on the machine.
You'll also find the little things make
the unit attractive: acomplete schematic
and maintenance manual with every
machine, and aprice that can't be beat.
a
Editor's note: For more information on the
TSR-8 multitrack recorder, contact Ken
Hirata at Tascam: 213-726-0303, FAX: 213727-7656, or circle Reader Service 129.

—The Industry Source for
Manufacturer, Supplier,
NAB and FCC Phone Listings, as well as Product
Information, Company
Profiles, Buyers Guide
Reprints, RW's 1989
Editorial Index, Reference
Material, and More .
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KUOW Lauds Studer's A807
Seven Reel-to-Reels Used to Edit News Actualities
And for Recording and Playback of Programming
by Terry Denbrook, DE
KUOW
Seattle WA When KUOW was adding additional tape editing stations in
1988 we started looking for new tape
recorders.
The Studer A807 was a main contender, as KUOW had been using Studer
B67s since 1980. Studer had proven reliable and factory assistance had been excellent on the few occasions when we
did have aproblem.
Two formats
The Studer A807 comes in two basic
formats: aconsole version with the VU
meters and volume controls on aover-

REPORT
bridge and araclunount/portable version
with the VU meters under the heads.
Only the latter machine has microphone
level inputs.
All the machines come with abuiltin monitor amplifier and speaker. This
was important to us because they are
often used as standalone editing stations. The recorders can be either 3.757.5-15 or 7.5-15-30 ips, as well as mono
and half-track stereo. A 4-track machine
is also available.
Options include mono playback on
stereo machines, European style tape
cutting scissors, tape marker, better
splicing blocks (one comes with the
machines but it is not as rugged or as
convenient as the optional ones) and a
synchronizer interface.
The Studer A807 provides the standard professional features such as

balanced in and out, as well as some that
are not so standard, such as
microprocessor control with assignable
function for many of the machine's pushbuttons. Multiple autolocate functions
include return to zero and return to the
last place the tape was started.
There is also an independent lap timer.
The A807 also has a shuttle spooling
mode with avariable speed control, an
edit mode which removes the brakes
and allows easy rocking of the reels, and
alibrary wind function to provide better tension than the high speed wind
when preparing to store atape.
A less common feature on the Studer
recorders is "Fader Start." When avoltage is applied to the fader start pins on
the parallel remote plug, the machine
goes into the play mode, turns off the
built-in monitor speaker and locks out
both the push-buttons and the serial and
parallel remote controls until the voltage
is removed. This makes sure no one accidentally stops atape while it is playing on the air.

which is just about impossible to do with
screwdriver adjustment.
The Studer A807 can store two different sets of alignment values for each
speed. This allows easy change between
two tape types.
The microcomputer audio alignment
can also be done with input on an RS232 serial buss. This allows complete au-

Rebuilt Power Tubes

Econco
Approximately

One Half The Cost Of New

Sticky button
The only real problem we have had
with the machines are the push-buttons
on the machines that are mounted
horizontally. The push-buttons are in
two parts: the actual controlling part and
the part that is pushed, which is part of
the front panel.
On the machines that are used for
editing, the "dust" from the marking
grease pencil gets in between the buttons and the surrounding part of the

All the machines
come with a
built-in monitor
amplifier and
speaker.

One of each
The Studers had all the features we
desired so we decided to buy two of the
A807s to see how they would work for
us. We purchased one rack mount unit
and one console unit, both with the optional scissors, tape marker and splicing
blocks.
Instead of screwdriver adjustments,
the A807 uses a microcomputer with
memory to adjust the alignment. You
align each function by stepping to the
function you want to align. You then depress Raise or Lower buttons to make the
adjustment. A reading appears on the
counter display to show what the function's alignment value is. This allows you
to come back to apreviously used value

then dub the actualities to reel-to-reel for
editing. The A807 has worked very well
for us in this function. They add no
noticeable noise when making the dub.
They are easy to operate and edit with,
which is important to us because some
of our news tape editing is done by
volunteers who have little experience
with reel-to-reel recorders.

Studer's A807 series provides all the standard
pro features, plus some extras.

dio alignment, except for azimuth, to be
done using an automated test set such
as the Audio Precision System One. We
have the test set but are waiting for updated software to start automated alignment of our machines.
At KUOW the Studer tape recorders
have been used to record programs from
NPR and other sources. They are also
used to play back programs on the air
as well as to the public radio system
through our uplink. Most importantly,
they are used by the news department
to edit news actualities that have been
recorded in the field.
We record on cassettes in the field and

front panel and gets sticky enough to
stick in the down position. The button
down is hard to see as there is not alot
of travel to the buttons.
Cleaning the button assembly has always fixed the problem. If you used the
optional Studer tape marking method
with ink marker you probably would not
have the problem.
After using the first Studer A807s for
ayear we bought additional machines,
but without the scissors or tape
markers—our production people did not
use them. We did get them with the optional splicing blocks, which are major
improvements on ease of use over the
standard ones.
Currently, we own seven of the Studer
A807s and will buy more when we need
more editing stations or our old Studer
B67s need replacing.
Editor's note: For more information on the
A807 reel-to-reel recorder, contact Dave Bowman at Studer: 615-254-5651, FAX: 615256-7619, or circle Reader Service 30.

WEATHER RADIO
Model CRW

3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee
Some Of The Tubes We Rebuild
3CX3000A1

3CX2500F3

4CX5000A

3CX3000F7

4CX15000A

4CX10000D
5762 / 7024

Call For Our Price List

Econco
1318 Commerce Avenue

Price $ 540.00
Sensitivity . 28 microvolts for 12 dB quieting. All 3frequencies. Alert
tone demutes receiver, closes relay and gates audio to 600 ohm rear
terminals. Another set of rear terminals has continuous 600 ohm audio output. Double conversion crystal controlled, crystal filter in first
IF., ceramic filter in second I.F. Dual gate MOS FET front end. 50
ohm coaxial input. Adjacent channel 025 kHz) down to 70 dB. 19"
rack mount, 31/
2" H, all metal enclosure. In stock— available for immediate delivery.

Woodland, CA 95695 USA
ECONCO

Telephone .9/6-662-7553
Fax: 916-666-7760

See Us At SBE Booth 806

Telex: 176756
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ASC Introduces Tape Handler
by Ronald Newdoll, President
Accurate Sound Corporation
Menlo Park CA Accurate Sound
Corporation introduced at the September AES show the AS-100, a new tape
handler patterned after the popular
Ampex ATR-100 design.

UPDATE
The AS-100, with its up-to-date
microprocessor control design, has
numerous added features and has
eliminated many of the cumbersome
manual load requirements and service
difficulties encountered with the
ATR-100.
Previously, in order to tension the
servos, it was necessary to push the
stop button while holding and then
jerking the supply reel. Now, with
just a push of the load button, the
reels slowly take up the slack in the
tape until the servo arms are correctly
positioned and the tape is automatically tensioned.
Editor's note: For more information on
the AS-100 tape handler, contact Ron Newdoll at Accurate Sound Corporation: 415365-2843, FAX: 415-365-3057, or circle
Reader Service 69.

The fully microprocessor controlled
transport electronics will include an IEEE
488 computer interface buss as well as
an RS-232 buss. Extensive diagnostics
are available to facilitate the transport's
maintenance.
The AS-100 user interface will be identical to the ATR-100 so that timecode
synchronization can be achieved using
the capstan reference frequency.
The microprocessor design will allow
software control of all parameters of the
transport, including tape tensioning.
This will allow tailoring the reel tensions
from start of reel to end of reel for special
tape tensioning curves. Programmable
tension is especially important for long
term storage or archiving of master
tapes. Also, software can be written to
interface the transport to any computer.
You will notice that no mention as yet
has been made regarding the signal electronics. Considerable thought, however,
has gone into the proposed audio electronic design to ensure that the original
sonic qualities of the ATR-100 are not
lost, and are, in fact, improved.
This new AS-100 transport has been
designed for use in avariety of applications. In addition to a studio master
recording system, the transport will also
be used in the pancake evaluator and as
ahigh speed slave transport for cassette
and reel-to-reel duplication. Because of
its superior tape handling qualities, a
cassette slave is planned that will dupli-

cate at a speed of 300 IPS.
David Manley with Vacuum Tube
Logic has indicated an interest in using
the new AS-100 transport with a new
vacuum tube record electronics design.
People The Davis Communications
Group, Inc. recently announced the
promotion of Cindy Edwards from order administrator to inside sales manager for radio products. The company
also promoted Keith Arnett from a
district sales manger position to VP of
marketing for Davis Communications. Carol Broughton has been hired
as the company's graphics designer
and Kim Ferrell is Broadcast Services'
new order administrator.
AKG Acoustics, Inc. has announced the promotion of Dave

Ogden to the position of product
manager, and the appointment of
Scott Heineman to product manager,
dbx Professional Products and Orban
Broadcast and Professional Products.
Ogden began his career with AKG

This combination of the microprocessor
controlled transport with David's new
vacuum tube record electronics will
produce astudio mastering recorder of
unique design.
Acoustics as sales manager, digital
products division, in 1986. He worked
his way up to become sales manager
of Pro Audio, M.I. & Broadcast in
1987. Prior to his latest promotion, he
was western regional manager.
Heineman served as senior service
technician and customer service specialist with Otani Corporation.
Audio Animation Incorporated has
named David Ball as its applications
engineer. Formerly, Ball was production director, creative services director and announcer for WIMZ in
Knoxville, TN. Additionally, James
Ruse has been named Audio Animation's product manager. Ruse previously worked for Midwest Audio
Marketing of Chicago.
Harris-Allied Broadcast Equipment
has made several position appointments in its efforts to restructure, a
move which became effective 1July
1990. Gustavo Ezcurra was named VP,
Harris Allied worldwide sales, and
Marvin Nickel was appointed VP,
operations for Harris-Allied Broadcast
Equipment's Richmond, IN operation.

COMPLETE YOUR DEFINITION OF " CLASS A,"
CALL CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS
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Continental Electronics is here to assist you with your new definition of
"Class A." You can increase power, increase revenue base, and expand
your listening audience by upgrading your transmitting facility.
Continental has engineered four transmitters to meet your needs. The
500/1000 Watt transmitter is single phase and is only 42 inches tall. This
transmitter and the 3.8 kW are totally solid-state and designed for high
efficiency and reliability.

500/1000W

The 2.5 kW and the 5 kW transmitters are single tube transmitters. All
Continental FM transmitters include an internal harmonic filter and the
Ultimate 802A Exciter.

3.8 kW

For service after the sale, call the Continental 24- hour tech line. At
Continental, service is an attitude, not a department.
So, call your Continental Sales Manager to get the complete definition
of " Class A."

varian@
5kW

2047
See us At SBE Booth 1110

continental electronics division
P.O. Box 270879 Dallas, Texas 75227
Telephone: 214-381-7161 Fax: 214-381-4949

Telex: 73398
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pedance phones as well. As in all Autogram consoles, the headphones and
monitor have separate selector switches
and gain controls.
Muting is provided for the monitor
panel, is monaural and functions as
driver and cue amplifiers via two ina post-fader mixing buss delivering a dependent mute busses also proprogram level telephone feed. Two VU
grammed by DIP switches. You can
have a microphone on the "A" input
meters can be switched between program and audition; a third monitors
and a cart on the "B" input and muting will follow. Two relays are provided
the mono.

Autogram's Newest Pacemaker
Pacemaker 618 Offers Six Pots and 18 Inputs, for
Budget-Conscious Broadcasters Seeking Quality
by Jim Laird, CE
Autogram Corporation
Plano TX The Pacemaker 618 is the
newest addition to Autogram's popular
series of consoles that includes the PM
1032, PM 828 and PM 648. Designed
with maximum value in mind, the 618
complements the famous Autogram
family that began with the IC-W console
back in 1975. (And, yes, the IC-W is still
being manufactured and will be as long
as customers demand it.)

UPDATE
The 618 has six pots and 18 inputs; the
initial five pots have two inputs each
while the last has eight. All inputs are
electronically switched with only DC on
any front panel selector. Penny & Giles
long- throw faders and Schadow
switches are used.
Connections are made using the pluggable miniature screw terminal system;
no special tools are required, not even
a pair of crimpers. Front panel assemblies plug in and connect to the motherboard with ribbon cable. On the mother-

board are the plug-in active boards including the isolated microphone preamp, the dual input, the multichannel,
and all output boards. Changing aboard
takes only seconds.
"Bullet-proof" construction
All Pacemakers have the standard Autogram engraved front panel. The engraving will endure no matter how much
abuse the panel has to take. "Bulletproof" construction is typical of Autogram consoles and Pacemakers are no
exception.
While the console is designed to rest
on top of studio furniture, it can be submounted to provide alower profile. The
compact size, r- x22" x9", allows installation in almost any studio.
Momentary and continuous opencollector control outputs are associated
with each input and control follows input selection. For interfacing equipment
that requires a dry contact, Autogram
manufactures the RP-16 relay panel with
16 relays and a regulated 24 V power
supply.
While the Pacemaker 618 is stereo,
a switchable mono output is available
to give the sum of either the Program
or Audition output busses. The mixminus bus, selectable from the front

All
The Right
Connections

The Pacemaker 618, from Autogram.

With the variation of studio equipment, it is indeed achallenge to interface audio levels. Each input (including
the two auxiliary monitoring inputs) has
individual programmable termination,
10 or 20 dB pads, and precision multiturn gain trim pots. The electronically
balanced inputs can accommodate levels
between —20 and + 20 dBu and will accept unbalanced consumer gear.
All console outputs are electronically
balanced and are adjustable from
O dBm to + 8 dBm with buffered
metering.
Cue to phones
Incorporated in the Pacemaker is the
automatic cue-to-phones (CTP) monitoring function. Programming DIP switches
allow CTP to be enabled for any console
input. With CTP enabled you hear cue
through the left headphone while
monitoring the selected program on the
right headphone. A separate cue amplifier is included to drive an external cue
speaker.
The headphone and cue amplifiers are
rated at 2W rms into 8ohms and have
sufficient voltage available for high im-

for interfacing warning lamps, skimmers, etc.
The microphone pre-amp board has
four isolated amplifiers that boost the
microphone output to balanced line level
for patching into any input or external
processing equipment.

Clock option
An optional autoclock or autocount
unit may be installed in the PM 618.
The autoclock provides time-of-day,
count up timer, outdoor temperature
and day-date while the autocount is
a time up counter. The autoclock provides communication which allows
several autoclocks to be connected, all
sharing the same time and temperature information. The clock can be synchronized to networks or WWV.
The Pacemaker 618, Autogram's
lowest priced stereo console, ($4995 list)
is being built with the same integrity
and intensive care that all Autograms
receive.

Editor's note: For more information on the
PM 618, contact Jim Laird at Autogram: 214424-8585, or circle Reader Service 112.
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"GO WITH THE WINYERS.

DY1YAMAX CTR100 SERIES"

"I go first class with the
DYNAMAX CTR 100 Series.
Air time is friendlier with
DYNAMAX cart machines."

Fidelipac Corporation
[ P.O. Box 808
Moorestown, NJ 08057

H U.S.A.
II 609-235-3900
r] TELEX: 710-897-0254
Li FAX: 609-235-7779
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RS 1000 Automation
new station
construction

field service
AM directionals

RON KROB
broadcast technical consultant

4910 Four Star Court
Fort Collins, CO
80524
303 484 2704

Consulting Communications
Engineers
• FCC Data Bases
• FCC Applications and Field
Engineering
• Frequency Searches and
Coordination
• AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
1306 W. County Road. F,
St. Paul, MN 55112
(612)631-1338 Member AFCCE

EVANS ASSOCIATES
Consulting Communications Engineers

FCC Applications, Design
&Field Engineering
Broadcast Engineering Software
216 N. Green Bay Rd.
Thiensville, WI 53092

(414) 242-6000

Space
Available
1-703-998-7600

SOFTWARE
FM CHANNEL SEARCH
FM Database pool
MSDOS
EGA Graphics- Color
Broadcast Technical
Consulting
Doug Vernier
Iroadtast Consultant
1600 Picturesque Drive
Cedar Falls, IA 50613
319-266-8402

with any radio station!
27 years of expertise
guarantees results!
Solve problems fast in
Management, Sales,
Programming or
Engineering. No problem
too big or too small.
Free initial consultation.
Full Service Consulting

Bill Elliott

413-442-1283

48 Imperial Avenue

ereletech,rinc.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS

AND ENGINEERS
• FCC Applications & Field Engineering
• Frequency Searches & Coordination
• Tower Erection & Maintenance
• Facility Design & Construction
CONTACT:

Kenneth W. Hoehn

Pittsfield. MA

RADIO SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING
FCC Applications • Design
•Installation • Field Service

Experienced Ra Affordable
4289 Roanrid'e
Las Vegas, Nevada 89120

23400 Michigan Ave
Dearborn. MI 48124

(313) 562-6873

FCC's Engineering
AM,FM and TV Data
Bases for your PC
Call today to request afree sample

Communications Data
Services
6105 E Arlington Blvd
Falls Church VA 22044
(703) 534-0034

BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS
1036 William Hilton Pkwy
Ste 200F
Hilton Head Is., SC 29928
(803) 785-4445

MAKE MONEY

This

W. LEE SIMMONS
& ASSOC., INC.

24 Hr: (702) 454-2085

HARMON'S TOWER
SERVICE, INC.
Maintenance, Painting,
Antenna & Equipment
Installation,
Winch Services
435 B Broadway
Columbus, GA. 31901
(404) 327-1074

Moffet,
Larson &
Johnson, Inc.
Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

Two Skyline Place
5203 Leesburg Pike ft 800
Falls Church VA 22041
703-824-5660
800-523-3117
Member AFCCE

tahm, Suffa & Cavell. lite.
Consulting Engineers
• Interference Resolution

• Custom Software
• Former Chief Engineers
• Suburban

3975

Wash'ington Based

University Dr.. Suite #450

Fairfax. Virginia 22030
Phone 703-591-0110
Fa\ 703 - 591 - 011

Huntsville Antenna
Engineering
There is hope for AM radio!
AM station unipole antennas with
circular polarization & beam tilt.
Broadband your present
AM tower Series R shunt fed.

205-353-9232

205-353-6747

Kenneth Casey
Consulting Radio Engineer

TOWER SERVICES
Light Replacement
Routine Maintenance
Ground Systems
Painting
20 years Experience

John Nix
PO Box 13244 Salem, OR 97309
503-581-4056
1-800-321-1056

Rural 8,c Remote Site
Field Engineering
50 Park Ave.
Claremont, NH 03743

WESTMONT, NJ ( 609) 869-0222

603/542-6784

Call For Our Free Demo & Information On
BROADCAST P/442
Annuel Rates.

1-800-322-7879

The features of major interest to the
broadcaster include balanced audio in
and out, adjustable output level for audio and logging printer, connection for
remote control and connection for BCD
information from an automation system.
In summary, since converting our automation systems to the RS 1000, we

• AM Antenna 11,1pr-t'yen:en,'

INSTALLATION AND SERVICE OF BROADCAST
ANTENNA SYSTEMS/TOWER MAINTENANCE & ERECTION

PR or-nusic

REPORT

• RF Hazard Studies

MIRKWOOD

WIDEST & FINEST CHOICE OF PRODUCTION MUSIC & SFX

Miami FL WMCU has been using automated programming for over 15 years.
Our automation changed form several
times as technology improved. Much of
our music came from older vinyl recordings and the quality often left something
to be desired.
In the last few years, however, with the
advent of the compact disc, 95% of our
music now comes from these high quality recordings. We felt that it was time to
make achange from the old 1/4" 2-track
magnetic tape to something that would
allow us to reproduce the quality of the
CD for use in our automation system.
s While attending the National Religious Broadcasters convention of 1989,
our station manager Steve James was
thoroughly impressed by the quality of
the digital recordings and the ease of
operations of the Radio Systems RS 1000

bic was used for the data connection.
Radio Systems supplied aspecial IGM
EPROM, which was necessary for use
with our Sentry format FS12-B. Also, it
was necessary to use an inexpensive
data latch for each machine. Each latch
required asimple jumper between pins
8 of the input and ouptut connectors.
The latches plug directly into the rear of
the FS12-B.

• Coverage Improvement

ENGINEERING

COMMUNICATION • SYSTEMS

by William Coppage, CE
WMCU

BROADCASTING
& ELECTRONIC
SERVICES LABS
PO BOX 178
NEWTON, UT 84327
801-563-3088
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
REFURBISHED 8 REPAIRED
AUDIO. VIDEO, RF, DIGITAL
15 YRs EXPERIENCE

Contact Radio World Newspaper for availabilities.
P.O. Box 1214 • Falls Church VA • 22041

Radio System's RS 1000 has answered WMCU's automation needs.

digital audio tape machine. We purchased four of these units—three for use
in the automation system and one for
production purposes.
The DAT machines were installed in
the automation system in the space left
after removing one of the old reel-to-reel
tape decks. Each machine requires two
cables: one for data and the other for audio start and e.o.m. Eight conductor ca-
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have found that our station sound is exceptionally uniform and we have been
able to achieve the quality of reproduction so necessary in acompetitive radio
market.
Editor's note: For more information on the
RS 1000 DAT, contact Paul McLane at Radio Systems: 609-467-8000, FAX: 609-4673044, or circle Reader Service 40.
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Handled!
Customize your A-500 Console with Wheatstone's
powerful accessory modules! We've handled autosequencing, telephone call- ins, aid intercom requirements. Our auto- sequencing line input will take the rush
out of oack-to-back carts. Our multiphone module can
hand:e 3callers, 3 mics and reel-to-reel machine control
all at once. Our new 8-station intercom module will link
up al your stucios and talert positions...

e
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TELEPHONE/TALK SHOW: The MP- 500 multiphone
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allows the DJ to automatically sequence through a
pre- loaded bank of cart or CD machines. All audio
ano machine control functions are handled by the
module's logic circuitry. When the first ON switch is
pressed, that module's associated machine automatically starts to play; when it has finished the channel is
turned OFF, the next programmed module is turned
ON, and its machine starts to play. Dead air and
missed spots can be athing of the past with this
sequence function.
module offers atotally new way of handling telephone
talkshow functions. Operation is simple: when the
announcer wishes to do a phone segment he simply
activates the MP- 500 module and all mute, level,
combining, and machine control functions are handled
automatically. The MP- 500 permits conferencing
between 3callers and 3 microphones, and provides
separate multitrack tape feeds for various mic/caller
siaral combinations, permitting simple track punch- ins
to replace razor and tape edits. This module eliminates complicated announcer set-ups, miscalls, and
feedback problems.
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COMMUNICATIONS: Tie ICM-500 module is part of

acompletely integrated intercom system; afamily of
modules available for all Wheatstone broadcast and
production consoles. It even includes a rackmount
version for your equipment room or remote hook-ups.
It allows direct communication between 8 locations in
your facility. Your intercom needs are handled by
simply plugging in this module set.
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TAKE ADVANTAGE of our expertise and reputation.
Call Wheatstone. Let our application engineers handle
your toughest requirements.
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A-32EX On-Air Console
Finally engineers confined to tight budgets
can choose a console that won't compromise
station reliability or signal integrity. After all, the
A-32 is a Wheatstone console. It borrows from
the componentry and design of our larger A-500
consoles, currently installed in major markets all
over the country, from frontline independents to
national networks.
Our new A-32EX is even better, with ample
expansion room for additional inputs and a powerful family of accessory modules, including our
new MP- 32 talkshow module ( that neatly interfaces multiple hybrids, tape recorders, announcer
mics and studio- to- caller feeds). our ICM-32 six
station intercom module ( letting you communicate
with other console locations and announce studios), and our SC- 20 studio module (to provide
comprehensive studio monitor, automatic muting,
and talkback functions), plus multiple line selector
and machine control modules, and a complete
family of studio turret components.

The A-32EX console features modular construction, a fully regulated rackmount power
supply, logic follow, full machine control and of
course, an all- gold contact interface system.
It
has two mic channels and fourteen stereo line
modules, each with A`B source select and
Program/Audition bus assign, plus Cue switches
on the line modules. Standard features include
Program and Audition VU meters, digital timer,
and a monitor module for control room and headphone functions. The console is also available in
a smaller version (the A-20) with two mic channels and eight stereo line input modules.
The A-32EX is a perfect choice for stations
planning an upgrade in signal quality and control
room image. It's also a natural choice for the
newsroom.
So profit from Wheatstone's
experience and reputation— call us today for
immediate action!

\A/heatrtone" Corporation
'2Û v
•••BE • n 1006

•Syracuse, NY. 13211 ( TEL 315-455-7740 / FAX 315-454-8104)
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